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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was to explore women's experience of the transition 

fiom full-tune mother to pst-secondary student. Existing research typidy does 

not distinguish between women who have been at home W-time h m  women 

who have been employed in the labor force prior to school reentry. The present 

study used Ebaugh's mode1 of role exit to examine how the saiience and centrality 

of the mothering identity affects wornen as they enter coilege or university. Study 

participants were ten women w b  bad been stay-at-home mothers for at least tbree 

years. Data were gathered in semi-structured interviews. Results showed 

differences in the degree of centraiity of "'mothering" in the women's identities. 

Results also showed how specific ""gains" associatecl with school reentry 

outweighed specinc "'losses" and led to successful transitions into the student d e .  

Practice and policy implications and directions for future research are discussed. 

KEY WORDS: reentry women; mother-students; role exit. 
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Chanter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Baciumund 

In the 40s and SOS, societal expectations of middle chss women were rektively 

clear; they were expected to tind happiness at home as wives and mothers. With the 

glonficat ion of the housewife role so prevalent, many young, intelligent, college- 

educated women were unable to envision their fùtures beyond e g e  and childrearing 

(Tittle & Denker, 1980; Friedan, 1963). During the 60s and 70% a rapid growth ofthe 

traditionaliy fernale senice sector and changes in public attmide regarding women's roles 

combined to open new employment opportmities for women Other societal changes in 

recent decades hclude reduced fertility, increased longevity, the industrialization of 

housework (i.e. the availability and increased use of both household seMces for purchase 

and technology individual homes such as stoves, fkidges etc.), a dramatic increase 

in divorce rates and a rapid increase in the number of single-parent households (Eichler, 

1988). According to Eichler (1988), in 1979, for the first tirne, the mjority of wives of 

working age (20-64) were employed in the paid labor force. She wrote: 'Wever before 

have we lived in a society in which the majority of wives earn an income independent 

fkom their husbands" (Eichler, 1988, p.33). Statistics show that m i e d  women's 

participation in the Canadian iabor force increased steadily, fiom 5% in 1941 to 61% in 

199 1. In 1977, only 38% of women with children d e r  the age of 6 were labor-force 

participants, compared to 63% in 1992 (The Vanier Institute, 1994). By 1999,6 1% of 

women with children under the age of 3 were employed, more than double the figure in 

1 976 (Statistics Canada, 2000). 

The above-noted changes in the home, the workforce, and society at large, 

combined with increased labor market demamis for a skilled work force, have been 

leading increasing nurnbers of adult women into pst-secondary educational institutions 

(The Vanier Instihite, 1998). In the iate 70s and early 80s, the population of women 

reentering the formal education system constituted the West growing segment of 
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students attending college (Heyns & Bird, 1979), with the nimber of women over 35 

enrolled in college doubling (Tittle & Denker, 1977,1980)- In Canada during the 1992- 

1 993 academic year, women's participation in higher education reached 52% of Ml-time 

enrollment and 62% of part-the enrobent (Human Resounies Development Canada, 

1994). Recent statistics show that women continue to comprise more than half of 

commuaity coilege and university enrolrnents (Statistics Canada, 1998a, i998b). At the 

university level, the median age of dergraduate students is 21 years, and the median 

age of graduate students is 28; part-time university students tend to be older, with the 

median age of undergraduate students king 30 years, and the median age of graduate 

students king  34 years (Human Resourçes Developrnent Canada, 1994). 

As the student popdation in our colleges and universities becornes increasingly 

diversified, so, ho, must the range of services and supports which ease the transition into 

the post-secofidary system and help ensure academic success. This diversity continues to 

challenge educators, policy-rnakerq administrators, and social workers, for the research is 

only beginning to indicate which "We situations and iostitutiod supports make a 

difference" (Home & Hinds, 2000). 

1.2 Reentrv Women: Definition 

in the literature, reentry women are those who enter university, college, or adult 

education after an absence fiom forma1 education. Across studies, their reasons for 

leawig, past educationai attainment, activities in the interim, marital status, presence or 

absence of children, ages of children, length of interim, and age at reentry Vary 

considerably. Reentry women have been described as "pioneers seeking to combine both 

traditional and current conceptions of women's roles (Leavitt, 1989, p. 301) and as king 

"hspired to reach toward new (for women) levels of achievement in a society that W s  to 

provide the means necessary to the reaüzation of tbese goals" (Komarov*, 1985, p. 4). 

1.3 Postsecondarv Educrition: Eaualitv of Access, Outcome. and Emerience? 

In theos: a post-secondary education is the "great equalizer", providing equality 
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of opporîunÏty to dl. Within this context, "equality" can be measured in terms of 

access, outcorne, or experience. 

Access 

If we accept the conventional definaion of accessibility to postsecondary 

education as the numbers of students who enroli in iastiMions of higher leaming, then, at 

least at the undergraduate level women's and men's participation rates seem to show that 

there exists equal accessibility for both genders @ischophg & Be& 1998). Statistics, 

however show clear under-representation of native and Mack people, of  the socio- 

economicaIly disadvantaged, and of disabled people in postsecondary institutions, and of 

wortlen in such fields as engineering, in graduate studies, and in senior administrative 

positions modebaugh, 1999; Stalker & Prentice, 1998; Scott, 1993; Smith, 1991). 

Outcome 

Grades. In temis of grades, reentry women often outperform younger students (Leavitt, 

1989; Badenhoop & Jobansen, 1980)- 

Attrition. Rates of attrition ammg reentry women Vary widely across individual studies. 

Some work shows dropout rates over 40% (Harrington, 1993; Scott, 1980). In response 

to this increased risk of attrition, a growing body of research is focusing upon the specifif 

factors associated with persistence d non-persistence (e.g. age of chiidren, coping 

styles) among various subpopulations of reentry women (Thacker & Novak, 1991 ; Phot, 

1987). 

Emdo p e n t  and Earninqs, With regard to reentry women, complet ion of a post- 

secondary program has been shown to increase both wages and occupational prestige 

(Campione & Jerrell, 1997; Femlee, 1988). Novack aod Novack (1996) report, however, 

that there is controversy as to the degree of actual penetration that women have achieved 

in positions traditionally associateci with men. For example, the number of women on 

corporate boards has increased, but the number of female CEO's has decreased- Most 

women are still employed in low-wage service and domestic jobs. In gentmi, additional 
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schooling benefits women's occupational attainment, but there are limitations to these 

benefits (Campione & Jerrell, 1997; Novack & Novack, 1996; Femiee, 1988)- 

hoenence 

The literature on higher education presents a complex picture, wherein pst-secondary 

accessibiiity and experience c m  dBer dramatidy across students (e.g, Stalker & 

Prentice, 1998). For example, Terenzini and his colleagues descni the transition into 

college as "a highly interrelated, weblike series of M l y ,  interpersonai, acaâernic, and 

organizational pulls and pushes that shape student I e d g  ... and persistence" (Teremhi, 

Rendon, Upcraft, Millar, Allison, Gregg & Jalomo, 1994, p.61)- Too, Mason (1997) 

describes returning to college as a consciousness-raising transition, and includes it in the 

same category as divorce, menopause, and adjustment to unemployment, 

The fiterature shows numerous examples of CCdifference of experience" across 

college and university students. For example, in a study of women, education and 

disability, Scott (1 993) identified numerous barriers to disabled women in their pursuit of 

a university education. These included fktigue associated with the dïsabilityy heaith 

complications, finances, avoidance behaviors or offers of excessive help from other 

students, and high shelves and narrow mws between shelves in the hibrary. Tereazini et 

a1 (1994) found that, compared to "traditional" students, nontraditional, prùnarily fust- 

generation, coUege students found "the adaptation to colkge was fàr more difEcult. 

Indeed, for manyy going to college constîtuted a niajor disjunction in their life coutse" 

(p.63), a painfiil breaking of family, social, and academic traditions. 

In the reentry iiterature, numerous studies idente  factors that can hinder mature 

women students in their pursut of higher education For exampie, Leavitt (1989) found 

that foliowing a woman's return to school tbere were few cbanges in the management of 

household responsibilities Many women identified this kck of change as their source of 

greatest stress, but often seemed reluctant to place additional burdens on their husbands; 

54% of the reentry women in her sample reported t h  everyone in the M y  was doing 
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more to help out, but only 20% of husbaads spent more time carhg for the children, and 

34% were cwking more- 

During the admissions process, reentry women may encounter problems with 

admissions standards because of outdateci transcripts and work experience (e-g. Pitts, 

1 992; S perling, 199 1). Further, entrance examinations such as the Scholastic Aptitude 

Test (SAT), which continue to be used although outcome is not n e c e s d y  linked to 

post-secondary success or fàilure, may a c W y  discrunùiate against rehiming women 

students, particularly where there is a gap in time between pst academic experience and 

post-secondary application (Nelson, Aron, & Poole, 1999; Brooks 1976). Also, 

cornpared with the "traditional aged student" who enters the pst-secondary system 

directly afier graduating fiom high school, the reentry student may experience difficulty 

with note taking, remembering materiai, library use, writing papers and exams, 

cornpetition fiom younger students, and tirne management (Wlkie & Thompson, 1993; 

Novak & Thacker, 199 1 ; Tittle & Denker, 1980; Astin 1976; Brooks 1976). The severity 

of these problems will Likely vary according to the individual's length of time away fiom 

schooi and act ivities during the interirn 

We do not know how many women do not enter, or drop out of higher education 

because of lack of fiinding, though two recent studies on the persistence of adult women 

in higher education show that persisters are more likely to receive financial aid than are 

nonpersisters (Goldsmith, 1 99S/l9%; Calloway, 1 99O/lW 1). Another investigation 

found a strong socioeconomic class intluence arnong mature women who discontinued 

their university studies; poor women tended to leave because of a combination of lack of 

money, lack of M y  support, lack of kmwledge or skills and weighty domestic 

responsibilities (Scott, Burns, Cooney, 1996). 

Scholarships and allowances often exclude mature w o m n  because of specific 

stipulations. For example, recipients must often be full-tirne students of certain (typically 

younger) ages. Further, w o m n  may not quai@ for bmcial aid because of the 
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husband's incorne, whetber or not the wife bas access to it (Brooks, 1976). Adnett and 

Coates (2000) suggest that women may defer k i r  own studies in order to finance the 

higher education of theü children. Conway (1996) demibes baving to choose between 

buqing s hoes for her children and buying University textbooks. 

Not every student wiil be successfùl in complethg the transition into college or 

university. These few examples clearly show how erroneous is the notion of a unifed 

"student body" in terms of  access, outçome, and experïence in the post-secondary system. 

Nevertheless, the majority of studies 1 have surveyed treat "reentry women" as a 

homogeneous group without examining their pan histories and present realities. W i  the 

reentry needs of a homemaker with preschool children, a mid-life childless business 

executive, a single mother living below the poverty line, a disabled wornan, a recent 

immigrant whose educational qualifications are not recognized in Canadsi, and a 

retirement-aged displaced homemaker be the same? Lücely not. Further, most studies do 

not discuss why the women initially lefi school Was it for a job? To parent? Because of 

negative experîences at school? Graduation? In studying the hbor force reentry of midg 

life homemakers, Moen, Downey and Bolger (1 990) concluded that 

Women do not constitute a mono lithic popuIation; rather, there are distinct 
subpopulations of women, inçludiag M - t h e  homemakers at different stages of 
the life cycle, who have digerent dispositions and options regarding labor-market 
participation and who consequently require distinctive m d e h  of labor-force 
dynamics (p. 237). 

This statement seems e q d y  applicable to the study of women reentering the formal 

educational system. 

1.4 Reentrv Women: H e l ~ s  and Hindrances 

Studies have shown that, on campus, male-onented curricula, biases in hiring, 

tenure, and promotion of  women tàculty, and acts of outright degradation and violence 

toward wornen c m  make educational institutions not only chilly, but threatening to 

women students (Stalker & Prentice, 1998; Osborne, 1995; Barr & Birke, 1994; Sperling, 
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1 99 1 ; Sandler, 1986). With specific reference to reentry women, the literature shows a 

wide array of factors associated with educational persisteme including: availability of 

child care, flexiiility of class scheduün& having children older than six years, suppon of 

farnily, Wends, and campus personnel, academic and social involvement on campus, 

having clear educational and career goals, having adequate finances, possessing a wide 

variety of coping skills, and possessing strong self-esteem (Tinto, 1998; Miller, 

1 997/l998; Johnson-Bailey & Humphrey Brown, 1997; Goldsmith, 1995/1996; 

Harrington, 1993; Pitts, 1992; Fleishman, 1992; Novak & Thacker, 199 1; Calloway, 

1 W O /  199 1 ; Beuteil & Greenhaus, 1983). For other women, dficulty adjusting to the 

student role and high attrition have been attri'buted to lack of finances, inconvenient 

SC heduling of classes, fiunily responsibilïties, lack of support h m  fkiends and fiimily or 

campus personnel competing life events such as impending divorce or poor health, 

indecision regarding educational and career goals, dficulty rnanaging multiple roles, 

inadequate study tirne, distance fiom campus, fear of change, lack of self-discipline, 

having children younger than six, low seEesteem, fear of success, and lack of child care 

(Home & Hinds, 2000; Staiker & Prentice, 1998; Goldsmith, l99Y 1996; Harrington, 

1993; Pitts, 1992; Novak & Thacker 1991; Sperling, 1991 ; Calloway, l99O/l99l; 

Altamaier & McNabb, 1984; Reirnal, 1976; Astin, 1976). Other barriers encountered by 

reentry women may include problems with admissions standards, attitudes of instmctors 

and younger students, ineligibility for some scholarships and allowances (many of which 

require full-time statu), insufficient financial assistance (and the large investment of time 

and energy required to procure that assistance), and lack of proximity to pst-secondary 

institutions (see Stalker & Prent ice, 1 998 for a fidi discussion of these barriers). 

1.5 The Homemaken 

As outlined above, mature women may exhiait a wide range of reentry needs. 

While a handfùl of studies focus on the ways in which being a mother affects women in 

their roles as students, (e.g. Fisher Laveil, 1998; Whitaker, 1998; Conway, 1996; Wiebe, 
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1993), most of the recent studies p u p  together reentry women who have been employed 

with reentry women who have been fûll-the mothers. In contrast, more specinc 

attention to the "reentry homemaker" tends to be confined to older studies, conducted 

when the '%orking mother" was a relatively "new" phenornenon The lack of attention 

devoted to the reentry homemaker in recent work may be a reflection of changing societal 

n o m ;  the fùll-the mother is no longer the nom, and may therefore be viewed as "less 

interesting" or "less currentYy than the "working mother". Alternatively, other researchers 

may view their work on "mothering" per se as reflecting the experiences and needs of 

both employed and at-home mothers. A third possible explanation for the general lack of 

attention is that full-the homemaking is ofien viewed as a luxury of white, relatively 

wealthy women, and much of the recent work has been examinhg reentry women in 

terrns of race and class issues (e-g. Rodebaugh, 1999; Hall & Donaidson, 1997; Johnson- 

Baiiey & Humphrey Brown, 1997; Lawson, 1994) in a much-needed effort to break down 

the myth that 'keentry women" are a homogenous group. 

Astin (1976) notes that lack of confidence is an issue when one has k e n  out of 

school for a number of years, '~articulariy if she has been a homemaker in the interim" 

(pp.56-57). The conflicts a reentry homemaker may experience include feeling 

ovenvhelmed by attempting to pile the responsibilities of school ont0 an already full 

schedule of academic and social activities and guilt for king unable to attend fully to 

farnily needs (Brooks, 1976). B b e r  and Cozby (1981) write that retuniing women 

must reevaluate their priorities in order to survive academidly, and that the new 

priorities will necessariiy take some cornmitment away ikom the home. For many 

women, the r e m  C'requires an investrnent of t h e ,  energy, and ego into school which 

previously had k e n  spent numaing a nimily" (Ballmer & Cozby 198 1, p. 1019). A 

returning woman may also be: 

tom between her desire to fiiK11 her own potential a d  her desire to be loved by 
the man in her life. The two aims appear mutually exclusive to many women 
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raised in the old tradition, in which intellectual achievement precludes femininity 
and attractiveness to the d e  (l3allrner & Cozby, 198 1, p- 1019). 

1.6 P ~ m s  for Reenîw Women 

Across North Amencan pst-secondary institutions, there exists a wide array of 

programs and services intended to ease the transition into hjgher education and to 

enhance academic outcorne- The availability of such supports will, of course, Vary eom 

institution to institution, in the past, pst-secondary facilities have geared these programs 

toward traditional-aged students. In more recent years, however, there has been a shifi 

towards increased programming for non-traditional students, including reentry women 

(Thacker & Novak, 1991). Both existing prograrns and program recommendations Vary 

dramat ically according to their focus, length, and compre hensiveness (see, for example, 

Barr & Birke, 1994; Fleishrnan, 1992; Sperling, 1991; McElhineny 1990; Leavitt 1989; 

BeuteU & O'Hare, 1987; Altamaier & McNabb, 198% Christian & Wilson, 1985). 

Thacker and Novak (1991) conceptualize the suppoas most suited to reentry women as 

belonging to three different categories. These are motivation supports, coping supports, 

and adaptation supports. 

Motivation sqmorts include pre-admission outreach, assistance with course selection, 

program c ho ice, career counseling, and advice regarding fiancial assistance. 

Copine s u ~ m r t s  include disseminating information regarding on-campus services, 

promotion of basic skills workshops (e.g. to enhance library skills, writing skills), flexible 

course scheduling, information d orientation sessions for spouses &or older children, 

persona1 counseling which includes strategies for cophg with stress, ongoing counseling, 

and, of course, child c m .  

Adaptation suvw rts include a woman-6iendly curriculum (whicb, for example 



recognizes the contributions of women in the arts, sciences, and humanities), role 

modeling and rnentorship by women fàcuity, anci social functions or spaces geared 

towards adult women 

1.7 HelwSeekine Behaviors 

Despite recent advances in programming for both traditional and nontraditional 

students, the Iiterature shows that reentry women may be unlikely to seek heip in their 

adjustment to the student role (Breese & O'Toole, 1994; Leavitt, 1989; Campbell, WiIson 

& Hanson, 1980). Leavitt (1989) found that although 40% of the returning women in 

her samp le reported clear signs of physical distress, including fkquent headaches, 

difficulty sleeping, and weight gain, not ow of these women sought assistance at the 

coliege counseling centre- In another study, those who reported the greatest difficulty 

adjusting were the least likely to use campus services (Campbell, Wdson & Hanson, 

1 980)- 

Some women apparently believe that king ''mature" students, they should not 

need assistance fiom others and perceive on-campus services as king geared towards 

younger students. Other women are unwilling to place additional burdens upon their 

families (Ast in, 1 976). Breese and O'Toole (1 994) explored the reasons behind reentry 

women's lack of use of on-campus setvices. They found that the reentry women in their 

sample tended to seek out only the necessary assistance for practical concerns and issues, 

and that any help or assistance they needed was usuaUy found within their interna1 

support network. WhiIe approximately one t k d  of the 22 1 women they studied actively 

sought the assistance of a social service agency or University program or service since 

becoming a student, these women were more likely to han to off-campus social service 
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agencies or private therapists or wumelors than to seek assistance on campus. 

1.8 Reentrv Women: M v  Direction 

It was with the above issues and research findîngs in mind that I continued m). 

study of reentry women and began to formulate the direction of my thesis project. 1 

thought about the young, intelligent, college-educated women of the 40s and SOS for 

whom rnarriage and childrearuig were centrai, often We-long goals (Tiile & Denker, 

1980; Friedan, l963), and about the confiision, discodort, boredom, and depression that 

Brooks (1 976) describes as ofien accompanying the reentry process among women who 

have k e n  at home raishg families. 1 also considered my own expenences in resuming 

the MSW program after king a fidi-tirne rmther for s e v d  years. Particularly during 

the early stages of my transition fiom W - t h e  mother to mother-student, I felt fear and 

self-doubt ('hiaybe 1 just can7t do it any moreyy), guilt ("ao dear, 1 don? have time to 

volunteer in your classroom this term"), and, at times, frustration c'the kids have no clean 

clothes to Wear, we have a dinner tonight with my husband's coworkers, and the paper 

that's due tomorrow just isn't up to my usual standards"). 

1 also thought about how, in our society, external contradictions may contriibute to 

the interna1 contradictions women feel about their roles as women. In a recent study, 

Novack and Novack (1996) asked young undergrads about their fritures. When asked 

about the care of fùture chiidren, 67% of women and 84% of men believed that women 

should stay at home with a newborn for the f h t  few months. Almost 80% of both d e s  

and females planned to eventually attend graduate school, 97% planned to marry, and 

72% intended to have chilchen. The tesearchers asked the students whether they wodd 

choose career or marriage if the two were mutuaUy exclusive. Interestingly, 65% of 
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women who would choose marriage also believed strongly that they should stay home 

with a newborn, whiIe 45% of wornen who wouM prefer a career also believed that they 

should be at home. It wodd be interesthg to see the students' answers had they been 

asked how long the mother should remain at home. A few rnonths? Until children are in 

preschool? Grade one? High school? Novack and Novack (1996) concluded, "in 

general, the results reveal a set o f  images for yomg women that offer both great promise 

and possible hstration" (p. 71). 

In another study, male and female students under age 24 rated continuousty 

emplo yed mothers of Uifants more negatively than those who interrupted or discontinued 

their employment to care for their babies. "This preference for interrupted employment 

may not reflect social reality" (Bridges & Etaugh, 1995 p.376). 

Kaplan and Granrose (1 993) studied the factors infïuenciag women's decisions to 

leave an organization following childbirth. When they compared mothers who chose to 

stay home with mothers who retumed to work &er childbirth, they found that: 

when women7s jobs were not challenging, income was adequate and their spouse 
gave them limited suppoa for working, withdrawing nom the work force seemed 
the preferable choice [but, for career mothers] a more interesting, more 
dernanding job coupled with a supportive husband with a lower income kept them 
in the work force after having a baby (p. 51). 

In view of this literature, 1 wanted to examine the decision making processes of 

reentry women who have k e n  N-time, at-home mothers, in order to fbther 

understanding of the contlicts, pressures, and a p p a s  they encounter, and the ways in 

which they expand their identities as wives and mothers to "achieve personal growth 

within the context of their families" (Leavitt, 1989, p. 30 1). 
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Cha~ter 2: Reentrv Women: Theomtical PersDQctives 

In order to study at-home moms who go back to school, 1 was looking for a 

fimework that could both accommodate my own feminist stance, with an emphasis on 

gender inequality and women's roles as nurturers, and be usefül as a theoretical approach 

and a practical tool. 

Over the past few decades, theoretical discussion on reentry women has been 

focused in four major areas. These are: (1) "dif!Eierencesn among women; 

(2) developmental factors (Le. theories of women's development); (3) role theory; and 

(4) social/institutional façtors, as identified in feminist theory (e.g. barriers to fùll- 

participation in the educational system). In this section, 1 examine some of the theoretical 

literature relevant to women's reentry into pst-secondary education, 1 include a brief 

overview of the iiteratures on reentry and "difference", reentry and role theory, 

developmental approaches, and feminist approaches. This is followed by an account of 

Ebaugh's mode1 of role exit. 

2.1 Reentrv and "Dinerence" 

In the early 70s the outfiow of women fiom the home and into the educational 

systern and the 1abor market was a relatively new phenornenon. Early explorations of 

this exodus included efforts to distinguish different "typesyy of women (e-g. TÏnsIey & 

Faunce, 1978; Gysbers, Iohnston & Gust, 1968). Such studies contrasted "career typesyy 

and "ho memaker typesy'. Findings showed that, relative to homemaker types, career 

oriented women tended to earn significantly higher college GPAs, were more likely to 

have graduated fiom college, preferred that their daughters engage in a career or some 

combination of w e e r  and homemakiag activities, and tended to have family 

backgrounds where higher education for both parents was the n o m  In contrast, 

homemaker oriented women tended to descri'be themselves as patient when p n a I  

needs conflicted with the needs of others, showed preference for women's magazines as 

opposed to news magazines, and r e d e d  having consistently helped with household 



chores, usuaUy fiom an early age. In the "homemaker type7' work pattern, ernployment 

waç comidered secondary while in the "career-type", ernployment was considered 

primary. 

Similarly, O'COIUX~~ (1977) differdated reentry coilege womn 60m 

wives/mothers in terms of Me style, personality, goals, attitudes and general approach to 

life. Her intent was to explain why some rnarried women resume their pst-secondary 

educations whereas others do not. She found, for example, that homemaking was 

significantly more satis@ïng to housewives than to coilege women. O'Connell also 

found that the college women had more self-actualipng, achievement-oriented, and 

dominant personalities than the housewives. She didn't ask what her participants' plans 

had been prïor to childreariag, or what events or combination of events bad propeiled the 

women back into higher education 

The reentry literature shows that any of these "types" of women could eventualiy 

enter or return to the pst-secondary system. Further, such Merences may reflect innate 

differences arnong women, social conditioning, current lifestyle, or some combination of 

the three. For example, it is equally possible that the homemaker types remembered 

helping around the house fiom an early age because they enjoyed it or because a girl's 

homemaking skills were highly vaiued in the parental home. This type of approach 

carries both potentiai help and potentïai barm for reentry women; while these studies do 

underscore the wide variability among women, they may also point towards the 

erroneous conclusion that only the career oriented types (those rnost closely resemblhg 

the young men for whom post-secondary education was originally intended) are likety to 

appear as reentry students, and thus lead to programming thaî ignores the needs of 

nontraditional students. This type of study also taises numemus questions relevant to an 

understanding of reentry woma For example, what happeris if a "stable career type" 

winds up as a bmemaker, or an at-homeparent? How does this affect her selGesteem, 

sense of weU-being, aud educationai and career goals? 



Much of the rernaining theoretical work on reentry women can be loosely divided 

into two major approaches, those that empbasize a stage, or developmental approacb, and 

those that emphasize des. 

2.2 Reentrv Within Adult Develo~ment 

Much of our knowledge of adult developmenî has been drawn ftom research with 

all male subjects, or written solely nom the perspective of male authors, including 

Ko hlberg, Erikson, Levinson and Freud (Caffarella & Olson, 1993). Leavitt (1 989) 

writes that early stage theories foiiowed the lives of men and descn'bed normal ad& 

development as a striving for independence and. autonomy). In contrast, more recent 

work focuses upon women's patterns of development. For example, Caffarella and Olson 

(1 993) found personal relationships, a sense of connectedness and a search for identity, 

and no? the 'inale" pattern of a West for independence and autonomy, to be key issues 

throughout women's development. 

In addition to concems with the male bias inherent in many of the developrnental 

approaches, others have criticized stage theories for the* emphasis on orderly and 

sequentiai progression through the life cycle. Yet, just as many women do not fit into the 

traditional male model of adult development, given b i  to d e d  people, divorce, 

rernarriage, blending of families, delayed childbearing and new reproductive 

technologies, so, too, do a growing number of fiimilies not fit the traditional, sequential 

model of adult development @ichler, 1988). Further: 

some women have firm occupational dreams as young adults, while others 
develop major career aspirations at mid-life or beyond, and still others choose to 
invest their life dteams in home and family Me. Who is to say which pattern is 
right or more correct because it fits or does not nt into a preconceived theory 
about how aduhs should be developing? (Mirella & Olson, 1993, pp. 146-147). 

According to Breese and Fehy (1996), stage theories are attempts to provide a 

cornforthg structure to ad& m i e s ,  but physical mat* "is no longer (or 

perhaps never was) the period of social age marked off by relatively clear cut, trsaquil 
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events in the life-cycle"(p. 68). 

Rather than try to mask the varïed courses of women's development, or to 

denigrate women for ' ~ g Y y  to mmply to (more typically male) patterns of sequential, 

age-linked development, it &es more sense to try to understand women's choices and 

patterns of development (Giiligan, 1982). Indeed, several of the developmentaily 

oriented studies on reentry women that 1 have reviewed provide important insights into 

women's Life journeys. Across these studies, there is general agreement that women 

resume their educations because of a combination of societal forces and life transitions 

(Scheifele, 1995/ 1 996; Pitts, 1992). The goals of reentry women include: becoming 

"educated"; present or potential status; an opportunity to prove themselves, to '%ecome 

somebody"; the developrnent of a new identity; &ancial gain or economic self- 

suEcienc y; and, career advancement (Luttreli, 1997; Scheifele, l99S/l996; Conway, 

1996; Edwards, 1993% 1993c; Wiebe, 1993;). 

Astin (1 976) suggests school reentry is part of a rederiition of the self in terms 

of new roles and experiences, a search for identity and integrity. Often occurring at a 

tirne when family demands decrease, the reentry process ofkm begins with a need for 

redirection, accomplishment, and new work orientation. Similarly, Brandenberg (1974) 

recognizes the "middle rnotherhood" years as a critical period for women, a t h e  of 

career exploration and identity crisis. She defines this time as typically, though mt 

always, occurrïng between the ages of 35 and 40 w h e ~  the demands on a mother's tirne 

and energy decrease as her chiidren enter school. For some, identity issues and feelings 

of boredom or failure motivate the retum to school, whüe others are motivated by 

specific occupational goals Brooks (1 976) oomments, ïnany women begin the reentry 

process feeling a confushg discodort about their present Me. They may feel bored d 

depressed but unable to pinpoint the difficulty" (p. 33). 

Leavitt (1989) d e s  that reentry women dEer from younger students in te- of 

their developmental tasls. The goal of the yomger student is to find herself whereas 



reentry women, "'haviag already formeci theïr identities as wives and mothers" must 

"expand this identïty and achieve personal growth within the context of their familes" 

(p.301). She looked beyond the individual, and studied reentry women ushg fàmily 

systems theories, change theories and developmental theory of adult women. Within 

family systems theory, a change in one member results in a "ripple effect'' of changes for 

each family member and the family unit as a whole as the fiunily noms, the d e s  and 

patterns that define behaviors and expectations, shifk to accommodate the changes 

In h m h g  their work with reentry women, Thacker and Novak (1991) draw upon 

a life event approach, Wthin this h e w o r k ,  'We events" are defked as stresses fiom 

the environment or Me crises, These Iife events create individual strain, which leads to 

adaptation or change. They build upon the work of Hultsch and Deutsch (as cited in 

Thacker & Novak, 199 1 ), who descri'be three types of life events. These are: (1) 

normative age-graded events (e.g. the launching of the last child); (2) non-normative 

events (e.g. a sudden illness); and (3) historical events (e-g. an economic depression). 

Thacker and Novak expand upon this model by focusing on the individual as an active 

agent in the change process, rather than as a passive object- They add to the model self- 

initiated life events, which are spawned by an inner desire to change. This drive for 

change is often seen in mid-Me, when people look for variety, new challenges, and 

opportunities for personal growth. Aithugh changes associateci with a wonian's mid-life 

retum to school or work are self-initiated, these types of life events can "create stress as 

great or greater than the other types of M e  events" (p. 15). Wahin their approach, a life 

event creates stress. Coping is defïned as the way a person responds to a life event. 

Individual patterns of coping Vary according to types of stress and in tenns of cophg 

success- nie success of coping can deperxi upon the range of resources available to tbe 

individual. These may include healtb, finances, social supports, occupation, and 

socialization experiences Adaptation is the outcorne, the individual's respnse to the Me 

event. Thacker d Novak's work expands upon the more traditional Me-cycle 
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approaches in that it defhes the life-cycle stage in temm of a person's social roles, 

emphasizes the individds feelings of commitmeent and responsibility to those roles, and 

recognizes that role srrain may occur when the individual faces competing role demands. 

These studies suggest thaf when viewed within a developmental perspective, 

school reentry represents a challenge for growth for both the individual and her hnily. 

As reentry women search for independence, identity, autowmy, new challenges, or 

career advancement, life-cycle stage may affect the type and amount of strain they feei, 

the types of resources they c m  use to cope with stress, and the degree d kind of 

additional assistance required for successfbl reentry adjustment. 

2.3 Reentw and R o b  

Nurnerous studies have examined reentry women within a role perspective, ofken 

in conjunction with a developmental approach. It is generally acknowledged that school 

reentry represents a role transition and presents the risk of role strain or role conflict. 

Caffarelia and Olson (1993) suggest that women have Iittle clear direction about how to 

reconcile the roles of mother, spouse, and worker. Not surprisingly, women students who 

are juggling family and paid work responsibilities may exprieme chronic role strain, and 

this Iikelihood increases with increased work and fkmily demands; women students who 

are working long hours each week andor cacing for young or special needs children are 

particdarly at-risk (Ortiz, 1995; Home, 1993). Home and Hinds (2000) show how 

hadequate finances can increase role confiict in reentry women; without enough incorne, 

these women may decrease such expenses as child care and day camps, or they may 

uicrease the time spent in paid employment. Either option reduces the time available for 

studies, 

Leavitt (1 989) describes reentry women as king caught in a temporary state of 

turrnoil as they try both to raiefine themselves and to maintain stability by relying upon 

their former meanings. These women must resolve how to integrate modem and 

traditional views of women's d e s  and how to balance personal needs with fàmily needs. 
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Although the women seem clear about how to meet the demands of each role 
separately, when these roles compte for her energies and attention her loyalties 
becorne divided (p. 320). 

This uncertain, transitional process may account for some of the feebgs  of inadequacy 

and Iow self-esteem reported by many reentry women. These stresses ïieed to be viewed 

as largely normative, the outgrowths of transition rather than symptoms of individual 

disturbance" (Leavitt, 1989, p. 3 12). 

According to Menaghan (1989), research must move beyond mere addition and 

subtraction of roles to a consideration of how specific role gains and losses aneft specinc 

individuals. In a study of urban adults, she found that the likeiihood of psychological 

distress increases not merely as mie counts hcrease or decrease, but 'tvhen one's role 

repertoire departs from the normal, expectable situation for one's age and gender" (p. 

1 11). 

Weil (1 986) interviewed reentry women in the thai year of pst-secondary 

studies. She expands upon the concept of c6role'y and descn is  the development of a 

"leamer identity" among her participants. Learner identity "incorporates personal, social, 

sociopolitical, experiential and intellectuai dimensions of leaming, as integrated over 

tirne" (p. 223) and refers to the way in which people experience leamhg as facilitating or 

inhibiting, constructive or destructive. Weil fùrther suggests that the constnict CC1earner 

idcnt it y'' relates to the situations that promote confiict, crisis, dienation, or coherence. 

Recent work shows that ccahhough more people of color are emolling in higher education, 

graduation rates remain dismal" (Rodebaugh, 1999, p. I), and thai feeling of beIonging or 

of exclusion within the educational system can be powerful determinants of success and 

failure within that system (Rodebaugh, 1999; Johnson-Bailey & Humpbrey Brown, 



Social class, gender and racial dimensions of identity seem to enhance the 
potential for more serious dienation and conflict..-When one is forced to learn 
and be a leamer within a h e w o r k  which is permeated by the dominant value 
system, one's identity as a leamer, and one's capacity to learn within that system, 
may be put at risk (Weil, 1986, p. 232). 

Among Weil's participants, a nurnber showed tbat past, negative experiences in the 

educational system couid reactivate previous d e t i e s ,  mernories, and feelings of 

inadequacy. Weil found that after one or two years of success witbin the educational 

system, a stronger sense of the self, within the role of "leamer" seems to emerge. 

Beutell and Greenhaus (1983) also investigated role connicts among reentry 

women. They found that, as role pressures and conflict in tense  women adhering to 

traditional sex-role attitudes are more Likely than less traditionally-oriented women to use 

emotional or defernive coping strategies, and may feel the need to comply with ail of the 

demands placed upon them rather than rearranging priorities or negotiathg compromises. 

Some recommend p r o g r m g  for reentry women which focuses upon role conflicts 

and specific coping strategies (Robertson, 1996/1997; Beutell & O'Hare, 1987; Beutell & 

Greenhaus, 1983). 

This brief review shows how the concept of "role" is commonly used as a fhme 

of reference in the study of reentry women. It suggests that we go beyond the mere 

addition and subtraction of roles and include issues of gender, class, race, individual 

beliefs about age appmpriate behavior, and the interplay of past and present. Though 

some regard the strains and conflicts associateci with reentry as  normative or temporary, it 

must be noted that not every student ccadjusts", and, for others, the adjustment period is a 

prolonged and painhl process (Leavitt, 1989). Future research needs to fiiaher address 



the factors that help or hinder adjustment to the student d e .  In the study of reentry 

women who have been fùli-time mothers, it might be helpfùl to examine the ways in 

which the salience and centrality of the mothering role affect the salience and centralitty 

of the student d e .  

2.4 Feminist Theoiy 

Within our educational system, feminiminists have been analyzing gender issues with 

respect to the multitude of barriers that prevent the full participation of girls and women. 

Such barriers include: discriminatory admissions standards, discriminatory hiring 

practices, gender-biased course content, and lack of affordable, accessible child care 

(Staker & Prentice, 1998; Sperhg, 199 1; Rothblum, 1988; Arnot, 1985). For many 

feminists, such barriers stem fkom sexual inequalities that are rooted in the biological 

family (Wilson, 1991). Within this perspective, it is assumed that the consequemes of 

work and family Iife are diffierent for wornen and men. While the home can be a place of 

warmth, security, intimacy, affection, belonging, and shelter fkom the pressutes of public 

Iife, too ofien it is a pIace of unhappiness, loneliness, fiutration, and violence (Bowlby, 

Gregory & McKie 1997; Armstrong & Armstrong, 1988; Mandeli & Du@, 1988). 

Feminism and Mothering 

The literature shows a recent increase in feminist theorizing about mothering and 

women's caring work (e.g. Bains, Evans & Neysmith, 1998; Thurer, 1994; Schwartz, 

1993). But in a 1998 editorial in -lia, Gross comments that feminist theorizing about 

motherhood is still too low-profile these days, and that one reason for this low visibility is 

that the early feminist writiags on mothers and mothering, "ahhough o h  thoughthii, 

were intensely gloomy and painftlly critical of  women's choices" (1998 p. 269). 



Recent feminist accounts of  mothering show how women themselves are often 

'>ainfully criticai" of their choices regardhg their public and private Lives, as they 

attempt to reconcile their high expectations for both motherhood and their lives apart 

fiom motherhood (Thurer, 1994; Schwartz, 1993). The popuiar media both reflect and 

perpetuate this codict by presenting 'ccultutal images which support new career-related 

options while also emphasizing traditionai expressions of fe-, especially marrjage 

and rnotherhood" (Novack & Novack, 1 996, p.62). 

Hays (as cited in Gross, 1998) and Schwartz (1993) have written about the 

histoncal construction of motherhood with the intent of rnakuig explicit the beliefs and 

assumptions that underlie our collective vision of what mothering "ought" to be. This 

ideology is based on the assumptions that mothers are the ideal, preferred caretakers of 

children, that maternai behaviors are innate, instinctive, and personally ftEIling, that 

expert-guided, emotionally absorbing, labor-intensive child rearïng is best, and that self- 

sacrifice is a matemal duty. Within this ideology, matemal behavior is assumed to be 

inbo rn: 

Just as trees produce oxygen effortlessly, women are purporteci to produce the 
energy necessary to maintain supportive reiationships with children with relative 
ease (Whitaker, 1998, p. 226). 

Thus? any woman is thought able to mother, yet "bad mothering" has been blamed for 

everything f?om homosexuaiity to delinquency to overeating (Schwartz. 1993). 

In 1988, Eichler wrote: 

as far as family sociology is concerne4 the greatest and most important 
difference between the sexes is [di] in the identification of women with the 
family and housework and of men with paid labour (p.94). 

Although rnany men have been iacreasing thk participation in the private world 



of numiling, diapering, and iaunde~g,  women continue to retain the prirnary 

responsibility for house work and chiid rearing despite their incteased participation in 

both the paid labor force and the educational system (The Vanier Institute, 1998; W i n ,  

199 1). Further, many women continue to locate their gender identity through household 

tasks before any "additionai" activit ies they may undertake (e.g. DeVault as cited in 

Bowlby, Gregory, and McKie, 1997). In Wilson's (1991) words: 

In the twentieth century, despite longer life expectancy, smaller families, 
increased labour force participation, and the instability of marriage, the ide0 logy 
of motherhood has been remarkably resistant to change (p. 13). 

The Good Mother: Beni- Effects? 

Recent feminist analyses of m o t h e ~ g  and women's carhg work have presented 

'The Good Mother" as a culturally constmcted white, middle-class phenornenon, which 

remains prominent in the popular media, educational system, and political and legal 

arenas despite the ever-increasing social and economic imperative that women also 

'~erform" outside the home (Glenn, 1994; Whitaker, 1998). While this ideology of 

motherhood does concede that some mothers have to work outside the home, it classifies 

such an endeavor as a necessary evil (Thurer, 1994, pp. xvi, xvii. As such, the ideology 

of The Good Mother exacerbates dinerences among women - mothers, non-mothers, 

ernployed rnothers, and at-home mothers, and too often is the basis of critical fùiger- 

point ing arnong women. This construct also excludes altemat ive mothering practices and 

belie fs and issues of race, class, and sexual orientation (Grabam, 199 1). 

For the majority of working-class fàmilies and women - Native, whites, 
immigrants, Afkican-Americans and other racial ethnic minorities the separation 
between private and public spheres, between love and labor, and between full- 
tirne motherhood for women and fllll-time employment for men, even if des* 
could not be maintained (Glenn, 1994, p. 14). 
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In presenting mothering as "nahirai" the ideology supports mother-blarning, 

trivializes the concerns and experiences of women, and absolves society nom t a h g  

measures to enhance or support women's lives (Schwartz, 1993). It ignores the social 

context of mothering, 'Yet poverty, sexism, racism, or war can undo any mother's best 

efforts" ("ïhurer, 1994, p. XXiï). Further, women's withdrawals fiom paid labor and Eom 

school c m  serve as a justification for M i n g  women's employment a d  educational 

opportunities. The longer hours women work in the home, and their generally smaüer 

contribution to family hcome, justifil their domestic responsibilities and perpetuate the 

ideology that defines homemaking and childrearing as uniquely 'Teminine" tasks 

(Armstrong & Armstrong, 1988). 

The uGood Mothep and School Reenty 

In our achievement-driven society, 'kork" is typicaiiy defied as sometbing for 

which we get paid. Work also confers status- T o  work-and eam money-is also to gain 

status as an adu1t" and thus is an important way to develop both a sense of identity and a 

sense of sewesteem (Kaplan Daniels, 1987, p. 404). Because of the lesser value placed 

on work in the private r e m  women themselves ofien devalue their own caring work; 

"I'm just a housewife". In The Femuiine Mvstiaue, Friedan (1963) vividly describes the 

housewife as one who is "somebody's wife" and c'somebody's mother", who lives 

vicariously through others, has not developed her own interests and goals, and is irritable 

and constantly dissatisfied despite the beautifid home in suburbia and the two cars in the 

garage. Friedan writes: 

A baked potato is not as big as the world, and vacuuming the living room floot- 
with or without makeupis not work that takes enough tbought or energy 
to challenge any woman's full capacity @. 67). 
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Kaplan Daniels (1987) similarly descnis the day of the homemaker as one of 'crnindless 

routine" which leads to boredom, resentment, narrowing of vision and ambition, and a 

sense of incornpetence, 

How might having k e n  a fidi-tirne, at-home mother, or having subscn'bed to the 

ideology of the "Good Mother" a e c t  a woman's entry and experience in college or 

university? Surprisingly, the substantial literatute on reentry women only partially 

illuminates the subject. Wiebe (1 993), Conway (1 993), Edwards (1 993a, 1993c), and 

Whitaker (1998) have recently expiored, and provide a host of insights into, the 

relationship between mothering and the pst-secondary experience. In these studies, 

ho wever, at-home mothers are included with Ctvorking'' mothers as participants, and this 

may cloud the overall results with respect to the experiences of fûll-tirne 

motherdhomemakers. T'bis essentially opens the field for an analysis of the experiences, 

compromises, and needs of reentry, former at-home mothers, for it can be argued k t :  

Mothering is not a Grole' on a par with king a file clerk, a scientist, or a member 
of the Air Force, Mothering is a complicated, nch, ambivalent, vexing, joyous 
activity whic h is biological, naturai, social, symbo lic, and emotional. It carries 
profoundly resonant emotional and sexual imperatives. A tendency to downplay 
the daetences that pertain between, Say, mothering and holding down a job, not 
only drains our private relations of most of their signifïcance, but also 
oversimplifies what c m  or should be done to alter things for women, who are 
fkequently urged to change rotes in order to solve their problems (Elsht* 198 1 
as cited in Riibens, 1993, pp. 11-12). 

Astin (1 976) found apprehension, lack of self-confidence, and guilt to be 

common among reentry women. "Because of an intemalized concept of their primary 

role as wife and mother, they feel guilty about leaving their homes and fàmilies to 

undertake a the-consuming venture so persody fulfIllingn (p. 57). Gros (1998) 

maintaîns that those mothers wtio attempt to engage in what she refers to as "intensive 

mothering" are fkquently overwheixned by the stressfûl and overwhelmiag d e d s  on 



their t h e ,  emotiom, and finances and also feel intense guilt when they relinquish pas of 

that care to others. Wiebe (1993) found that University reentry mothers were worried 

about how others would see them as mothers, but, that when they were satisfied with 

their child care arrangements, they dowed the student role to gain more strength. 

Confiicting ideologies of  womanhood and of motherhood - as  advanced by 

feminist theory, psychoaaalytic theory, and developrnental theory - togethet with 

econornic, sociai, and political tides, leave many women feeling confused and guilty 

(Schwartz, 1993). Roiphe (1996) d e s  that while the social scientists teIl us that it is 

OK for mothers to work and pursue interests beyond the home, the psychiatrists rernind 

us of the importance of a child's formative years; "How could we not be guilty, how 

could we not feel guilty no matter what we do. Someone is getting short s k i ;  most 

ofien that someone is ourseives" (p. 1 10). 

2.5 Ebau~h's Modei of Role Exit 

Approxirnately one thnd of Canadian women are fÙIl-time homemakers, Given 

our society' s marital instability, inflation, and male emplo p e u t  instability, ho wever, few 

women can afford to make fùll-time homernaking a long-term commitment (Wilson, 

199 1). My review of the literature has shown that women's career development is 

seldom orderly and sequential; women tend to drop in and out of the labor force and the 

educational system in an effort to accommodate their f i l i e s '  needs. Women do this 

despite the Lifelong effects of such absences on seniority, benefïts, pension entitlement, 

and the increased rîsk of poverty in the case of marital break-up and in old age (Eichk, 

1988). In a critical review of the iiteraîure on the psychosocial development of womem, 

Caffarelia and Olson (1993) found that ''diverse and non-linear patterns of development 
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characterized by discontinuities and periods of stability and transition are the n o m  for 

women" (p. 125). Conway (1993) refers to this r~latively new kind of M y  

arrangement, in which the mother ieaves the labor force during the pre-school years and 

then retunis to paid employment as the "transitional famity". Despite the guiIt, the 

uncertainties, and the personal sacrifices, by becoming increasingly visible in the public 

world, women have been challenging the ideology of the Good Mother. "Although 

women's identities as mothers may still be primary, they are no longer the only ones" 

(Glenn, 1994, p. 1 1)- 

During my literature review, 1 read Becornina an Ex: The Process of Role Exit, 

written by Helen Rose Fuchs Ebaugh (1988). Though the work did not deal with reentry 

women, 1 was immediately impressed by the applicability of Ebaugh's approach to rny 

O wn jouniey in the worlds of employment, motherhood and education, and by its seeming 

compatibility with much of the teentry literature. I found Ebaugh's analysis of the role 

exit process both intriguing and illuminating, and began to wonder how it might shed 

light on the struggles, compromises, disappointrnents, and triumphs of other reentry 

mo ther-students, 

Ebaugh defines role exit as ''the process of disengagernent fiom a role that is 

central to one's self-identity and the reestablishment of an identity in a ww role that 

takes into account one's ex-role" @. 1). She contends tbat one of the main reasons the 

concept of role exit has w t  gained prominence in the social science Iiterature is that its 

widespread occurrence is a characteristic of only the pst thirty years or so. Other than in 

tirnes of war or political upheaval, in eariier periods of history, people were much less 

mobile in terms of role changes. Role exit was largely limitai to widowhood, 



unemployment, or oçtracism fiom a group. People who Iived in earlier times usually 

spent their entire lives in one marriage, one career, one reSgion, and one geographical 

location. Today, however, most of us make at least one major shift in some area of our 

Iives that we consider central to who we are. Some wiii make several major role changes 

during their lifetimes, sometimes simultaneously (Ebaugh, 1988)- 

What characterizes the ex is the fact that the new identity incorporates vestiges 
and residuals o f  the previous role, To be a nonmember of  a group is essentialiy 
different fiom king  an ex-member, in that nonmembers have never been part of 
the group. An individual has a self-identity that is formed as a result of numerous 
life experiences. For the ex-member a central experience is h&g k e n  part of  a 
previous group or social category (p. 4)- 

The process of role exit, with its focus on the tensions between p s t ,  present, and fùture, 

seems particularly appropriate for women who are asking theniselves who they are other 

than wife and rnother, women who are in and out of school the labor force, marriages, 

fiilkirne parenting, and also dealing with the role e d s  of significant others, such as a 

spouse's job loss. 

The lives of mother-students can never be understood in isolation fiom the 
historical and contemporary social relations that shape their personal and school 
related possibilities (Whitaker, 1998, p. 17). 

Ebaugh's mode1 of role exit was based upon interviews with individuals who had 

made a voluntary exit fiom a role that s/he considered central to her/his identity. Her . 
sample included ex-nuns, ex-convicts, ex-alcoholics, mothers witbout custody, divorced 

men and women, ex-prostitutes, ex-doctors, retirees, and triuissexuals. On the basis of 

these interviews, Ebaugh found that the process of voluntarily exiting a centrai role 

followed a sequential pattern across individuals. Her mode1 of role exit can be 

(1) First Doubts - beginning to question or doubt one's role commitment and redeEining 

one's situation; 



(2) Seekine; Alternatives - evaluating the costs and benefits associated with an alternative 

role; 
(3) Turnùig; Points - events that force one to consider doing something different. Astin 

(1 976) ident ified a decrease in family demands as a turning point for the largest 

proportion of women in continuing education. Wiebe (1993) also found that the women 

in her study had delayed entrance into university because of the demands of family roles. 

In addition to caring for young chddren, these fàmïly demands included family health 

issues, interpersonal problems, and the educational demands of a husband's job where he 

was given the first opportunitty to take postsecondary schooling. 

Breese and O'Toole (1995) asked (male and female) reentry students if they 

e n .  lled in university due to a He transition, and if so, what transitions? While the 

majority indicated transitions such as job loss, telocation, divorce, wanting a career, 

children growing, injury, or illness, even those who identifieci themselves as not haWig 

undergone a transition indicated wantiag a better job, complet ing or upgrading educat ion, 

fulfilling personai goals, boredom, or aging. Each of these transitions or a desire for 

transit ion, could be viewed as a turning point in the nile exit process. In Wiebe's (1 993) 

study o f  reentry university womea, participants genenilly identifiai a particular trigger 

event that preceded their reentry decision. These triggers included the youngest child 

entering school, the need for personal and intellectual stimulation, dissatisfaction with 

emplo yment, rnarriage break-up, learaing information about a particular program of 

study, or self-discovery through counseling or persona1 crisis. 

(4) Creating the Ex Role - becoming removeci h m  the pst role while experïencing the 

social expectations of the new role. Whitaker (1998) d e s c n i  the early stages of this 

transitionai process as experienced by the mother-students in her study: 



The identity of motherhood seemed to be so integrai to the way these women 
thought about thernselves that their willingness to gradually adjust their domestic 
responsibilities as they became more involved in the public sphere tequird a shift 
in p e r s o d  identity as weli as a practical change in routine (p. 161). 

How do the women in the present study l ave  behind the role of '%di-time mother" and 

build an identity beyond home and family? While doing so, how do they reconcile the 

ongoing family demands and attachments with the ongoing dernands of acadernia? 

Role Exit= Additional Variables 

What breathes life into the mode1 and makes it exciting as a fhmework for 

examining women's iives within a feminist orientation, is Ebaugh's identification and 

descriptions of the variables that c m  help, hioder or halt the role exit process Ebaugh 

States that some of these characteristics or variables will be more salient than others in 

each particular stage of the process, and that they also crisscross each other and become 

mutuaMy interdependent in te- of the outcome of the exit process. These variables 

(1) Voluntariness. The degree of choice an individual has in making an exit, in their 

study of reentry women and role exit, Breese and O'Toole (1995) added to Ebaugh's 

concept of 'toluntariness". They added the concept "type of transition". In their 

analysis, the transition may be ùiitiated by an externai event (e-g. divorce, last child 

entering school, or a job layott), or by an internai nonevent (eg. boredom, stagnation, a 

rethinking of personal identity). They found that both voluntary and involuntary 

elements were typicaliy present within individual reentry women, but that some women 

emphasized personai autonomy, while others felt powerless. 

Within a feminist perspective, the notion of "voluntsnness" b inextricably linked 

to two of Ebaugh's other variables, Demee of Control and Social Desirability. "Degree 
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of controi" refers to the relative influence or  power of the individual, institutions, and 

other individualS. 'Social desirability" refers to the importaoce of ~ocietal expectations 

in the role exit process. Given our society's conflichg ideologies, "at-home mother" is 

both an idealized and a stigmatized role. A woman's caring work may give her an 

overall sense of well-king and satisfaction. On the other han& because the at-home 

mother is no longer the nom., her work may be increasiogly devalued. She may even be 

regarded as deviant (Secret & Green, 1998). Further, Luxton (1982) descnis a strong 

current of "scorn and contempty' for housewives which stems, in part, fiom the belief that 

mot herwork isn' t reaily 'kork" (p. 1 19). Depending upon one's ideological perspective, 

the reentry woman may be seen as exiting her rightfiil role (The Good Mother) or a 

stigmatized role (Haushu), and as entering a stigrnatized role (Neglectfiil Mother), or an 

idealized ro le ( Wo man of the New Millennium). 

(2) Centrality of the role. The degree to which a given role is central to one's identity. 

This can also be viewed as the degree of emotiond intensity that an individual uivests in 

a specific role. Not all roles a person holds during a lifetime wiil be equaI1y important to 

that individual's personai identity. At the low end of the continuum are behaviors 

involving little effort and little engagement of the "self'. At the opposite end of the 

continuum there is a high degree of effort in the role and a high degree of involvement. 

Of her first year as a reentry student, Riibens (1993) writes: 

[...] my life seemed to becorne split into two; doing the course and being a wife 
and this was not merely a matter of having two different d e s  in my life. 1 had 
previously done this without any problems when in paid work. Family and 
education both seemed to require me to play not a role, but to be wholeheartedly 
involved in each to the exclusion of the other (p. 13). 

One of  the major goals of this study is to establish how the salience and centrality 



of the mothering role affect the d e n c e  and centrality of the student d e .  For Ribens, 

"mother/wifen and '%tudent" are central roks that vie for attention- III contrast, Breese 

and O'Toole (1 994) found that few of the reentry women in their study had what they 

considered a strong connection with the student d e .  niey conceptualize the role of 

student not as a central role, but as a marginal role, a bridge leading tu a completed role 

exit. 

The centrality of mothering will also Vary across women. For example, among 

the mother-students in Whitaker's (1 998) sample of reentry women, mothering was a top 

pnority in their lives: 

They viewed the d e t i e s  associated with motbering as chosen and rarely thought 
of these activities as "work". Thinking of mothering this way rationaiized their 
heavy workloads and helped to assure that mothering remained centrai to their 
lives @. 159)- 

In the present study, 1 began with the prenise that having been stay-at-home 

mothers for an extended period was an indication that "mother*' was a central role, one 

involving a high degree of effort and involvement. On the 0th- hanci, there might also 

be women in the sample who were at home, but who would have preferred to remain in 

the workforce or the educational system. Moen (as cited in Secret & Green, 1998) 

defines c'captives'y as rnothers who prefer fiill-the homemaking but enter and remain in 

the workforce because of economic necessity. These connicted motIiers, king 

ambivalent about their worker-mother d e  are especially vuinerable to the stresses and 

pressures that are cornmon in rnanaging work-Wly demands. We could extend the 

notion of cccaptive'' or conflicted mother to include women who have been at home but 

who would have preferred remaining in the workforce or the educationai system In 

today's society, increasing numbers of women desire personal and professional autonomy 



(Kaufinan, 1999). In the having and care taking of children, women rnay fear becoming 

"50s throwbacks" (Schwartz, 1993). How rnight a period of at-home mothering & i t  

the educational and career goals of these women? 

(3) Reversibilitv. 1s the role exit permanent (e.g. a sex-change) or can the individual 

reverse the decision? (e.g. drop out of school). Rates of attrition show that, for 

women, school reentry is a reversible decision, in a 1993 study on the persisteme of 

reentry women, Harrington began her study during the spring semester with a sample of 

150 undergraduate coiiege women aged 24 and older; by the fali sessio~, 41% ofthe 

women had dropped out of the coilege. In her interviews with both persisters and 

nonpersisters, Harrington found that persisters showed more specificity of educational 

goals, more spousd support, and a stronger sense of cornmitment to or focus on their 

educationai experience. 

Breese and O'Toole (1995) discuss school reentry in terms of Ebaugh's model. 

They argue that school reentry is an inherently reversible situation, but that school 

persistence is most likely when there is a 'keçrystallization" of self-concept. Wilkie and 

Thompson (1993) M e r  Numinate this notion of C'tecrystaUizationy'. They found that, 

compared to their peers, flrst-year reentry women reported feeling more inadequate, seK 

conscious, voiceless, and stupid. The authors also found that there was a major shift in 

these negative perceptions between reentry women's first and second years; compared to 

other college seniors, teentry womn reported the most positive perceptions of k i r  

classroom experiences. The authon ackaowledge that the women with the most negative 

experiences rnay have withdrawn from the coliege, thereby contri'buting to the overail 

increases in positive perceptions by the second year. They aiso surmise that some of the 
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change is attriiutable to a combiiation of factors kluding adaptation to the college 

environment, experieming i n d  drive to achieve goals, cornhg to tenns with subtle 

sexist classroom practices, and experiencîng support fiom faculty, peers, and significant 

others, 

R e h i n g  such fùidings within Ebaugh's model, it would appear that the salience 

and centraiity of the student d e  are strongly c o ~ m t e d  with persisteme among reentry 

women, and that numerous variables, including the influence of others, and degree of 

perceived control, might determine the extent to which %udenty' becomes, or does not 

become, a central role. 

(4) Individual versus sxour, exit. 1s the individual exiting in isolation or as part of sorne 

aggregate of individuals? According to Ebaugh, the simple awareness that others are 

exit indentering similar roles can expedite the role exit process. Recognition of group 

exit was a major factor in creating a sense o f  control and choice among her inte~ewees. 

If, for example, a Ml-time mother's peer group is composecf solely of  fidi-tirne mothers, 

she might find the transition to pst-secondary education more challenging than might a 

woman whose peers were making, or had made, the transition fiom fùl1-the mother to 

mot her-student, or to 'korking-mother". In her study of the social support systems of  

reentry community colIege women, Abbott (1995/1996) found that her participants felt 

that their social contacts were often a greater hindrance than help. In her study of mature 

women students, Edwards (1993a) found that a majority of the black and white working- 

class women in their study (whose fkiends usualiy did not have any experience with 

higher or pst-secondary education) were concerned k t  their peer group mght ostracize 

them or regard them as snobbish or stuck-up. In contrast, only a third of the white 
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rniddle-class women expressed similar conceras. All of the women, however, (black, 

white, workhg-class, middle-class) felt that they were doing something unusuai, perhaps 

even deviant. Further, among reentry women, a sense of isolation, of not W g  in with 

O t her, younger students c m  contniute to feeiings of margiaality, of king lefi out. This 

lack of comection with others cm impede the transition into pst-secondary education 

(5) Single versus multiple exits. People often go thrUugh more than one exit at a tirne. 

Some exits are rehtively independent of each other while others compte for tirne and 

energy (e.g. the fùll-the mother who simdtaneously gets a job and goes back to school). 

As haç been shown, personal fàctors such as divorce or separation serve as t u h g  

points in the decision to reenter school, yet, depending upon the individual, may aiso 

result in educational postponement, or attrition, or may increase the degree of diEcu1ty 

associated with transition into the post-secondary system (Wiebe, 1 993 ; Harrington, 

1993). 

(6) Demee of awareness. This re fers to the degree to wbich an individual proceeds 

through the process with deliberation and awareness. In their study of self-demion 

arnong women students, Breese and O'Toole (1995) found that : 

for aii of the women in the sarnple, there was an undertaking of the delikrate act 
of enroihg and coming to assume the identity of student Thus, each woman 
noted some dysfûnction or unhappiness in their present situation, and deliberately 
did something to alter their identity trajectory (p. 36). 

Pre-admission outreach, assistance with course sdection and program choice, and 

career counseling are measures intended to inctease the degree of deliberation and 

awareness among students as they enter pst-secondary education 

(7) A cntical variable is the influence of other m o ~ l e .  At any stage, the reactions of 
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others can delay, abort, encourage, or discourage the role exit process. In Ebaugh's 

sample, a negative reaction h m  a significant other often interrupted the enting process 

and caused the individual to reevaluate his or her d e  situation. In five instances, 

negative responses on the part of spouses or close fiends retardeci the process for five or 

more years. 

The "influence of  others" cm be both overt and covert, Either way, its effects can 

be powerful. A sample of black women who dropped out of a University nursing program 

felt that their earlier education had not provided them with the requisite information for 

success in higher education, in that that they had received no guidance regarding college 

preparation courses or financial assistance (Rodebaugh, 1999). "Xn sum, the implication 

f?om society [. . .] was that they could not be a part of higher education" (Rodebaugh, 

1999, p. 3). Johnson-Baily and Brown (1997) found the presence of black peers and 

faculty and the supportive attitudes and behaviors of coilege staffto be major factors in 

the participation and retention of black reentry college women. Two of the women in this 

study described how graduate coordinators had actively discouraged thek application to 

graduate school. One woman was told that she was not graduate school material, and the 

other was told that she was not a serious student because she wanted to attend part tirne. 

One wornan delayed her reentry for two years, the other for 18 years. 

In the literature, the academk climate bas been described as c'chiliy" for wornen 

in general, and for reentry mother-students in particular (Stalker & Prentice, 1989; 

Edwards, 1993% 1993b; Sander, 1986). Edwards (1993b) f o d  that reentry women in 

her study felt that their private world experiences as mothea were rarely valued in the 

public world of education or employment. 'T'hem was a kling that M y  M e  
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experiences were somehow Merior even where they might have been relevant" (p. 165). 

One thing sticks in m y  mind that one particuiar person said,..I happened to go 
dong to bis rwm when he was marking one of my essays and he said, tbis is 
really good, you write really weil, and he sounded so surprised! And I said, wbat 
did you expect then! So I think rnaybe sometimes people, if you are a mother, 
people define you as that and tbey don't really consider that you can do anything 
else! And that wasntt because he's a particularly insensitive person or whatever, 
But 1 do remember the note of surprise and I've never forgiven him for that! 
(Edwards, 1993b, p. 166-167). 

A number of studies show the importance of faculty and dattitudes and 

behaviors in the reentry process (e-g. Johnson-Bailey & Humphrey Brown, 1997; 

Edwards, 1993a; Fleishman, 1992; Novak & Thacker, 1991). 0 t h  work stresses the 

attitudes and behavior of family and fiiends. Novak and Thacker (1 99 1) found that 

spouses, children, and fellow students offered the strongest psychological support to 

reentry women. Older children were identified as a strong source of emotional support 

while younger children tended to be associateci with the greatest role strain. 

Psychological support f?om children best predicted a womads satisfaction in school. 

Though mother-students typically worry about short-changing their children, and 

feelings of guilt form a common theme in the accounts of reentry mothers (Edwards, 

1993a; Wiebe, 1993; Leavitt, 1989), the literature shows that a motherVs retum to school 

generally benefits the children. The children of reentry women wiIl reap any 

economic/material benefits that accrue fiom theu mothers' school achievements. Aside 

from this, reentry mothers have reported that their children show: increased 

independence; increased respect for the motber-, increases in sharing behaviors; irnproved 

school performance; hcreased performance of household chores; increased interest in 

books; and pnde in their mother's accomplishments (Whitaker, 1998; Leavitt, 1 989; 

Brandenberg, 1974). 



A smaller proportion of motbers (or tbeïr children) indicate that the children 

show: increased feeiings of cornpetition (esjxcially in oIder children); resentment and 

regressive behavior; concerns about spending less time with theu mothers; a& an 

unwilingness to discuss the mothers' schooi life (Edwards, 1993a; Astin, 1976; 

Brandenberg, 1 974). 

Sorne mothers describe their own feehgs of fiutration, fàtigue, and mger, 

particularly during times of heavy coursework, and resent school's impingement on 

family time (Whitaker, 1998). On the other band, mothers bave reported persod pride 

in their ability to serve as positive role models for their children, to offer their children a 

better way of Me, and to develop and maintain special f d y  times (Whitaker, 1998; 

LuttreU, 1997; Redding & Dowling, 1992). 

Wiebe (1 993) f o d  that reentry women placed greater emphasis on the 

interactions with their childten than they did on interactions with their spouses or 

partners. Nevertheless, reentry wornen often idente their spouses as important sources 

of support. This support may, for example, be financial verbal (talking, listening, 

reading or revising essays, o f f e ~ g  encouragement, expressing pride in their 

accomplis hments), or concrete (performing household duties or providing child care) 

(Edwards, 1993a; Novak and Thacker, 199 1 ; Bmndenberg, 1974). Whitaker (1 998) 

found that married women described their husbands as generally supportive, but ''spoke 

with resignation about their reiatively unchanged level of responsibility as wives and 

mothers" (p. 125). Some partners of women who rietuni to school express concerns, and, 

sometimes hostility, about: spendiag less time together; strah on the relathnship; their 

wives becoming restless; their partners' increased independence; and school reentry 
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king part of a plan to end the rektionship (Edwards, 1993a; Astin, 1976; Brooks, 1976). 

Resistance h m  husbands can take many forms, fiom overt hostility to su& 
behaviors, such as a s b g  for aflt'ection when their wife is studying. Some 
husbands feel quite supportive unt il they redire their M e  views school more 
seriously than bridge club and Ïs not as readily available as before (Brooks, 1976, 
P- 36)- 

Edwards (1 993a) found that, where there wras evidence of preexisting problems in a 

relationship, that a wornan's entry into the educational system can exacerbate these 

problems, and that women's status as students cm threaten their partners in various ways. 

In these cases, some women attempted to remedy marital problems by strengtheniag the 

comection between their public and private lives, for example, by discussing school 

work at home, or by bringing the spouse or children to the campus. Others û5ed to 

rninimize these problems by physically and mentalîy separating theù education fiom 

family Me, ieaving them with the uncornfortable sense of having two Merent lives. 

Edwards (1993a) found that although school reentry tended to have iittle effect on 

the practical division of household labor, tbat many of the women in her sample 

apparent ly valued the emo tionaYpsycho log ical support they received f?om their partners 

more than concrete support. Partners' lack of interest or r e m  to discuss the women's 

educational experiences 'kas linked in these women's minds with their partners not 

redy caring about them" (p. 109). 

Parents and partners were likely to believe that education should not enter the 
home and affckct relationships within it, interfering with the women's domestic 
and emotional commitments, or ieaâ the women to 'get above themselves'; or 
perhaps more accurately, to 'get above' partners and maybe also parents, by 
displaying theu knowledge to them. Where the women's views on the way to 
have f d y  and education coexisting in theü lives concurred with these 
dekitions then power battles, particularly with partners, were much iess in 
evidence" (Edwards, 1993, p, 126). 



Edwards (1993a) also found that some of the reentry wornen in her sample had 

k e n  censured by their parents, usually by mothers or motfiers-in-law, because oftheir 

studies. These mother-students were told how lucky they were because their partners put 

up with so much due to theh studying. Parents could also wahdraw, or not offer, 

practical support (e-g. childcare) because of their disapproval. In con- halfof the 

women i n t e ~ e w e d  said that their parents were supportive o f  their decision, would 

proudly tell people about their daughtea' achievements, and offer concrete support 

From this discussion, it appears tbat other people can both mitigate and 

exacerbate the stresses associated with reentry. We do need M e r  research, however on 

the degree to which the disapproval or s u p p n  of others affects enrobent, achievement, 

and persistence among reentry women. 

Additional Variables In The Role Exit Process 

Ebaugh identifies several additional factors that may influence the duration and 

degree of difficulty an individual experiences in the role exit process and in creating an 

ex identity. These are: 

(1) Role Cornmitment. This is the probabiIity tbat the individual will remah in the role- 

(2) Side Bets. Side bets are incent ives to remain in a given role that may enhance role 

cornmitment and decrease the likelihood of role exit. Side bets might include security, 

status, fiiendships, and emotional attachment. Leavitt (1989) f o n d  that reentry women 

who lost or relinquished old fiends tended to do much better acadernicaily than those 

who maintained old Biendships. Haifof those women who gave up niendships formed 

new ones with other retuniing womea They identified these new f?iends as their most 

important stress reduction resource. 
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Side bets are paaifularly important in cases where an individual had always 

wanted a particular role a d  was sociaLized to Eden* with this role nom early 

childhood: 

in a i l  these casesy prolonged identincation with a specinc role becarne a side bet 
over t h e  and resulted in a sense of loss when the individual considered giving up 
this long-standing aspect of self-dente (Ebaugh, 1988, p. 95). 

(3) Role Residual. This is the identification that an individual maintains with a prior role 

such that the individual experiences certain aspects of the role after he or she has exited 

f?om it (Ebaugh, 1988, p. 175). This is also referred to as a "hangover ideatity". The 

more personal involvement and cornmitment an individual had in a former role, that is, 

the more self-identity was equated with role defhitions, the more role residual tended to 

manifest itselfafier the exit (Ebaugh, 1988, p. 178). 

When a fùll-time mother returns to schwl, she exits the 'Wl-time mother" role, 

She is not rehquishing the 'kthe i '  role. For these women, then, one might expect 

powerhl role residual. When women enter the public sphere, their sense of 

accomplishment "is oflen undermined by chronic ambivalence about the morality of their 

choices and the adequacy of their mothering" (Thurer, 1994, p. 270). W i  regard to 

reentry women, Edwards (1993a) found that an overwhelming rnajority of mature women 

students she inte~ewed held themselves responsible for the happiness and contentment 

of the other members of their families, particularly their children and partners. 

(4) Dissonance. Dissonance may result fiom two or more incompatible beliefs such as 

"women should stay home and raise childreny' and '1 ought to work because we need the 

money" or it may result fiom a codic t  between one's attitudes and behavior. 

2.6 RoIe Exit Revisited: Role, Stage. and Feminist Pemmxtives 

When viewed in context of the "'role" and "developmentai" literatwes, it would 
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seem that Ebaugh's model has the potential to mitigate the wehesses  inherent in both. 

Ebaugh's model of role e d ,  Wre role theory itselI; has been criticized for failiog to 

address "the dynamics of the production and iostitutionaliiration of roles", thus 

introducing "a bias toward normative consensus in social analysis" (Wacquant, 1990, p. 

400). Ebaugh, however, launches similar criticisms against stage theories for focusing on 

individual development apart 6om the social factors that d u e n c e  it and for assuming 

that there is harmony between the social environment and the individual. She describes 

role exit as king  a social process that is determined and shaped by various 

sociohistorical factors. 

Feminist scholars have criticized role theory for its Mure  to "acbowledge 

gender as a fiindamental organizing principle of human affairs which cannot be 

compartmentaiized into a particular roIe" and for faiiing to consider how race and gender 

"interseet to produce different realities across social groupsy' (Anderson & Rondi, 1998, 

p. 1%). W e  the model does not specifically examine the effects of gender or race on 

role exit, by presenthg variables such as "degree of control" (which includes the relative 

powerhfluence of the individual institutions, and other individuals), "voluntariness", 

and "social desirability", the model seems to invite an anaiysis that codd include issues 

of gender, culture, and socialization, 

Edwards (1993a) writes that role theory perpetuates c%ctim-blaming" by 

presenting the view that if women wodd decrease the number of th& roles or juggle 

d e s  more skillfùlly, that the associated role conflict or d e  strah wouId cease. In her 

analysis, however, Ebaugh goes beyond the mem addition and subtraction of various 

roles and offers a means of examining how the dience and centrality of various roles 
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and the meanings that various d e s  hold for the individual affect the role exit process and 

subsequent a d . n t .  Also important is tbat, unlike many of tbe "stage approa~hes"~ 

Ebaugh's fkamework is not tied to any particular age, stage of development, or family 

f o m  

Wacquant (1 990) contends that the mode1 lacks a means of accounting for the 

practical strategies, the reasouing behind decisions to enter and exit roles. According to 

Ebaugh, however, the fact that the process takes shape and is patterned by a more or l e s  

predictable sequence of events does not assume that this sequence is either inevitable or 

necessary. What events happen and how long each phase lasts are empirical questions. 

In Ebaugh's words, "occurrence of the event as well as timing and duration of the process 

are characteristics of the role-exit process that Vary and need explanation" (p. 23). 

Ebaugh maintains that she does not "pretend to develop a fùll-blown theory of role exit 

but rather to take a few £üst steps by suggesting issues and variables involved in 

conceptuaiking the sociological meaning of an ex-role as well as the pmcess of 

becorning an ex. 'Much more research, especially utilizïng types of control variables, is 

needed before we can codortably claim a Weory" of role exit" (p. 15). 

2.7 Role Exit: A D D ~ C ~ O D S  

In response to this directive, Ebaugh's mode1 has been applied in a variety of 

research settings. Recent works have used role exit in studies of divorce and p o a  

divorce interaction (Duran-Aydintug, 1995), recovery from dnig addiction (Anderson & 

Rondi 1996), and teacher attrition (Crick9 1998). Such applications raise interesting 

questions regarding the applicabiiity of the mode1 to the shdy of reentry women. For 

example, Breese and Feltey (1 9%) examineci homeiessness as an involuntary type of role 



exit, as experienced by women residing in emergency shelters or in tnuisitional houshg. 

They extend Ebaugh's d y s i s  in a number of respects. For exaniple, they furtber 

explore the concept of "voluntariness". ''While previous work on exit types ernphasizes 

aspects of autowmy, seK-direction, and controllability of the situation, this research deals 

wit h po werlessness, he lplessness, and uncontroilability" (p. 67). in this study, leaving an 

intoIerable situation (e.g. overcrowded conditions or dmg or alcohol abuse by 0th- in 

the home), was defined as an involuntary exit. Tven though these respondents made this 

cbchoice", it could easily be asserted that due to the oppressive situation there was no 

alternative option" (p. 70). How might perceptions of "voluntariness" with regard to 

entering or exiting Ml-the rnothering and e n t e ~ g  the educational system affect the 

reentry process? 

Brown (1 99 1) explored the careen of people who have exited their deviant 

identities, including drug, aicohol and eating disorâer pmblerns, by replacing them with 

occupations in professional counseling. During their transformation, these exes utilize 

vestiges of their deviant identity to generate new careers as counselors. This is 

essentially a positive aspect of the ''hangover identity", or, stated in more positive terms, 

of role residual. Before reading this, 1 had focused my attention on the negative residuai 

e ffects of haviog been an at-home parent, to the neglect of the positive strengths, skilis or 

insights that may have developed during this role. For example, although many of the 

mothers in Edwards (1993b) study feh that their experiences as mothers were devalwd in 

the educational system, some women used these experiences to challenge the teachings 

and attitudes in their classes. 

Drahota and Eitzen (1998) appiied Ebaugh's mode1 in a study of retirement 
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among professional athletes. They found that some of the athletes experienced ''first 

doubts" (the e s t  stage in Ebaugh's mode9 before becoming professiod athletes. T&y 

began planning for another career before entering what they recognized was a temporary 

roIe. Amongst these individuaIs, each is successfùl in his pst-athletic career. As one of 

the ex-athletes said: 

the thing about my whole football career. ..I felt like 1 was a scientist that piayed 
football. 1 wasn't a football player that was a scientist (p.271). 

Drahota and Eitzen desçrii the seeking of alternatives to one's role before the 

termination of the d e ,  as a critical stage for adjusting suçcessfblly to life afier the exit. 

Other athletes in their sample thought about the fùture, but never got around to planning 

for life after their sports career: 

Unless they were stars and opportwiities came to them, this choice tended to lead 
to unfortunate consequences (pp. 271-272). 

Drahota and Eitzen also found that while professionais in other d e s  acquire theu 

central identity after a long apprenticeship (e.g. physicians acquire their identity as 

doctors after medical school), athletes acquire that central identity at a very young age 

(fiom about the fifth grade), and that this early acquisition &es the exit and 

establishing the ex identity more challenging. Further, athietes are forced to retire at a 

relatively young age, and then must start a aew iife and career, and create a new self- 

identity. While others in b i t  mid-mies have already established themselves in 

careers, many retired professional athletes find themselves as beginners competing in an 

occupational world with people much younger than tbemselves. There are obvious 

parallels to the developmental paths of wornen, which can include early socialization into 

the mothering role, and mid-life seeking of identity. 

Breese and O'Toole (1994) used "role exit" to examine reentry women's use of 
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student services. For many of then participants, the d e  of reentry student appeared as a 

marginal role, a bridge leading to a completed role-exit, a ~ e a n s  to bring closure and to 

deal with life transition. Few had what they considered a strong comection with other 

students or with the student role itsex for their priorities continueci to lay elsewhere. 

Within this view, the d e  of student is considered a means to deal with changing identity; 

the process of adjusting and establishing a social identity is easier and occurs more 

rapidly when women are able to build bridges from their previous roles to new ones. 

Breese and O'Toole used this "marginality" to account for the wornen's d e r  use of 

student services and programs, 

2.8 Researrh Ouestions 

Wacquant (1990) contends that ' ide  exity' lacks a means of accounting for the 

practical strategies, the reasoning behind decisions to enter and exit roles. Given this 

contention and the dearth of information regarding the pst-secondary expenences of 

ccex" full-tirne, at-home mthers, what is clearly needed is an analysis of their "practical 

strategies" and "reasoning" during the reentry process. Therefore, the central theoretical 

questions that I address in this research projet are: (1) How do women experience the 

transit ion fiom full-time motherhood to the mother-student d e ?  (2) Does Ebaugh's 

model provide insight or enhance knowledge regarding reentry women? (3) How do the 

data expand or qualify Ebaugh's model? From a practical perspective, 1 asked: (4) What 

are the wornen's sources of support and hstration as W1-time mothers and in theïr 

transitions into pst-secondary education? and (5) What could have made things better or 

easier for them? 



3.1 Issues in D e s h  Selcction and Evduatioa 

1 wanted my research design to be rich yet rîgorous, suitable both in sochi work 

research and practice, md consistent with feminist prïnciples. In 1993, David, Edwards, 

Hughes, and Ribbens wrote that there were very few experiential accounts of motherhood 

that include reference to the mothering-education relationship, Largely missing in the 

reentry literature are women's voices, and the specific impact of at-home parenting on 

their post-secondary experiences. Studying the iived experiences of women, through 

qualitative methodologies, might help us understand "more about the contemporary 

challenges that face today ' s generation of boundary-crosshg mothers" (Whitaker, 1 998, 

p. 30). In the foLlowïng section, 1 briefly present the issues and orientations that guided 

me in developing my research design. 

Qualitative vs. Ouantitative: The Ouest for Knowledne 

Heineman (198 1) notes how the pressure on social scient& to meet the demands 

of scientific rigor has pushed towards the use of statistics and extrerne behaviorism and 

attempted to Ieave out the human k t o r  in a quest to p h c e  data which is "objective, 

fkee of distortion, value-neutral, tnithfiil" (p. 373). Further, the "scientific" requirement 

that concepts be defined by quantitative measurement operations bas significantly 

restricted the scope and nature of the questions studied in current social work researcb- 

For example, broad treatment and program goals have been criticized as hard to define 

operationally and, therefore, deemed inferior or unacceptable (Heineman, 198 1, p. 373). 

Social work's infamous practice-research gap is, in part, a product of the demand for 

"scient S c  rigor". 
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Haworth (1984) writes that there is an implicit hierarchy in the literature: "The 

case study is treated as ' 'explorato~ or  "hypothesis generating," whereas 'W 

knowledge" can o d y  be legitimized through the rigorous çontrol and quantification of  the 

experiment" (p. 345). Since World War II, however, increasing numbers have been 

"warning humankind that the scient* metfiod is not morally neutral in its application" 

(Haworth, 1 984, pp. 345-346), that the methodologies and results in quantitative research 

are not necessady objective or value-neutral. In fiis discussion of general criticisms o f  

quantitative methodologies, Siivenaan (2000) identifies the limited contact with 

participants, arbitrary de finit ion of variables, and researcher bias as po tentially 

pro blematic in quantitative endeavors. 

Qualitative methodologies are gainhg recognition "after a long history of king  

squeezed between the c%ough-minded" empiricism of the behaviorists and the clinically 

hspired symbolism of the psychoanalysts"(Haworth, 1984, p. 349). Whereas the 

tradit ional "scientific" researc h models see the influence of the subjects as contamination, 

which must be controlled or eliminated, newer models view researcher-subject 

interaction as "'human behavior to be understwd, rather than as an annoying distraction" 

(Haworth, 1 984, p. 348). Although advocates of "particular methodological styles of  

research . . . are fiequently more concerneci with asserthg or defending their techniques 

than with indicating alternative ways o f  approaching the study subject" (Berg, 1998, p. 

41, there does seem to be an increasing acceptance in the social sciences that the types o f  

questions being asked dictate the methods of research - whether quantitative, qualitative, 

or some combinat ion of the two (Silverman, 2000; Berg, 1998). 
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Social Work's Practice-Research G ~ D  

The discontinuity between practice and research is a tecunent thenie in the social 

This gap c m  leave social work practice without sufficient information regardhg 
the effectiveness of its interventions, and social work research without knowledge 
of critical, client-based issues fiom the profession's many practice settings 
(Harold, Palmiter, Lynch & Frecdman-Doan, 1995, p. 23). 

Too, a recent task force report on social work research identified both the gap between 

practice and research, and the inadequacy of the amount and qdï ty  of research in the 

profession as critical issues in what was t e d  the "crisis in social work research" 

(NAS W, 1991, p. 1). 

Considerations from a Femiaist Penmective 

Over the years, many have enumerated the characteristics that they consider to 

define and inform feminist research (e.g- Cook and Fonow, 1990; Stauiey, 1990; 

Harding, 1987; Acker, B a .  & Esseveld, 1983). Some of these central tenents are that 

feminist researc h: 

( 1) Derives issues nom women's experiences in order to provide women with 

explmations of social phenornena that they want and need and thus shows how people 

corne to understand what they do; 

(2) Must recognize that gender and gender inequaiity are basic feaîures of all social Iife, 

and show ho w women's ''trials and troubles ... are generated by the Iarger social structure" 

(Acker, Barry, & Esseveld, 1983 p. 24); 

(3) Recognizes and challenges any oppressive scient ific noms (including separation of 

subject and object of research, the labeling of personal or punded experiences as 



"unscientific", and ignoring or distorting women' s voices); 

(4) incorporates coasciousness-raising as a central methodological tool; and 

(5) Empowers women 

According to Mason (1 997), feminist researchers generally agree on these 

principIes, wbich guide research but do not dictate the use of specific methods; sexism 

and oppression stem nom researcher bias, and are not inherent in any particuiar method. 

She argues that researchers need a wide range of methods in order study the complexities 

of women's Iives and the social and politicai forces that shape them ccAImost every 

method has been used in the service of feminist values in social work research, just as 

every method has been used toward antûeminist ends in traditional research" (p. 12). 

"Feminist social work researchers should be critical and intelligent w r s  of al1 methods 

and acknowledge the weaknesses of the methods they use" (Mason, 1997, p. 27). 

3.2 Methodolonical Rieor in Oualitative Research 

There is debate within the literature about whether qualitative data are euthful and 

factual or flawed by errors, fabrication and concealment (Ingram, 1979). According to 

Bono (1 995) there is instability of the descriptive and analytical categories in women's 

biographies and autobiographies. Further, c%ecause mainstream social scient ists fïnd 

Iittle value in studies of individuals that draw on subjectivÏty, there is iittle discussion of 

and training in this methoâ" (Reinharz, 1992, p. 132). 

The two main research criteria tcaditionally used to assess the rigor of "scientific" 

research endeavors are validity and reliabiîity. Reliabilitv is the extent to which a 

measurement procedure yields the same aaswer bowever and whenever ït is carrieci out, 

that is, the extent to which a resutt is Mependent of accidental circumstances of the 
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research (Kkk & Miller, 1986). Validity is a measure of "truth-value", the extent to 

which the masurement procedure accurately represents the wial phenornena to which it 

refers (Hanmerdey as cited in Silverman, 2000). Given the complexity of human 

thought, action and interaction, the quest for stability and for exact reconstruction of 

individuals' experiences and meanings appear dxicult, if not impossible: 

the description of reiiabiliry and validity ordinatily provided by nonqualitative 
social scientists rarely seem appropriate or relevant to the way in which 
qualitative researchers conduct their work (Kirk & Miller, 1986, p. 14). 

When the a h  of research is to "grasp the ways in which a particular person 

constntcts and maices sense of his or her life at a given moment" the findings in a study 

will be an element in an ever-changing scene, an Uiterpretation at one moment in time of 

an ongoing, dyoamic experience (Plummer, 1983, p. 105). 

Thus, within qualitative approaches, 'keliability" is seldom used as a criterion of 

methodological soundness. Researchers have, however, been analyzing and developing 

their work so as to increase validity within the quakative context (Kirk & Miller, 1986). 

Validity c m  be elusive, though, for any qualitative endeavor will typically be subject to 

the int entional and unintent ional omissions of participants (Acker, Barry, & Esseveld, 

1 983). Further, 

at the best of times, it is dinicult to kaow if the person you are talking to really 
has the same understanding of the topic as you do or, indeed, if the researcher has 
an accurate derstanding of what the subject is expressing (Ahy & Rodbam, 
1998, p. 277). 

Acker, Barry and Esseveld (1983) describe the qualitative research process as a 

dialogue between the researcher and researched, and as an effort to explore, dari& and 

expand understandings Commonality of experience between researcher and participant 

can increase validity in that the tesearcher might be sensitive to pblems and issues that 

she might not have otherwise noticed. This commonality, or assumed krmwledge, can 

also create certain kinds of blindwss (Acker, Barry & Esseveld, 1983). 



Ta any research, there is room for researcher-participant misunderstandiags, but, 

within qualitative research, %ere is scope for both parties to question one another about 

the meaning of the terms employed and so d u c e  the chances of confiision and 

misunderstanding" (Alty & Rodhatn, 1998, p. 278). Measures to increase validity 

Ïnclude the development of a relationship of trust and prolonged engagement (Acker, 

Barry, & Esseveld, 1983). 

Evaluatine Trustwoithincss. Given these issues, qualitative researchers including 

Lincoln and Guba (1985), Riessman, (1993), LiebIich, Tuval-Mashiach and Zilber 

( 1  W8), Marshall & Rossman (1999), and Lofland and Lofland (1 995) have been 

developing and delineating a variety of masures with which to evaluate the quaiity/truth 

vaiue/believabiiity/~~undness of qualitative research Though the terminoiogy and focus 

of these evaluative constmcts varies across the literature, these measures can be 

s~~~llllarized as follows: 

(1) Credibility. Are the findings and theu presentation believable and authentic? Were 

the participants in the project accurately identiflecl and described? Procedures that can 

be incorporaîed to enhance the credibility of a project include delineating the research 

processes and interactions, prolonged engagement, peer debriefing, ttianguiation, and 

member checking. 

(2) Transferability. Although replication of a qualitative project is not possible in a strict 

sense, does the researcher provide suEcient description and anaiysis of the events, 

processes, and her personal assumptions and values to be usefbl in guiding fiiture 

researchers in similar projects? 

(3) Coherence. How are the parts of  the account wnnected so as to Inaice a meaningful 

story? How does the account measure up against existing theones and previous research? 

(4) Confirmability. 1s the interpretation of the findiags believable, teasonable, 

convincing? Do the data support theoretical claims? How else might the data be 

interpreted? 



3.3 Oualitrtive A~~roaches  

Informed by the above issues, 1 begiui reviewing the qualitative Iaerature in 

searc h of  an appropriate design for m y  own research. Despite the vast array of qualitative 

research applications, there are four basic approaches in qualitative rnethodology. These 

are: ( 1) participation in the setthg; (2) direct observation; (3) analyzing documents; and 

(4) in-depth interviewhg (Marshall & Rossman, 2999)- Wàhin a given research project, 

these methods can be used singly, or in varying combinations. 

The in-depth interview basicaliy consists of research-dnven conversation and is 

used extensively withh qualitative research. In the qualitative in-depth i n t e ~ e w ,  the 

researcher "explores a few general topics to help uncover the participant's views but 

otherwise respects how the participant h e s  and structures the responses" (Marshall & 

Rossrnan, 1999, p. 108)- I decided to make the interview my primary research tool for a 

variety of reasons. Fust, within the reentry literature, there is heavy reliance on 

questio~aires; hearing and analyzing the lived redities of fiill-the mothers who have 

entered the pst-secondary system seemed an appropriate vehicle to augment the existing 

literature. 1 aIso selected the i n t e ~ e w  because I am interested in hearing how women 

make sense of their life decisions, and because the feminist interview begins with the 

premise that "the participant's views are valuable and usefùi" (Marshall & Rossman, 

1999, p. 108) a viewpoint consistent with my own feminist fiamework. 

In the semi-stnictured qualitative interview, the researcher typically asks a series 

of predetermined questions, yet is expected to respond to and probe beyond the answers 

given (Berg, 1998). Because 1 began the study with a clear theoretical fhmework 

(feminist/role exit), 1 viewed the semi-structured qualitative interview as a meam of 

balancing my own theoretical perspective with what the women in the study considerd 

to be important. My list of predetennined questions ensured tbat certain subject areas 

would be discussed (e-g. supports ami barriers, the experieiife of the transition fkom at- 

home mother to mother-student), while, at the same the, m y  responses and probes would 



ailow me to gain an understanding of what f i i c t ~ ~ s u e s  are most relevant to the 

participants with regard to school reentry. 

Limitations and Stmneths of the Ouditrtive Inttrview 

Marshall and Rossrnan (1 999) outline the Iimitations of the qualitative interview. 

Its usefid.ness as a research tool is largely dependent upon the rnemory and cooperation of 

the participants and the ski& knowledge base, and biases of the interviewer. According to 

these same authors, the particular strength of  the intemiew is its abüity to obtah large 

amounts of data quickly, d u t  the researcher's long-terni participation in the He of the 

interviewee (Reinhan, 1992). When there are multiple participants in a project, this data 

may produce a rich, varied body of data. Fuaher strengths include the oppohinity for 

imediate clarification and discussion between researchers and participants and the 

ability to examine and analyze the meanings that individuals ascribe to their everyday 

lives. In the qualitative interview, the researcher typically explores a few gewral areas 

"to help uncover the participant's views but othenirise respects how the participant 

fiames and structures the responses" (Marshall & Rossman, 1999, p. 108). The 

qualitative interview has been used extensively within feminist research because 3: 

offers researchers access to people's ideas, ,oughts, and mernories in their own 
words rather than in the words of the researcher. This asset is particularly 
important for the study of women b u s e  in this way leaming fiom women is an 
antidote to centuries of ignoring women's ideas aitogether or having men speak 
for women(Reinharz, 1992, p.19). 

1 used the semi-structured interview as a meam of uncovering women's "tniths", 

validating their individual experiences and sharing their experiences in acadernia and 

beyond (Baker, 1998; Cotteriii & Letherby, 1993; Geiger, 1986). 

3.4 Partici~ant Recruitment and Sektion 

Participant Recruitment 

I began my research after reoeiving appmvai fkom the research ethics cornmittee 



of the Faculty of Social Work at the University of Manitoba (see Appendix 1). 1 e&ed 

participants in several different ways. First, I advertised the research project in Cal~arv's 

ChiId, (a fiee, bimonthl~~ My-onented  newspaper that is available at over 600 

locations throughout Calgary including restaurants, schooh, and museums). I also posted 

ads (see Appendix 2) in my children's school newsletter and in both Northwest and 

Northeast Calgary on community mailboxes and in grocery stores and community 

centres. I placed ads on several bulletin bards and bus shelters, in the counseling centres 

at the University of Calgary and Mount Royal College (Calgary), in the daycare centres 

at the University of Calgary, Mount Royal College, the University of Mdtoba, and Red 

River Community College. Office stafht the University of Calgary's Faculty of  Social 

Work agreed to distn'bute my ad to course instnictors for possible discussion~distribution 

in their spring session ciasses. I placed an ad in the classifïed section of the W ' ~ ~ p g  

Free Press in two consecutive Sanirday editions. 1 also used a snowball technique; 1 

asked fi-iends, acquainttmces, and study participants in both Winnipeg and Calgary ifthey 

knew anyow who would qualïfy for the study. In W-peg? 1 spoke about the project 

and distrïbuted ads in one social work graduate c h ,  and a U of M professor did the 

sarne in another graduate class. 1 discussed the project with a staff member at the 

Winnipeg Education Centre, a satellite of the University of Manitoba, who agreed to 

phone some of the students who might be eligible candidates. 

1 attempted to increase diversity among patticipants in a number or ways, for 

example, by recniiting both University and college students, and by advertising in two 

widely accessible publications. 1 attempted to mach the popuiat ion of "distressed" 

reentry women by placing ads in counseling departments. Fiiriber, 1 selected the 

locations for my ads so as to reach a wide popuhtion ofbusy women with varied 

backgrounds (Northwest Calgary is pyimarily middle-cIass whüe the Northeast is 

primarily working class). In the ads, 1 made no comments regardhg assumed marital 

status, sexuai orientation, or ethnicïty. 
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I found participant recruitment to be both a challenging and exciting part of the 

research project. In the pst, 1 have conducted research at the U of M Campus Daycare, 

and the St. Amant Centre. In both locations, my participant pool was more or less 

waiting for me- In the current project, 1 leamed much about the actual process of 

enlisting participants. For example, although I had planned to pst ads in Calgary's 

Central library and in the 6 branch libraties in Northwest and Northeast Calgary, 1 

discovered that Iiirary policy prohibits the posting o f  any notices tbat solicit volunteers- 

I dso discovered that the city transit authorities take a dim view of advertising on bus 

shelters; all of my ads were removed within a &y of posting. A~SO, 1 spoke to the editor 

of a bimonthly magazine that is distributed to school children by the Calgary Board of 

Education who voiced interest in the project. Unfortunately, my ad was not printed in the 

year-end issue because of space limitations. 

In terms of the "success" of the various approaches, of the 10 participants, 4 

responded to ads printed in various publications, 2 were identified by acquaintances of 

mine, 1 was identified by a study participant, 1 is a personal fiend, 1 responded to 

solicitation by a staf f  member at a pst-secondary institution, and 1 heard about the 

project through a fiend who had seen one o f  my posted ads. 

Partici~ant Selection 

In selecting participants 1 used a telephone screening questionnaire (see 

Appendix 3). 1 employed the following criteria to ensure both the salience of the student 

role and the existence of a clear transition fiom Ml-tirne mother to mother-student. 

Participants had been ~ e ~ d e f i n e d ,  fiill-time, at-home mothers for a period of at least 3 

years. Although Ebaugh suggests a 5-year time span within a given role helps ensure role 

salience, a 5-year requirement wouid have increased the difnculty in recruiting a 

sufficient number of participants. In order to clarifL the definition o f  "at-home mother", 1 

added the stipulation that, on average, tbe participants not have used more that one day 

per week of child-care (for employment, volunteer, or other activities) during their years 
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at home. FuRher, ifa woman was employed within her home, for example, by providing 

home daycare, she must have identified herselfas a fùii-the mother raiher than as a 

professionai daycare provider- 
The women were at various stages in degree or certifkate programs in college or 

university. Unlike many previous studies with reentry wornen, 1 did not restPict my 

sample to fùfl-the students, as enrolling in a part-thne course of study is one of the many 

ways in which mothers attempt to meet the demands of both higher education and their 

families. In order to be eügible for inclusion in the study, a potential participant had to 

be, at minimum, a half-time student, or, iftaking fewer courses, must have, during the 

initial telephone screening, self-identifid as both a student and a mother, raîher than as a 

full-the mother. 

The Participants 

In this study, 1 hterviewed 10 womea To protect their anonymity and 

confidentiality, I have omitted obvious identsers, such as the name of the college or 

university attended, names of children and spouse, and city of residence. At the end of 

each interview, 1 asked each participant to select a name that 1 wouid use in place of her 

own in any written or oral reports. 

The foUowing is a brief description of each of the 10 pariicipants. 

Amanda is a 29 year old, single mother of three. Her children range in age fiom 2 to 7. 

Widowed 3 years ago, she bas two high-needs children. She is a full-time student and is 

in the third year of a 4-year university program. Amanda is financing her education 

through loans. She was at home for 5 years before retuniiag to school She is also 

emplo yed on a casual basis, averaging approxhately 2 hours per week. In the years 

before becoming an at-home parent, Anruida was employed in two part-time jobs, aad, 
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having not completed high school challenged for credit for ber outstanding high school 

courses, 

MJ is a 40 year 014 marrkd mother of 4. Her children range in age h m  2 to 8. She is - 
just beginning a full-tirne, 2-year University pro- She completed a number of 

courses this year in order to improve her chances of behg accepted into the program. Her 

husband is fmancing her education- She completed a Bachelor's degree and worked in a 

related fieId for over 2 years before becoming an at-home rnother. She was at home M- 

t ime for 4 years be fore resuming her studies. 

Salk is a 35 year old, married rnother of 3. Her children range in age nom 4 to 8. She is 

in the third year of a 5-year, part-tirne degree program. Her husband is fuiancing her 

education. She had completed a Bachelor's degree and a college certificate program ami 

was emplo yed full-time for approximately 3 years before having chiidren. She was at 

ho me with her children for 7 years, though she took some classes and did volunteer work 

relevant to her current university program during those years. 

Joanne is a 35-year-old married mother of 2 elernentary school cNdren. At the tirne of 

the interview, she had just finished a colïege certincate program. She completed her 

studies at home, as a distance student. Her part-tirne program twk  5 years to complete. 

Her husband financed her education. She has been at home for 7 1/2 years. Before 

having children, Joanne had completed a Bachelor's degree and had worked for 3 years 

in a related field. She is planning to seek part-time employment when her children retum 

to school in the Ml. 

Rebecca is a 39-year-old marrieci mother of 3. Her children range in age nom 9 to 13. 

She bas been a part-tune university student for 2 years, and hopes to graduate in 2005. 



She is financing her education with savings. Before becoming a fÙU-time parent, 

Rebecca completed a coiiege certificate program and was employed for approximately 5 

years. She has been at home for 9 years. 

Petunia is a 3 1-year-old single mother of 2 pre-teen children. She is a fidi-the 

university student, e n t e ~ g  her final year of study. She is financing her education 

through student loans, grants, and a personal line of credit. A stay at home m m  for 4 

years, Petunia supplemented her income through employment in which she could include 

her children, including team as a &y home operator and as a school bus driver. Having 

not graduated from high school before becoming a parent, Petunia met the University 

entrance requirements d e r  taking academic upgrading. She is currently employed on a 

casual bais  (less than 10 hours weekly). 

Jane is a 39-year-old divorced mother of 4 (induding one foster child). Her chiidren - 
range fiom elementary school to university. A ftli-tirne student, Jane is entering her 

second year of a 4-year program. She is h c i n g  her education through a combination 

of student loans and grants nom the ACCESS program. She had completed high school 

and worked for several years as a waitress before becoming an at home mother. She was 

at home for 17 years. During much of this t h e ,  she provided childcare in her home so 

that she could earn an income while remaining home with her chi1dren 

Lvnne is a 25-year-old divorced mother of 1 elementary school child. A fiill-time 

student, she has completed halfof a 2-year diploma. She is financing her education 

through student loans. During the past year, Lynne was also employed full tirne in a 

position related to her field of study. Lynne completed high school shortly before her 

child's birth. During her 5 years at home, Lynne occasionally tried to supplement her 



income through part-time employment, but these stints were short-liveà, as she was 

unable to reconcile the dexnanàs of motheriag with the demands of employment. 

Pauiine is a 33 -y--old -ed mother of 2 elementary school children. She is a fùli- 

tirne student and has completed 1 year of a 4-year university degree. Her husbaad is 

fmancing her education. She had completed high school and was employed for 

approximately 5 years before having children She has been at home for 9 years. For the 

1 s t  5 years, Pauline has been emplo yed, on an occasional basis, in a position related to 

her field of study. 

Cathy is a 36-year-old rnarried mother of 3. Her children are in elementary and junior 

high school. She ïs in her h t  year of a part-the university degree program, and expects 

to graduate in 2003. She is financing her education through a line of credit. She had 

completed a bachelor's degree and had worked for approximately 1 112 years before 

becoming an at-home mother. She was a stay at home parent for 12 years. During these 

years, she occasionaiiy did freelance writing and market research fiom her home, in order 

to supplement the fâmily incorne. She held a job for 2 years before becoming a student. 

Issues in Partici~an t Selection 

One of the study participants is a personal fkiend; she is married to a long-tem 

fiiend of my husband. Because we do not live in the same city, and because we 

communicate Sequently (once or twice yearly), before the interview, 1 knew very little 

about her experiences at home and about her retum to school When 1 reviewed the 

transcripts, 1 looked for ways in which her daîa may have dXfered 6om the data in the 

other interviews. While there certainly exisîed the potential that she might have "gbssed 

over" certain details because of our husbands' long-standing relationship, 1 found her to 
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be surprisingly fiank, pariicularly in regard to her perceptions of her husbd ' s  lack of 

support in a number of arenas. 1 therefore decided to include her interview in the 

analysis. 

Another issue that emerged in participant seIection concerned seMefinition of  at- 

home m o t h e ~ g .  Nthough each participant indicated that she had been a stay-at-home 

mother for at least 3 years before entering a degree or ceaificate program, there emerged 

different personal definitions of at-home mothering. For example, Joanne, who 

completed her university certificate program as a distance student, continued to self- 

identa as a full-the mother during her years as a student She commented that she had 

ken  able to complete her studies at home, with relatively little Yamily juggiing". 1 was 

init iaUy concemed that there was not a clear enough transition between her life as a full- 

time mother and her life as a mother-student. When, however, Joanne began to describe 

how she taught her children to respect her study tirne, how she relhquished a substantial 

amount of childcare to her husband and a preschool, and how she gave up hobbies and 

persona1 t h e  in order to accommodate her studies, I decided that Joanne's experiences as 

a distance student could only increase the breadth of the data 

Cathy continued to self-de fine as a fidl-the mother of  her school-aged children 

during the 2-year period of employment that intervermi between her years at home and 

her retum to xhool. This 2-year period of employment would technically exclude Cathy 

f?om participahg in the study. During the telephone screening, 1 was about to tell her 

that she was not eligible when she said that she would have preferred to re1115Lin at home, 

but her husband insisted that she go back to work aad eam an income. Further, 

throughout her 2 years of employment, Cathy expenenced daily fiction with her boss. 
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She regularly anived late so that she could get her children off to school, missed days 

because her children wete sick, and felt compeIIed to leave slightly early so tbaî she 

codd be at home soon d e r  her children's return fiom school, Having k e n  a MI-time 

mother for so many years, Cathy found reconciling the needs of her chiIdren and the 

duties of the home with the demands of her employer and her husband highly stressfùl, 

and reported feeling sick every Saturday night and d day Sunday, knowuig that she had 

to go to work on Monday. 

I did not disqualw Cathy as a participant because 1 felt that her story added 

richness and depth to the data: She was the onIy woman in the study who unwillingly lefi 

the role of stay at home mother (an involuntary role exit) and, judging fiom the accounts 

of al1 participants, experienced the greatest degree of personai distress (marital and 

psychological) as a result of her decision to remain home with her children. The 

implications of these two factors with regard to school reentry are discussed in a later 

section- 

3.5 The Enea~ement Pmcess 

In each case, the engagement process began during the telephone screening 

interview. Whether the women initiaiiy phoned me or 1 made the fiist contact, in each 

telephone screening, the potential participant provided me with a brief outline of her time 

at home and ber return to schoo1. 1 also described the purpose of the study (to look at 

how women who have been at-home moms experience the r e m  to pst-secondary 

education). 1 provided each woman with a short demipt ion of my history, i.e. that 1 am 

in the final stages of my MS W, having been at home for severai years raising my 2 

daughters. In m y  synopsis, 1 humorousiy mentioned some of the twists and tums, stops 



and starts in my educational process (e-g. my 2 inter-provincial moves and a third 

pending) and referred to my MSW as '?he longest. most expensive degree in history". 

The initial, face-to face contact tlpically began with situation-specific small taik, 

including, for example, discussion about pets, children, the neighborhood, the weather- 

To my surprise, nom of the participants (either on the phone or in person) objected to my 

audiotaping the interviews. I presented the tape recorder as a cbecessary evil" and 

always placed it in full view of the interviewee. Further, whenever a participant 

expressed concern about background noise ''spiling your tape" (e.g. a child taking, 

noisy toys, a dog barking) I dways dispelled the worry (e-g. "oh, don't worry about 

that"). 1 never asked a participant to quiet a child or pet, though, admmedly, I did lose 

the occasional word or phrase on the tapes because of background noise. 

3.6 The Interviews 

In- erso on Inteniews. 1 conducted eight interviews in the participants' homes. These 

varied in duration fiom 1 hour to 1 hour and 45 minutes. 

Telephone InteMews. I conducted two long-distance telephone interviews with 

women who had, durhg face-to-face conversations, agreed to be interviewed, but who 

were unavailable when I was in their cities. Because of the differences between personal 

and telephone contact, 1 considered not including the phone interviews. In reviewing the 

transcripts, I noted two major differences between the two types of interviews. First, 

although I attended careflllly to auditory cues during the phone interviews, I necessady 

lost physical cues, such as facial expressions. Also, 1 noticed that 1 tended to adhere 

more closely to the structure of the research guide on the phone tban in person, resuhing 

in somewhat shorter interviews. There were, however, times during the imperson 
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interviews, for exarnple, when a participant's attention was divided (as when her young 

children were present, or wben it was nearing the time for her to pick up children at 

school) that spontaneous discussion waned and 1 relied more heavily on the research 

guide. Therefore, the most important factor in my decision to include data h m  the two 

long-distance interviews was that they both revealed interesting, informative content, 

which 1 felt added to the richness of the data. One phone interview lasted 55 minutes, 

the other, 1 hour. 

Informed Consent. In both telephone and in-person interviews, I proceeded only d e r  

the participant had provided informed consent (see Appendix 4). 

Bacbrouad Ouestionnaire. The process continued with a short senes of closed-ended 

questions concerning the participants' current family situation (e.g. number and ages of 

chiIdren, marit al st atus), educational history, and work history (see Appendix 5). 

Research Guide. The second part of the intemiew consisted of a series of open-ended 

questions (see Appendix 6). I developed the research guide by combining issues shown 

in the literature to be relevant to the study of reentry women (e-g. role of fiiends and 

family, barriers, sources of support and htration) with a questionnaire used by Breese 

and O'Toole (1 994) in their study of reentry women's use of student services. Breese 

and O'Toole based their questiomaire on the instruments used by Ebaugh (1988) in her 

study of role exit, and by Felty (1989) (as cited in Breese & O'Twle, 1994) in a study of 

homeless wornen in shelters. 1 asked each participant to teli me about her We before 

becoming an at-home mother, during her decision to stay at home with her child(ren), 

during her years at home, in her decision to return to schooi, and as a mother-student. 1 

also asked each woman to comment on changes in reiationships, changes in personal 
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identity, surprises, joys, disappointments, decision-making processes, turning points, 

barriers, challenges and supports in her joumey. 

My research guide and interview process differed fiom those of Breese and 

O'Toole in several respects. First, their respondents completed the questionnaire in 

written rather than oral form. 1 intended my research instrument to be used as a guide 

rather than as a rigidly structured schedule or questionnaire (Lofland & Lofland, 1995). 

Nso,  1 replaced their series of questions about specific use of student services and other 

personal and social supports with more general, open-ended questions regarding sources 

of support. Further, Iike Breese and O'Toole, 1 asked about participants' Iives before 

school reentry, but I added questions regarding at-home mothering and its inauence on 

the reentry process. Finally, in order to c la ra  the questions and to avoid ccsteering" 

responses toward my theoretical orientation, 1 did m t  use 'Yole exit jargon" during the 

interview. For example, rather than asking, ''Tell me about your mle as a fùll-time 

mother", I asked,"TeU me about your life as a stay-at-home mm". 

1 provided appropriate prompts or clarification as required. Although 1 ensured 

that each broad subject area was discussed within each i n t e ~ e w ,  1 did m t  specifïcally 

ask each of the questions on the research guide in each interview, preferrïng, instead, that 

eac h participant, to a large extent, control the direction and flo w of the conversation. 

In reviewing the first two interviews, 1 noticed that neither participant had 

specifcdy mentioned the reactions of her children to her becoming a student Because 

the fiterature has shown the importance of children in helping or hindering their motbers' 

transition into the pst-secondary system, 1 added a question about children's reactions in 

subsequent interviews, 
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Use of Narmtive. Within each broad subject area, 1 attempted to encourage the women 

to verbalize what was most important to them. An important c o n s i d d o n  in the 

development of my methodology, research guide, and d y s i s  o f  data was my recent 

foray into the study of narrative within the qualitative interview. Riesman (1993) 

defmes the personal narrative as "tallc organized around consequential events" in which 

the teUer in a conversation yakes a Mener into a pst the...& recapitulates wbat 

happened then to make a point" (p. 6). Riessrnan thus distinguishes between the narrative 

and other elements of i n t e ~ e w s  or conversations including question-and-answer 

exc hanges and argument S. Using different terminology but conveying essentially the 

same meaning, Chase (1 995) writes that people make sense of their experiences and 

communicate meaning through narration, and that these narrations include Mie 

experiences that are of "deep and abiding interest to the interviewee" (p. 2). 

In helping participants communicate their iife experiences, 1 admit to sometimes 

feeling anxious, to having a sense that 1 was no longer in control of  the direction and 

content of the research. 1 had to silently remind myself that: 

provided investigators can give up control over the research process and approach 
i n t e ~ e w s  as conversations, almost any question can generate a narrative 
(Riessman, 1993, p. 56). 

For example, in one interview, the participant discussed at length the ways in which she 

incorporated exercise into her daily routine. Rather than try to get her ' k c k  on track", I 

encouraged her in this direction. As it turned out, this woman's exercise routine was vital 

to her body image, which developed into an important theme in the interview. For 

example, king  fat and "out to there" was instrumental in her decision not to seek 

employment during her pregoancy, a d  king fit and trim was crucial to her seiG 

confidence, and was an important k t o r  in her fkeiing that she "M in" with her much 

younger peers as a reentry student. 



Throughout the entire process, to increase the trushuortbiness of the study and to 

maxi& the possibility of the women beneMing in some way through their 

participation, 1 attempted to do the followiog: 

(1) Minimize Anxiev. In any instance where the participant expressed anxiety 

regarding, for example, her messy home, her noisy children, enthusiastic dog, or her 

personal appearance (dress, make up, weight), 1 made an effort to dispel that anxiety 

through an appropriate, light-hearted comment (e-g. 'Yeah, you should see my kitchen" 

or 'Ws is the fïrst &y all week I've had time to çornb my haif'). 

(2) Muiimize Researcher-Participant Distance. As much as possible, 1 tried to approach 

the interview as 1 would go hg to a fiend's house for coffee. 1 wore casual clothing. We 

sat wherever the cchostessy' was w s t  cornfortable. 1 petted dogs, played peek-a-boo with 

smaU children, commiserated about intempted sleep and aU of the hours moms spend 

chauffeuring their children Perhaps because of the numerous similarities between the 

interviewees and me in terms of age and experience, these interactions felt easy and 

naturai. None felt 'Torced". 

(3) Identm and Praise Particivants' Strennths- Throughout the interview, 1 actively 

sought out instances of participants' persooal strengths. I ofien found myselfsaying 

things like "good for you", or 'lthat took a lot", or "1 don? think 1 would have been able 

to do that", or simply, '%O<. 

(4) Conve~ Interest and Respect. Maintainhg eye contact, providing appropriate 

prompts, asking for clarification where necessary, mhhizing interruptions, foiiowiog 

the participants' ideas of what is important rather than strictly adhering to the research 

protocol are all included in this category. 

3.7 Dissemination of Fiadiam 

One of the tenents of feminist research is that the researcher must give something 

back to participants to show appreciation for the "valuable gift of their tirne and their 

stories" (Massat & L d y ,  1997, p. 47). As research bas s h o w  that ha* positive 



support is a critical element in moving successfülly through the role exit process 

(Ebaugh, 1988), and that positive peer support c m  be critical in helping a wornan adj- 

as a reentry student (Komarovs& 1985),I decided to try to link reentry women. Ebaugh 

(1 988) found that even the awareness that there are others in similar circumstances could 

aid individuals in their role exits. 

Before moving away fiom Calgary, 1 phoned each of the 5 women 1 had 

inte~ewed there in order to arrange a group meeting. Three of the participants a d  1 met 

for coffee at Starbucks one evening. The meeting Iasted approximately 2 1/2 hours. 

During this t h e ,  each of the 3 women read a summary of rny preliminary results and 

analysis. 1 invited questions, comments, and objections. Aside fiom 2 minor 

typographical issues, none of the women suggested any changes. 

Although the women aii lived within a few kilometers of each other, were 

attending the same University, and were taking social sciences courses, none had 

previously met. During the meeting, the women shared many of the stories they had told 

me during the interviews. They also heiped e a ~ h  other regarding fidl course selection 

(good cIasses/good iastnictors). The two women who had had difficulties financing their 

educations shared ideas about obtaining fùnding. 

1 have given (in person or by mail) 7 of the women 1 interviewed a package 

containllig: a sumrnary of preliminary results; a form which invites any questions, 

comments, concerns, or objections about the study or rny preliminary analysis; and a 

stamped, self-addressed envelope. In each of the packages 1 nïiiled, 1 included a hand- 

witten note of thanks and encouragement. The 3 remaining participants, who were 

among the final few interviewees, said they did mt need to see a sumniary of results but 

asked for a verbal summary foUowing out interview. 1 dimissed with them some of my 

preliminary findings, 

Rose and Webb (1998) defend the rigor of th& data anaiysis by arguing that: 
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1 am clear as to the academic traditions that have influenced me, that 1 attempt 
honestly to represent the process of data analysis, and that 1 admit that some of 
this process took place at a creative kvel that 1 am wt able to translate entkly in 
terms of concrete language simply because it takes place at a level that is too 
abstract to be represented concretely (p.561). 

They M e r  caution that the reconstruction of the exact experience or  state of mind of 

another, is an impossible undertaking: 

In analyzing the data gained fiom my informants, 1 do not, therefore, c l a h  that 1 
represent their experiences completely, or as the ùiformants themselves or other 
researchers would interpret them (p. 562). 

Nevertheless, given the criteria for evaluating qualitative research, 1 incorporated 

a variety of measures into my project in an effort to enhance its tnistworthiness. 1 

phrased the interview questions in straightfonvard language, f k  of unnecessary jargon. 

Before beginning each interview, I told participants that 1 was not lookiag for any 

specific answers, but for their ideas and experiences. During the interviews, 1 

encouraged participants to ask questions and 1 also asked for clarification if 1 felt doubtfiil 

as to a participant's meaning. At the end of each interview, 1 asked participants if there 

was anything eise they wanted to add, and 1 asked them to contact me ifthey wished to 

add anything to their stories following the interview, 

In an effort to preserve the participants' words and meanings, I tr=ribed the 

interviews faithfùlly, for example, by coding silences, evidence of discornfor&, etc. 1, via 

rny research journal, aîtempted to provide an hoaest and thorough account of the 

engagement process, main thernes and ideas that emerged, any ethical problems that 

arose, any blunders 1 commined, methodological difficulties or successes, and emotional 

experiences (mine or participants'), and included this journal in the d y s i s .  In order to 

consciously separate my experiences h m  those of my participants, 1 wrote a personal 

account which chronicles my decision to remah at home with my children, my life as an 

at-home mother, and my experience of the transition fiom at-home mother to mother 

student. In my analysis of the data, 1 occasioaally include these personal experiences - 



cIearly labeled as such - and therefore not intended to refiect the lives o f  the study 

participants. In any research, there exists the danger that researchers wili give more 

authority to their own orientations than to those of their participants (Bono, 1995; 

Reinharz, 1992). Although 1 corne armed with a weakh of research studies and my own 

personal experiences as an at-home mother and a reentry woman, I cannot assume that 

my own experiences, those of women in my acquaintance, or those of women 1 have read 

about will match those of my study participants. Therefore, a major part of my endeavot 

invo lved too king for surprises and negative instances, and looking for alternative 

explanations of the data (Marshall & Rossman, 1999). 

At the end of the project, 1 arranged an opportunïty for 'hember checking" via an 

informal group meeting with the Calgary participants; we discussed the study, the 

preliminary redts, and our experiences as mother-students. 1 also provided each 

participant with a short written or oral summary of the process and resuks- 
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Cba~ter 4: Results and Discussion 

4.1 Data Anahsis 

Because of the open-ended and creative dimensions of the analytic process in 

qualitative research, descriptions of the concrete operations composing it do not entirely 

capture what goes on; analytic strategies m u t  be used selectively, adaptively, and 

creatively according to the interests of the researcher and the particular research project 

(Lofland & Lofland, 1995). Rose and Webb (1998) provide a general outline of the 

analysis process. They descnibe theù analysis of quaIitative data as fouows: 

(1) Being present at the interview 

(2) Listening to the tape 

(3) Transcniing 

(4) Reading the transcription 

(5) Repeating step 2 to ensure familiarity 

(6) Thinking/assimilatingh~~tuiting 

(7) Interpretation and understanding. 

They thus present qualitative analysis as an ongoing, active process. Indeed, my 

analysis of data began during my initial contact with each participant, and continued until 

the preparation of my fmal draft. 1 maintained a research logbook as recommended by 

Lofland and Lofland (1 995). This logbook wnsisted of short notes made immediately 

foIlowing each interview, and throughout the analysis process. These notes provided a 

record of my impressions and speculations regarding main themes, directions for fùture 

interviews, and new ways of looking at previous interviews (Miles & Huberman, 1984; 

Kirk & Miller, 1986; both cited in Silvetman, 2ûûû). 

Transcribin~ and Codine As soon as possible der each interview, I listened to the 

tape, transcibed each tape, proofkîd each transcription while Listening to the tape, and 

made any necessary corrections to the transcripts. The transcribïng and coding were 

Uifluenced by my readings of qualitative methodologies in ge& and nsmitive 



methodologies in particuiar. In analyzing my data, it was my task to generate ideas and 

themes using my participants' words in the context of the existing literature on reentry 

mother-students, As previously d e s c n i ,  this pmcess involveci repeated examination of 

the interviews in search of both dissimiiarities and common themes. Ln petforming this 

analysis, my work was guided by Riessman (1993), who cautions: 

Traditional approaches to qualitative analysis often fiacture these texts in the 
service of interpretation and generalizations by taking bits and pieces, snippets of 
a response edited out of context, They eliminate the sequentid and structural 
features that characterize narrative accounts (p. 3) 

and 

Precisely because they are essent ial meaning-making structures, narratives must 
be preserved, not bctured, by investigators, who must respect respondents' ways 
of constnicting meaning and analyze how it is accomplished (p. 4). 

Given these cautions, 1 attempted to look at each i n t e ~ e w  fiom a ho listic perspective so 

as to respect each womaa's way of constnicting meaning. For example, 1 considered 

emotional tone, emphasis, repetition of ideas, facetiousness, evidence of discornfort. In 

terms of units of aaalysis, 1 Ieaned away h m  small units (e.g. individual words or 

phrases) and towards iarger units (e-g. sentences, groups of sentences, paragraphs). 

Codin~ Scheme. 1 triple spaced each tratl~cript, and coded as foiiows: 

-a pause ... with the number of dots roughly correspondhg to the length of the pause. 

A short pause .. A long pause .... . 
- laug hter (L) 

-face t iousness ('"') 

-(the interviewer's statements) 

-emphasis. 1 occasionaily used bold type to Micate greater emphasis 

-1 used parentheses to enclose any additional notes that would help the d e r  understand 

the transcripts e.g. [whispered words] [overlapping words ] [noisy toy] [missed words] . 



Data Reduction 

Data reduction is an ongoing process wherein the qualitative researcher begins 

with r e m  of data and d e s  decisions about selecting, foçusing, simpii@ing, and 

abstracting that data (Miles & Huberman, 1984, as  cited in Silverman, 2000). Such 

decisions typically incorporate elernents of several analysis techniques, and consist of  an 

int erp lay between experience, academic training, induction, and deduction (Lofland & 

Lofland, 1995; Harold, Palmiter, Lynch, 6 Freedman-Ban, 1995; Rose & Webb, 1998). 

Within this orientation, 1 used an interactive approach to the data, combining 

deductive meanings derived Eom the reentry and role exit literatures with meanings 

induct ively derived fiom the participants' statements. As shown in my Research Guide, 

there were six major topic areas in each interview. These were: (1) Life before at-home 

parenting; (2) The decision to become a stay-at-home parent; (3) Life as a stay-at-home 

mo ther; (4) The decision to return to school; (5) LEe as a mother-student; and (6) Future 

plans. 

As previously discussed, the ideas and questions in the Research Guide were 

formed on the basis ofi- (1) the reentry literature (2) Breese and O'Toole's measurernent 

instrument in their study of reentry women; and (3) Ebaugh's mode1 of role exit. As 

such, the guide provided a starting point for my analysis of the data, as 1 looked for 

individual and general themes. 

Throughout the process of coding and anaiyzing the data, I continusiuy asked myselfthe 

fo 110 wing kinds of questions: 

- W h  is thii? What does it represent? What is this an example of? 

-What do 1 see going on here? 

-What are people doing? 

- What is happening? (Lofland & Lofland, 1995, p. 192; Cuba, 1988; Charmaz, 1983). 1 

also examined each transcript with reference to the background questionnaires, which 

included, for example, detaiis regarding marital status, socioeconomic status, and 
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numbers and ages of children 

4.2 Fidinns 

(1) Life before nt-home ~arcathg 

In this part of the intewïew, 1 asked each participant to describe what she was 

doing in the years before she decided to be an at-home mom 1 also asked each woman to 

describe her identity then. In this stage, as in all stages in the study, there was a fàh 

degree of diversity across participants. Saily? and Joanne both completed University 

degrees, k e d ,  and were working fùll-time. Rebecca, Cathy, and MJ comgleted their 

post-secondary progams, were marrie& and retumed to work part-time foliowing the 

birth of their fUst child. Petunia, who had not completed high school, d e d  and 

worked outside the home until her youngest child was 2. Amanda rnarrïed and was 

working at two part-time jobs. She completed her high school requirements (as an adult), 

and began her pst-secondary educatioa Jane had completed high school and was 

empIoyed as a waitress. Lynn graduated ikom high school, married, had a child, and 

divorced. Pauline completed high schooI, worked fûil-time, and married- 

Identity. Though the exact wording dBered across interviews, 1 asked the participants: 

"So in the time you were working, before your at-home nom years, if you had to 

describe your identity, who were you?" Seved of the women seemed contiised by the 

question, paused, and asked me to clarifl the question Whether this was because of lack 

of clarity in the question, because of the number of years that have elapsed, or because 

the women seldom pondered their personal identities is unclear. Across participants, 

questions regarding identity revealed two major themes. These were Freedom and 

Searc hing/Striving. 

(1) Freedom One woman said: 

Before kids..I was definitely a very artsy sort of ke-spirit type person [...] hung 
out with a very, aiternative sort of crowd (Uhhuh) and, spent a lot of time 
watching foreign cinema and, going to strange gdery exhibits dohg odd things. 
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Another woman rernarked: 

I was just a carefiee thkg, and once I was, 1 had the fieedom to go on the road, 
and my, you know, 1 had my cm, I could be anywhere and have, didn't have to be 
home and make dinner, I didn't have to, you know, worry about, babysining or, 
so I'd say 1 was enjoying Life [...] you know, in love [...] 

For some of the women, employment was a major contn'butor to tb sense of k d o m  

For example, MJ said: 

Oh, it was great (L) you know, 1 did a job 1 loved, loved dokg. Met tons of 
people, had lots of fnends. Loved the selling business, it was good Good 
customers, they liked me, had an excellent boss [...] 

Another wornan described herself by saying: 

Who 1 was then? 1 was a lot of people then,,yeah, it was, yeah, much difFerent, 1 
mean 1 had my, my identity with CO-workers and, uh, my other interests and that 
sort of thing for sure (Uhhuh)..much more varied [.. . J 

(2) SearchindStriving. In the years before M - t h e  parentkg, nine of the 10 women 

were emplo yed, though few had a clear sense of what they wanted to do with the rest of 

their lives. Several remembered these years as a tirne of searching or stnving, often 

through the worlds o f  work and post-secondary education Oae participant drearned of 

fame as a singer, but recognized tbat her chances of success were slim and returned to 

school. Some of the women were empb yed in what they considered careers and relished 

the personal and inteiiectual growth associated with their work. For example, Joanne 

described herself as: 

ambitious, um, wanting to learn, wanting to share, um, 1 was very happy in [my 
field] and, uh, I had only worked 3 years before, uh, before 1 decided to becorne a 
stay at home mm, so 1 didn't have a lot of experience time but 1 was very 
rnotivated and, happy with the career choice I'd made. 

Pauhe was one of the few women in the study who had definite, long-term career goals: 

1 was um, trying to aim for something higher in those years, you know, gohg to 
university part-time, and working (Uhhuh) and, 1 always wanted to be a doctor at 
that point (Uhhuh) so 1 was working towards that. 

Sally, who had a wide range of pst-secondary, vocational, and travel experiences, 
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expressed a more indefinite type of searchg when she said: 

I think looking for something, looking for çomething. But, yeah, 1 was always 
lookuig for çomething that I wauted to do with the rest of my life. 

In general, among the study participants there was a sense of &dom, a feeling 

that these years were for searching, for growth and development. In contrast, consider 

Lynne, who gave birth only days after high school graduation and Jane who had been 

employed for several years in what she considered a dead-end job as opposed to a career. 

Unlike the other women in the study, neither Lynne nor Jane searched for personal 

ident ity in the post-secondary system or through emplo yrnent. Lynne, whose fiiends 

went on to pst-secondary education while she remaineci at home with her son, 

commented: 

1 mean, obviously some of me does wanna be out with my fiiends, doing what 
they're doing, you know, discovering, that part, of your Me, of what you want [...] 

When 1 asked Jane about her identity during these years she hesitantly replied: 

As an identity? (Yeah) Um.1 don't know..I was more of just a, figment (L) 
nothing of very much value. 

For the rnajority of these women, then, the pre-parent hg years were a tirne of relative 

fieedom, a time of personal growth and development, a tirne of searchg for a personal 

identity in the worlds of employment and education. 

/2)  The decision to stav at home 

In this part of the interview, we discussed the proœsses through which these 10 

women decided to stay at home to rear their children. We typicdy discussed life 

changes that had precipitated the decision, any other options considered, and the 

influence of family and fiends. Each woman in the study stated that she willingly 

became a stay at home mother, without king pressured by her S~OUSC, niends, or other 

family members. When asked about who or what had Muenceci them in decidmg to 

remain at home, only one woman identifid an influence beyond herseif or her immediate 



cïrcle of fiends and kin. She said: 

When [my daughter] was born, the doctor handeci her to me and said 'well, you're 
now a mother, it's like having a computer, and you can program her' and, oh my 
goci, he said ' it's just a, it's a empfy computer', he said, 'and you can program her' 
(Wow) and I'li never forget that moment- And 1 thought, 'you know, he's right, 
you know' 1-,.] (L) 1 don't want this job ('"3 (It's scary) Yeah. 

This was the closest that any woman came to verbaiking the pressures inherent in the 

"ideology of the good mother9'- Each wornan stated that staying at home was a decision 

made either individually, or made together with her spouse. In no instance did a woman 

uidicate that she had been pressured into remaining at home, by husbands, family, or 

fiiends. For example, when asked if fkiends or M y  had influenced her decision to 

remain at home, Sally simply replied, 'Wo, it was my own decision." 

In fact, two of the women decided to remain at home despite opposition fiom 

significant other people. MJ's fiends often asked her why she wasn't working, why she 

was 'fjust" staying at home. Also, when 1 asked Cathy iffamily or fiends had influenced 

her decision to stay at home, she answered: 

It was very much my cal1 (Uhhuh) in fàct, there was a lot of pressure to, you 
know, get a job. My husband in particular (ühhuh) was fond of commenthg that 
he wasn't about to support m y  fieeloaders. 

For many of the wornen, there were powertùl family precedents that supported at 

home rno thering. MJ said: 

and my sisters were home, stay at home moms, and my mom was a stay at home 
mom (UNiuh), and 1 think that bad a lot to do with me [...] but 1 just remember 
that nice feeling of haviiig somebody home for me (übhuh) and 1 think, because I 
saw as rny kids were growing, t h .  1, that's what I'd want to do for them, too. 

Rebecca said this of her sister, who has combined motherhood with tùll-the 

employment: 

1 znean, she's done a good job raising her children, but it isn't a life I wanted, it 
was just always, un, flying by the seat of your pants (mmm) 365 days a year, [...] 
but no, I didn't want that me, I'd had, my muin was a stay at home mum and I 
Iiked that. 
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In a smdl number of cases, though, the desire to rernain at home was essentially a 

surprise. Cathy returned to ber job when bec mate- leave ended. She had planned to 

be a '%orking momy', but on her return to work, she found that: 

I was so miserable during that time. 1 just didn't wanm be there, 1 wanted to be at 
home with her. Su, 1 just never, sought another contract (Uhhuh. Hm. So, 
miserable how?) Oh, 1 missed her, 1 didn't wanna be at work, 1 wasn't, couldn't 
concentrate on my work. AU 1 was thinking about is 'what's she doing now?' 
And 1 left her with grandma (Uhhuh), my mother-in-law and 1 knew she was 
king very weii taken care of, but, no, 1 just didn't want (L) to be there. My heart 
was not in my job (Uhhuh. It was something that you'd really enjoyed doing 
before?) Um, most of the t h e ,  it was very interesting' getting to meet ail these 
people and uh, do this research, but (Hm) uh, no, 1 just, felt, 1 didn't feel right, 
leaving her with anyone and going back to work, 

For Petunia, too, the desire to stay at home with her children was unexpected. She 

experienced a tu-g point when she was on a vacation with ber children. She suddenly 

realized: 

They were, 2 and 4 and 1 had no due who these little creatures were that were 
grabbing at my legs every day (L) around dinnertime. They had been in daycare 
before that (Uhhuh) [...] they'd spend most of their day at daycare and then came 
home and 1 fed hem and put them to bed kind of thing, and uh, just really felt 
that's not the way 1 wanted to, wanted them to be raised, so, 1 decided to stay 
home (hrnm) unt il they were in SC ho01 (yeah, that's kind of a big realization, isn't 
it?) It was huge. 

In Kaplan and Granrose's 1993 study, the fàctors influencing wornen's decisions 

to leave an organization foilowing childbirth included having jobs that were not 

challenging, an adequate family income, and a spouse who gave them limited support for 

working. In the present study, the decision to remain at home ml-time also resulted fiom 

an interplay of factors. As in Kaplan and Gramose (1993), dissatisfaction with previous 

employment and wages was a commonly occurring theme. Accordhg to Sdy, 

If 1 had had a really good job, tbat 1 really enjoyed 1 thiak the decision might have 
been different. 



Rebecca said: 

1 did not want to go back to the hospitai [.,.] setting especially with ail the 
cutbacks that were going on here. 

And in Lynne's words, 

WeIl, 1 considered getting another job, but 1 had been through the rigmarole of 7 
dollars an hour jobs [..-] cause, you know, it's uh, it's about the same, you male 
about the same amount of money to stay at home tban to work 0. It costs 
money to go to work when you have kids. 

MJ showed the interplay of fàmily finames, spouse's attitude, and a cross-country move 

when she commented: 

I f  1 said '1 wanna work fiill-tirne', he would have said 'fine'. He wanted me to do 
what I wanted to do (Uhhuh) and he was happy that I stayed home, but he wasn't 
pushing it. (Ubhuh, so you fèel iike it was your choice) Yeah. (Good) Yeah. 
Because when we bought this house, the fact tbat we were mvhg and 1 was 
loshg my job, we niade plans so we would be o n  one salary, so the question of 
my working wasn't, didn't really corne into play, wasn't Wre counting on me 
going back to work [...] 

In 5 of the 10 interviews, there was a move (either withh a given province or to 

another province in Canada), made in support of the husband's career that occurred 

shortly before the decision to remain at home. For these women, who had left their jobs 

to foiiow their husbands, remaining at home to parent seemed a natural progression. In 

ano ther interview: 

OJm, ok, So then you made the big decision to stay home ...) 1 don't know if it was 
a big decision though, it just kiod of happened, cause Wre 1 said, 1 came pere] 
without a job (Uhhuh) so, and 1 wasi't feeling all that weU, so I didn't really feel 
like going out with my belly and trying to get a job, you know what I mean? (L). 

Every woman in the sample expressed a preference for parental case for her children: 

We really felt that we brought these children into the world, i? was, one of us had 
to stay home and look d e r  them. 

Some of the couples attempted to juggle their work schedules so that one parent could be 

at home while the other was out workhg, but found this to be too hectic to justw 

scrambling for the "second incorne". Ln only one case did the husband leave his job to 



care for the chiidren but wkn this arrangement proved untenable for the couple, the wife 

left her job. In all other cases, it was the woman who opted to stay at home with the 

children. 

Cornmon to rnany of the accounts was an unwillingness to use daycare: 

1 didn't have kids to put them in daycare. 

And: 
It was just, there was too many kids. 1 didn't like, 1 dida't like one caregiver to, to 
even more than one child- It was just a b y  thing. It wasn't kids she knew, it 
wasn't caregivers she knew, um, [..J and it wasn't a bad daycare, it was a very 
good one, but is just wasn't what we wanted. 

And: 

We, both didn't want our kids in daycare (Uhhuh) that's about h [.-.] actuaily, my 
coworkers um, they ali had their kids in daycare and 1 just didn't like uh, the 
stories that, you krmw, they would talk about, uh, and it, just didn't seem Iike a 
nice place to put rny kids, that's rny opinion though [.-.] I wanted to actualiy 
watch my kids grow up, so (ühhuh) I just felt they were more important than, a 
lot more money. 

Jane, who had commented that she didn't have a strong identity in the pre-parenting years 

and who had worked at a non-filfilhg job for several years: 

well, at that tirne, my husband was gainfûliy employed, too, and 1, the, primary 
reason why 1 chose to stay at home is cause 1 couldn't see leaving the children, so 
(Uhhuh) that was the biggest, fhctor. 

Another factor that inauenced the decision in some cases was the high cost of 

childcare compared to actual or potential incorne. In Amanda's words: 

You're not going to go to work and have this brand new baby at home and make a 
buck an hout. [..,] Cause if.1 couid have &ordeci a nanny back then, 1 probably 

would have not been a stay home mom 

For each wonian, the decision to remain at home represented an interplay of 

factors and events including: childhood experiemes, fàmily finances, beliefi about 

mothering, beliefs and attitudes of signifîcant others, moving to bene& the spouse's 

career, dissatisfaction with employment and wages, and experiences with and aîtitudes 
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about other-than-parental childcare. In the majority of cases, the women indicated that 

they wanted to '%e there" in their children's early years, and that the importance of 

mothering essentially outweighed the importance of education or career-building, 

fmanciai independence, or relative M o n  For example, Pauiine willingly put on hold 

her lifelong dream of becoming a doctor: 

(Of course you could have been a doctor by now) That's true (L) yeab, but then 1 
would have had regrets, so (Yeah) 1 didn't want to have any regrets. 

(3) Life as a Stav-at-Home Mom 

During this part of the interview, we discussed the stay-at-home years- The areas 

discussed included: changes in relationships with other people; sources of support and 

hstration; surprises, joys, challenges; what could have made these years better or easier; 

personal identity; and whether or not past identity had aEected each woman in her years 

at home. M e r  the nrst interview, in an attempt to more clearly examine the strength of 

the "motherhood identity", 1 began asking each woman whether or not she had ever 

considered staying at home on  a permanent basis. 

Jws. In every home I visited, there was evidence of good family times - photos, toys, 

crafts, etc. The women's stories also toM of the importance of ''king there" for thek 

children's daily activities and for the special times, o f  giving their children the security 

they need to go codidently into the world, and of the joy of getting to do '%id things". 

As stated previously, ali of  the women stated that remaining home with th& children had 

k e n  their decision; they haà wt been pressurecl by h u s b d s ,  nunily, or any one else. 

Indeed, all of the women in the sample (with the exception, perhaps, of Amanda) 

indicated that they felt Iucky to have been able to be at home with thek children. 

What could have made thines better or  easier for vou? 1 asked each woman what 
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might have made things better or easier for ber during ber years at home. The women 

answered as foilows: 

Cathy: "1 should have really demanded a lot more fiom my husband"; 

Amanda: 'Vm, probably Wte, an hour break a day just for me "; 

MJ: "It would be having a, a parent, or a relative"; 

Saily: "Respect for being at home and the work h t  was done", relatives who üved 

closer, and respite child care; 

Petunia: "Havving enough money"; 

Lynne: Y guess having more peopIe that understood, what 1 was going through [...] you 

know, people my own age, to talk to"; 

Pauline: "Having more money would have been nice" 

Jane: more respect for mothering 

Joanne: "Family, yup, close fnends, um, other fiends who had kids" 

Rebecca: "I don? know, Joni, 1 mean 1 really had good, good experiences as a mom" 

By looking at these comments in the context of the women's descriptions of their 

years of fùll-time motherhg, I çonstnicted four categones for describùig the negative 

aspects of fuil-t irne mothering. These are: Social isolation, lack of concrete support, 

inadequate kances, and lack of respect for mothering. 

Social Isolation. 

1 found people my own age just, really, weren't in the same, Life point so, they 
couldn't relate to what I was going through. 1 couldn't drop everything and go 
out with them on the spur of the moment [...] 

In describing their at-home years, social isolation was the most 6.equently voiced 

hstration among study participants. In fàct, every woman interviewed described 



feelings of isolation, particularly during the eariy stages of at-home mothe~g.  This was, 

in part, due to the demands of parenting uifants: 

1 mean, other than other moms, 1 don't remember t a h g  to anybody or dohg 
anything much, like that, because you just, little babies need so much time and 
attention (4 

Nurnerous other fâctors also contnïuted to this sense of isolation Arnong study 

participants, these façtors included: loss of a spouse through death or divorce, recent 

relocation, loss of regular contact with coworkers, having fiends at different life stages, 

having family or fkiends who were not supportive of parenting, spouses' long work days, 

and lack of contact with extended family, prticularly parents. Amanda expressed several 

of these factors in the fo ilowing statement: 

So my husband was comrnuting but, he couidn't take much time off work, so after 
my son was bom, he wouid corne for a week and then he went up, and I was left 
with this kid. (Uhhuh) You know, all my niends were university students who 
didn't have kids, and my family was everywhere but berel. 

Across the group, the wornen generdly valued their pre-mothe~g experiences and 

relative independence as vital to their personal growth. For several women, however, 

these experiences also exacerbated their feelings of isolation. For example, Joanne, who 

had been used to daily contact with coworkers, commented: 

I found it really bard to make new &ends and so o n  We were renting a house at 
the time that my husband was uh, at the tirne that my son was born, and it was an 
older community, there weren't a lot of kids (mmm) and so o n  1 found it very 
hard to, to get used to a, king alone, but really feeling alone while my husband 
was at work 

Cathy, who represents the extreme end of social isolation in this study, said: 

My relationship with my fiiends pretty much ceased, cause, I was 22 (Crhhuh) and 
none of my fkiends had the Ieast bit of interest in children (Uhhuh) in k t ,  they 
seemed to regard it as some kind of contagious disease, and, stopped coming 
around [...] So, it was very, very isolated and certainly, my relationship with my 
husband, suffered d i s d l y ,  you know cause he, he, 1 guess, wasn't really ready to 
be a parent to begin with (ühhuh) and uh, he just didn't know what to do with 
these Little screaming beings (L) tbat were suddenly in the house (L) he just 
wanted to be away h m  there as much as possible. 



Lack of Concrete Su~wrt .  -Closely linked to social isolation and also a cause of 

hstration for many of the participants in the shidy was the lack of help with childcare or 

housework. For example, UT said: 

Well 1 remember my neighbor [...] her mother looked after her two daughters 
while she went back to work the fkst year [...] and 1 could see, cause ifyou go on 
the deck you can kind of see in k i r  kitchen and see the mom feeding the kids at 
5, and you know, my place is a mess, that's, I'm jedous, you b w ,  1 go, 'how 
come she gets that?' (L) And she'd come home fkom work and everything's clean 
and the kids have been fed r') 

Amanda, whose child was later diagwsed with autism said: 

1 remember my husband corning home one weekend. I hadn't showered ail week- 
Like, no kidding. Because 1 couldn't put this kid d o m  and 1 hadn't eaten, ali I 
was doing was like putting my hand in a Fruit Loops box..and 1 was iike, 'Than! 
God for dry cereal' [...] and 1 just said to him, you know, he walked in the dmr, 
not 2 minutes, and 1 was like 'take the baby ' [...] Like 1 was at my wits end. 1 
was sleep deprived. It was, it was crazy, 

At the end of a day, they ofien felt that they had accomplished nothing: 

And uh, you know, what 1 fouad hard [. . .] not getting anythiag done, and your 
husband coming home and saying,'oh, guess you were busy today' ('Oy) (L) 

Though the women accepted the responsibility for the buk And uh, you know, what 1 

found hard [...] not getting anything done, and your husband coming home and saying of 

housework and childcare, when there was limited concrete assistance, the y p e r f o d  

these duties at the expense of ''personai timey'. Several of the participants, both mmied 

and single, wished that they had had a parent or close relative nearby, for social contact, 

childcare, and help around the house. Saiiy, who is a self-identifid feminist who has 

studied women's issues at the pst-secondary level, is one of the few women who 

expressed resentment about the inequities she perceived in her marital relationship. She 

descriid her husband thus: 

The &utration part of it is that he wants his cake and to eat it too. He wants ... to 
have someone at home, he wants to have his supper cooked...but, gee it wouid be 
nice to have a d e  who is also a professional and bringing in an incorne. 



Inadeauate Finances. Lack of money was O Aen a problem, parùcularly for the single 

moms. To make ends meet, 3 ofthe 4 singIe mothers sought ways to generate income that 

would interfere as little as possible with theu desire to motber fuLl-tirne. hiving a sehool 

bus, providîng at-home childcare, and performing short-temi, part-the stints in 

restaurants and in retail sales generated some income for these mthers. 

Across the group, Living on one income necessitated a general "belt-tightening". 

As one woman said: 

Having more rnoney would have been nice (uhhuh) so, obviously you can't go out 
for dinner aii the tirne, and, especially when you're, you know, young parents, we 
weren't very old, r d y  (uhbuh) so, Ït's not me you're makùig, six figures a year 
or anything (L) (yeah, rats) (L) 1 guess, uh, you kmw, trying to budget is the 
hardest thing. 

Another participant commented: 

we iïved in a very, p u  kww, mediocre b u s e  and we lived a very mediocre Me, 
and we didn't have holidays and things me that and, it was a choice you d e  on 
one income. 

Altho ugh the degree of  budget restricting varied widely across the sample, economic 

constra.int O ften had fàr-reaching consequeaces. For example, Pauline largely attriiuted 

her feelings of social isolation and boredom to a lack of money; staying at home meant 

not k ing able to Sord her own car. This left her feeling tied down and trapped. 

Rebecca described feeling out of place amongst her husband's coworkers and their 

'~rofessional" wives, saying that she and her husband were not in the same "snack 

bracket". AIthough Saily and Cathy occasiondly worked at home in order to boost their 

families' finances, both women felt that theu mt earning an outside income lowered 

them in their husbands' esteem Cathy commented: 

I was trying, as 1 to make some money, and 1 was doing not too bad the last, 
couple of years 1 was doing it 1 was gening some decent-sized projects and 
making some money, but, it didn't seem to matter, it wasn't a real job in his eyes 
C- - -1 

Lack of Resoeet for Motherimt Although each woman hdicated that she considered 
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her work at home beneficial to the development and weü-king of her childreu, several of 

the wornen also indicated that they perceived in other people a kck of respect for 

mothering. Wheo I probed futther about this distespect, the women responded in difEerent 

ways. For example, Rebecca was able to laugh: 

Back in the days when you had to write checks and somethes [...] you had to put 
your occupation it, it was iike homemaker [...] you could see some people's eyes 
wodd just glue over (L)- 

Sally showed irritation when she said: 

I've always been able to see that what 1 do is important for our family. One 
hstration is that other people might not see that, You know, that 'oh, Mom's at 
home', you know, 'she's got ail the time in the world to, to do things', and uh, 
which just isn't tme. 

Jane admitted that the disrespect afliected her self-esteem, and that she resented the 

injustice. She said: 

1 found uh, the title of M-O-M just didn't cut it, so, and that's fiom women, 
banking institutions, it's h m  every avenue of life (Uhhuh) [...] and it's not really 
comforting to be, stepped on, or, looked upon as if you're not doing a gwd 
enough thing in life, not contributing adequately. 

For Cathy, her husband's iack of respect for her motherwork contributeci to her own 

feelings of inadequacy: 

[...] the higher up my husband got in his work, you know, he has alphabet soup 
after his name. He's k e n  taking courses for the 1 s t  10 years [. ..] and, it's kind of 
like the bigger he got the smaller 1 got (hm) um, and that was a very negative 
thing, because, it was reflected in, his attitude towards me, too, cause he was out 
working with al1 these professional high-power women and then he'd corne home 
and there's me.. Little nobody. 

One of the purposes of this endeavor was to detemine how the salience and 

centrality of the motberhg role might a8Féct a woman's transition hto and adjustment in 

the student d e .  1 wanted to examine women's conflicts and pressures. What are the 

compromises they make in a society that continues to perpehiate the ideology of the good 
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mother while increasing numbers of young women are rejecting the traditional female 

role of caretaker in theu desire for petsonal and professional autonomy (Kaiif'man, 1999; 

Schwartz, 1993)? In evaïuating the centraliîy of mothering to each wornan's identity, 1 

looked at: (1) Life Before At-Home Parentmg; (2) The Decision to Stay at Home; and 

(3) Life as a Stay-at-Home M o n  Though a necessary beginning? 1 did not consider 

voluntariness to be a sufncient measure of centtality? for it is certainly possible that a 

woman might becorne and remain a W - t h e  mother yet feel ambivalence or distaste for 

that role m e n  as cited in Secret & Green, 1998). In reviewing the transcripts for this 

phase of the analysis, 1 looked at the broader picture. 1 asked rnyselfi did this woman's 

pre-mothering goals and identity affect her in her tirne at home? Was this woman happy 

as a full-time mother? Had she considered staying at home on a permanent basis? How 

did other people influence this process? Were her decisions made voluntarily? Would 

she have liked to stay at home longer? What kind of conflicts did she experience? and, 

1s there something else she would rather have been doing? 

Using the answers to these questions, 1 constructed a continuum (see Figure 1) 

that illustrates the extent to which mothering was centrai to each woman's identity. 

Miles and Huberman (as cited in Silverman, 2000) describe such data display as an 

integral part of quaiitative data aaalysis, Data display is an organized assembly and 

presentation of information; it helps clarifj. the main direction and missing Links in the 

andysis. 1 used this continuum as a fondation for fùrther analysiq to help c w  the 

women's experience of the transition into postsecondary education. 

The Continuum 

1 placed Amanda on the far lefi of the continuum, indicating that, wiuiin this 
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group of women, mothe~g was least central to her identity. For Amanda, who had just 

moved with her husband to a remote northern communityy the decision to r e h  at home 

was based more on circumstance and practicality than on ideological beliefs about 

So, we just, you know, he worked and brought home the paycheck and 1 just 
stayed home and it was just kind oc it wasn't really up for discussion, it wasjust 
kind ofj you know, we just, it just made sense. It's just what we did, you know- 
It's not Like I thought, 'hmm, do 1 want to be a stay home mm?' 

Further, when 1 asked Amanda how she identifiecl herselfdu~g her years at home, she 

answered: 

Not a stay at home mom, 1 was staying at home, but 1 didn't iden- myselfas 
one. 1 was probably a student on hiatus C...] 1 don't reaiiy think I've ever, really 
identified with any role (Uhhdi) but 1 defîuitely have disowned the stay at home 
mother role. You know, not that it's a bad m g ,  1 just, it creeps me out, you 
know? (Because?) 1 think i fs  because of the connotation behind it. Like, 
O bviously if you're a stay at home mom you don't have a brain and O bviously you 
know, you just bake cookies and, you know what 1 mean? Like there's a real 
stigma attached to it [...] So, 1 think, if anything, it scares me that 1'11 be 
sd lowed  up by king a mother and nothing else. 

I placed h a n d a  on  the lefi side of the continuum because she did w t  embrace the at- 

home mother identity; she would have preferred to have been doing sornething else. 

In the extent to which they viewed motherhood and humernaking as integral to 

theu personal identities, Cathy and Amanda were at the opposite ends of the continuum. 

Unlike Amanda, Cathy stated that she wouid have preferred to remai. at home on a 

permanent basis. M e r  her maternity Ieave end& Cathy quit tbe job she had formerly 

enjoyed because of an overwhelming desire to be at home with ber baby. In her 12 years 

at home, running a home and rearing children gave Cathy a seme of achievement and 

control and protected her h m  the outside world: 

[--.] and um, 1 think I've always had a lot of selfdoubt, and a lot of anxiety about 
my own abilities (ühhuh) C. .] so really kind of king at home was very easy, 
very, cornfortable, you kmw, it was Zone&, um, but it wasn't fnghtening [...] and 
1 was on my own basically, at home I was the decision d e r .  



Sadly, Cathy's husband viewed her motherwork with contempt, and this contempt fùrther 

undermined Cathy's already low seksteem: 

The longer 1 was out of the worWorce, um, the less q&ed L felt to do anything 
(ühhuh) and, the higher up my husband got in his work..like the bigger he got the 
smaller 1 got [-..] 

Because Cathy embraced the motherhood identity to the extent that she darnaged both her 

self-esteem and her relationship with her husband, 1 placed her on the extreme right of the 

continuum, 

1 placed Petunia in the centre of the c o n t i n u ~ ~ ~ l  She was rather surprised by her 

desire to stay at home with her children. However, in the years that she  as at home with 

her children, Petunia saw herseifthus: 

1 was a mother (L) only. Definitely, that's a huge, huge thing to h o m e  a m m  
and that, that's your identity, you know? [...] 

She described herseif as not having a particularly strong pre-parenting identity, anci, as 

such, the pst did not compete for identity d u ~ g  the mothering years. Although Pehinia 

identified the "neediness" of young children as a &usbation, she spoke wistfùliy of her 

sons' early years: 

1 think just king a parent, 24-7 as the expression goes. That's pretîy shocking to 
the system..I miss those days . d e y  grow up too W. 

Petunia occasionally worked part-the, as a school bus driver and as a home daycare 

provider. These jobs allowed her to remain at home with her cbildren while providing 

her with a small incorne. When asked ifshe bad ever considered staying at home on a 

permanent basis, however, Pehrnia said: 

No, I hemr  it was just till they were in xhool (Uhhuh) and once they were in 
school then 1 would go out and, do somethhg agaîn, but, still always trying to fit 
it in so that somebody was home when they got home h m  school aad somebody 
to send them off in the moming. 

Petunia, then, viewed full-time mothering as a central, but temporary role. 

On this continuum, Gmanda, Petunia, and Cathy were the three reference points. 



1 placed Pauline next to Amanda. Like Petunia, Pauline viewed at-home mothering as an 

important, but temprary role- Aithough she became a stay-at-home muther voluntarily, 

Pauline also descn'bes feeling lonely and trapped during her time at home. Further, she 

saw at-home ~ t h e ~ g  as con£licting with her long-tenn career goals, and with her 

personal sense of identity: 

so, 1 guess you kind of lose your identity h that way, cause you're aot, you can't 
do what you want [...] but um, 1 don't regret staying at home with them, 1, 1 just 
regret not starting school earlier. 

1 placed Lynne, MJ, and Sally in a cluster, between Pauhe and Petunia Ail three 

of these women expressed both a strong desire to stay at home with their chiidren and 

persooai satisfaction with theu mothenvork. They identifieci motberhood as a central part 

of their identities. In Lynne's words: 

it doesn't matter where you are, wbat you're doing, or who's looking after hiin, 
you, always, are thinking about that other person [...] 

Yet d three also descnkd experiencing fairly intense contlict during their years 

at home. MJ, elucidates the conflict exprased by ai i  of the women in this group - of 

pride and shame, of wanting to both distance themselves fiom and embrace the d e ,  of 

conflict between the stay-at-home mom and the independent student/career w o m :  

1 always thought, gee, 1, even if1 had kids I'd work part-tirne, just to keep that, 
that going, that identity, that th, feeling of belonging to something, and then 
having conversations with my husband (L) baving, you know, instead of poopy 
diapers, gee 7 poopy diapers in a &y [...] 1 had 3 in diapers at once (L) 

But 
I thùik I've, I've lived more of my lifè, taken more tirne to live t, and to enjoy the 
little thiags, and (Uhhuh) and, having kick, you do kid tbings, and it keeps you 
youag, you know? 

Al1 three women felt that their staying home had been the right thhg for k i r  children. 

They also considered the at-home mom role as temporary- They all experienced intense 

conflict as the motherhood identity conflicted with other identities a d  personal belieh. 

For example, Sally angrüy remarked: 
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because I've done a lot o f  women's studles and stuElike that, 1 quite often get 
angs. with, uh, you h w ,  the nonrespect of it and, you kmw, why am 1 dohg  
this, um, and always secondquestioning myseIf, well maybe 1 sbould go to work 
you know, 1, 1, 1 have a degree, 1 was raised with the idea that 1 would be working 
and in a career, you Imow, have it al1 kind of  syndrome [...] Hopefully, by the 
time I'm finished this, rhis schooling, and get a job and they'li, they'li still see 
mom working in a profession 

I placed Jane and Rebecca on the right side ofthe continuum, midway between Cathy and 

Petuoia Both Jane and Rebecca d e m i i d  themselves as not baving strong pre- 

parenting identities: 

and 1 think maybe because 1 didn't have a strong sense of identity 1 th& having 
children helped solid* my identity there 1.. .] 

Zn different ways, both women viewed mothe~g as a career, Jane ran a home daycare so 

that she could S o r d  to be at home with her children. And Rebecca said: 

1 took a lot of parenthg classes [..,] 1 guess 1 took mothering, king  a rnother as a 
career C...] 1 had to make sure that what 1 was doing was the best 1 could do. 

Both acknowledged the difficulties inherent in the d e ;  Rebecca laughingly taIked about 

being in cb~urvivaI mode" and as not having time to worry about persona1 gratification or 

persona1 accomplishment. Both women felt strongly, however, that they belonged at 

home with their children: 

[...] 1 thought it was very important for me to be at home, you know, it wouldn't 
have k e n  a good fit ifthat wasn't my value, but my values were, um, 1 wanted to 
be at home, 

Udike Lynne, MJ, and Sally, they also believed that it was important for them to remain 

at home beyond their children's early years and entry into elementary school. Both were 

long-term, stay-at-home moms. Jane was at home for 17 years, Rebecca for 9 years 

Jane and Rebecca both clearly expresseci their identity: 

(In your time at home, you thought of youiseifas a.) Mother. (Mother) Yup, 
yup, mother, female (L). 

Finally, passing over Petunia at the center, and moWig towards the right of  the 



continuum, is Joanne. She identified strongly with the at-home mother role: 

(Who did you consider yourselfto be when you were a fidl time at home mm?) 
Um, that's all 1 could see..mom and then d e  (Uhhuh) but morn primarily [...) 
..um, and then individual, in tbat order..mom, wife, individual..and, it was, tough, 
um, very hard, you know, it's a very semess thhg to be a mom (Uhhuh) you 
might sacrifice everything about yourseif because, you know, because the Iictle 
ones need you and they need uh, they med to have somebody who is there for 
them di the time. 

Though she valued her pre-parenting identity and looked forward to a future identity 

apart fiom motherhood, she expressed very Little conflict regarding her time at home: 

When 1 do wanna go back 1 will be able to go back and if it means that much to 
me when 1 do decide to go back then things will work out, I'U find a way to make 
them work out, so, 1 redy 1 really felt that my job at home was more important, 
with Iny young kas.  

The Decision to Retuxn to School 

Having constnicted this continuum, which illustrates and helps clare the relative 

centrality of  the motherhood identity among the study participants, 1 was able to continue 

with the second major portion of the data, which concems the transition and adjustment 

uito the post-secondary system. As in the fist major portion of the anidysis, 1 used an 

interactive approach to the data. I combined meanings inductively derived fiom the 

participants' statements with deductive meanings derived fiom the reentry literature. In 

this phase, 1 also looked at the data in light of Ebaugh's model of role exit to determine 

whether or not the model provided any insight io the analysis. For example, I asked, 

Does Ebaugh's model help me understand what is happening here? I also asked myself 

in what ways the data might qualw or broaden the model. In order to help clarify the 

analysis, 1 initially orgaaized the data accordhg to Ebaugh's 4 major steps in the role exit 

process. These are, First Doubts Seeking Alternatives, Turning Points, aad Creating the 

Ex Role. 



First Doubts is the fist  step in Ebaugh's conceptuakation of the d e  exit process In 

this stage, the individual begins to question or doubt ber CO mmitment to a given role and 

begins to redefine her situation. When 1 reviewed the transcripts, 1 discovered that 9 of 

the 10 women, r e g d e s s  of the centrality of  the mothering role, had experienced "First 

Doubts" before becoming full-the mothers. In other words, each of these women saw 

full-tirne mothering/homemaking as a time-limited endeavor: 

So, as fat as post-secondary educatioq t's alwuys k e n  part of the long-term, plan 
in our family, it was just when it was going to happen, 

And: 
(Was there ever a time when you thought you might stay home on a permanent 
basis)? No, 1 knew it was just till they were in school[-..] 

Cathy was the exception to this finding. She entered the d e  of at-home 

mother/homemaker with the hope that it would be a permanent situation. Unlike the 

other women in the study, her 'doubts' about the perrnanency of the role occurred not as 

a result of personal desue, but as a result of pressure fiom her husband. 

Seekin~ Alternatives is the second stage in Ebaugh's anaiysis of role exit, in which the 

individual evaluates the costs and benefits associated with an alternative role. IE tbis 

phase, the centrality of m o t h e ~ g  was often the primary consideration as the women 

evaluated their options. Al1 of the women perceived the educational system as king 

more flexible than the world of work, thereby allowing them to continue to meet their 

family obligations. For example, 1 asked Petunia how she decided to go back to schooL 

She answered: 

Well, it fit in with tbat whole thing about king there when they go to school and 
king there when they get home. If I'm a student, with student hours, that fits 
right in there. 

Cathy, who began a university degree d e r  a 2-year period of employment, expresseci 
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Hopefidly, unless there's a big deadline [...] 1 shouid have my evenings, my other 
three evenings in a week, and my weekends pretty much fke, for fàmiiy M, 
which is reaily, reaiiy important, 1 found that when 1 was working füii-the, 1 was 
so wning out [...] there's no, rest tirne- It was a& go, go, go, go, go, and the kids 
were 'how corne you never have time to play with us?' [mm] Why don? we bake 
cookies any more?' 

W i t h  the group, the women offered a variety of reasons for choosing education uistead 

of employment, and for choosing a specinc program of studies. These included: 

flexïbility, the ability to build on past education and/or past work experïence, wanting to 

delay the transition into employment, wanting a career ratber than a job, wanting a 

change. The single mothers in particular vaiued a pst-secondary education as a means 

of ensurhg econornic self-sufficiency. 

One factor that was cornmon to aU participants was the desire to Iearn. As Rebecca said: 

I'm ready to do, sornething else (Uhhuh) and 1, you lmow 1 was thinking, is it 
because 1 want to be out of the house? But if it was 1 could get a job that would 
fil1 the, but it's not that, i f s  the Ieaming. 1 just, um, my brain is searching for 
howledge that's out there. 

Turnin~  Points are events that force one to consider doing something different. Ali of 

the women had reached a point where, for a -ety of reasons, the role of fùll-the 

mother no longer seemed viable, though the actual timing of the hiniiog points varied 

fiom woman to woman. In ail cases, personal readiness was an important element. In 

Joanne' s words: 

when my daughter was almost a year old, my son was, almost four, it's at k t  
t h e  that 1 staried to thïnk that, ok, you know, what should 1 be thinking about 
here? 
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1 don't c d  it a crisis but T71 find 1 have morepower, more .- you know, 1 wanna 
do somethiag, gonna do it (Uhhuh. Just, new phase in He, or wbat?) Yeah, yeah, 
like 1 reaiized I'm not getting younger, um, not, not an obsession thai I'm 40,I 
thin. 40's ok, you how,  but 1 just, nnd, um, it's time. 

There is a wide range in the Iength of time the women 1 interviewed were at-home moms, 

and in the ages of their chüdren at the time of  rhool  reentry. Some children were in 

diapers, others were in junior high, One was in university. For each woman, though, 

feeIings of personal readiness and family readiness preceded her return to school. For 

Rebecca, the turning point was the youngest child entering school: 

I know that, once the kids went to school1 was not very happy at home. My Zre, 
my, everything that f l ed  up rny Mie was gone. It's a lot of hours between 830, 
8: 15 and 3:30 to fiil up (Uhhuh) just king Dottie Domestic cm') didn't work for 
me (Waiting for someow to come home) yeah. [. ..] a couple of years ago, 1 
thought, 'we're ready'. It was more 'we're ready' not just T m  ready'. 

Lynne ' s turning point was a combination of events. She discovered that she could get 

fùnding if she atîended coliege, her child starteci elementary school, and she got laid off 

&om a low-paying job shortly d e r  king W. For Amanda, too, receiving firnding was 

crucial- Equally important was the support staffshe had assembled to care for her hîgh 

needs children, and findy settling her deceased husband's affairs- She said: 

It was üke y& good, everything's kind of settled ... 1 feated I'd never go back. 
So, it's Iike do it as soon as the opportunity came ... about. 

In some cases, a particular experience that occurred during the mothering years 

provided a ''turning point" that determined the women's academic determination and 

direction. For example, MJ, a Francophone woman, decided to become a teacher when 

she discovered that there was such a shortage of French teachers that her children's 

Francophone school was king English-speaking substitute teachers. Simiiarly, Sally 

decided that she wanted to become a midwife aAer her own positive birthuig experiences 



Pm, so how did you decide to r e m  to school?] Oh, 1 was floudering around 
looking for something, cause 1 knew 1 couldn't stay home all the tirne, and uh, 
and, then 1 found, what 1 found, 1 had babies with midwives, and 1 knew, that's it, 
that's what 1 want to be- 

For Jane, a combination of events and awarewsses converged, providing a tuming point. 

These were, pressure iÎom a fiend to enter school, desue to work outside of the home, 

recognition that she would be losing both her foster son and the associated incorne, 

wanting a pension, aad wanting to have a %ai job" by the tirne ber youngest graduateci 

fi-om high school. She said: 

so 1 thought, yeah, this is something 1 know about, and, and uh, let's get some 
initials behind my name and start working with what 1 know. 

For each woman, then, the turning point was some combination of awareness and events 

that translated into a sense of personal and family readiness. 

Individual vs. Groun Exit: F i t t b  la 

The literature shows thai mature students often feel tbat they do not fit in with 

younger students and that this feeling out of place (feeling Idce an anachronism) may 

hinder women in their adjustment into higher education. ûther literature bas shown that 

making new fiends while relinquishing old niends can help ease the transitional process 

for reentry women. In Ebaugh's terminology, even the awareness that others are 

experiencing a similar transition can ease adjustment. Although Joanne's distance 

education program permitted her to balance the demands of her family and studies, she 

commented: 

1 had wished that 1 could have gone to a 3-hour course a week [. . .] just have a bit 
of contact with the other people in my program, cause it's not till graduation that I 
met everybody else [. . .] it was really neat to hear how everybody fame about uh, 
fmding [. . .] the same sort of things, W i n g  the same needs that the program 
was able to offer [. . .] 

The three women who met with me to discuss the prelimiaary results of the study 

seemed to thomughly enjoy meeting each other and shariag ideas and expexiences. What 

I thought might be an awkward 30-minute meeting tumecl into a 2 '/t hour "coffee m. 



For the most part, the study participants who felt they "fit in" at college or 

university were those who had high proportions of mature women students in their 

program. For example, in Lynne's program: 

(So, you said there were a lot of other adult students?) Yeah, like there's only 1, 
there's 2 people I think that came right out of high school in that course. 
Everyone else was lïke 24,25, my age, coming back after working for a while, or, 
king at home ( H m  That's neat. So, you tèel like you fit in?) Yeah, like there 
was 15 of us, and it was totally, our class was really, really good. 

Sally, Jane, and Cathy were also in programs that were largely or entirely composed of 

adult students, and none mentioned any difficulty in '%tting in", although none regularly 

engaged in extracurricular activïties with other students. 

MJ and Rebecca, though significantly older than the majority of their peers, also 

said that they had no problems fitting in: 

1 had my backpack, and walked to school with my books and, (Uhhuh) so, yeah, 1 
felt like, part of that (So you feel like you fit it?) Yeah, yeah, no problern [...] 
actually, somebody told me, uh, 1 looked pretty good to have had four kids [...] 
(Do you feel like people reacted differently to you because you were a mom?) [...] 
1 think they, uh, 1 think they had respecf for me and, uh, 1 think, probably didn't 
want to be in m y  shoes, and that's fine, there cause, you know, 1 know when 1 was 
that age, 'Four kids. Kids, aaahhh' ("") (L) 

In contrast, some of the women who had large proportions of teenagers or young 

adults in their programs described feelings of awkwardness. For example, even though 

Amanda is the undergraduate representative for her faculty and ernploys severd of the 

students in her program, she said: 

1 totally don't fit in at school Honestly. (No body piercings and beiiy tops and 
that kind of stufT?) Exactly. Aad my ass is way t w  fit (L) for those, young girls, 
you know? It's me, 1 go to classes and 1 just feel really weird. Even though there 
is other older people in my classes, 1 don't know, its like 1, 1 don? really idente 
with them and 1 don? redy identifj. with the young ones. It's like, just give me 
my "A" and let me Ieave. 

Pauline, too, found: 

1 don't iike the fact tbat I'm the oldest person, 1 am, you know, that sort of bugs 
me (Uhhuh) [...] and they're just so dBierent [...]. 
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Aithough a handful of study participants shared these types of feelings, in no case did 

anyone consider dropping out because of not fittiog in. Pauliue is, however, in the 

process of chmghg her course of snidies, in part, because she feels that sbe does not 

want to work with the "type" of students who are in her faculty, either at the university or 

in future emplo yment. 

ït is important to note tbat, in this sample, feelings of Mting in or of not fitting in 

were unrelateci to degree of involvement with peers. 1 specificaiiy asked some of the 

women whether or not they socialized with their pers beyond class time and course 

requirements. None did. Rebecca's comments seemed to reflect the general feelings in 

the group. She said: 

I'm not out there looking for a mate, which a lot of kids are (uhhuh) I'm not there 
for the social life, like the social activities [.. .] 1 love talking to the people when 
I'm there, but my, my purpose is very diiXerent there than the average student 
(uhhuh) so it's um, it's, it's an odd thing (so do you do any of the social, stuff at 
the University?) No, no. My social Me is here [. . .] 

Voluntariness and D m e  of Control 

In the Merature, school reentry typically involves some combination of voluntary 

and involuntary eIements. For example, although Petunia is wholeheartedly immersed in 

her university program and feels that she is happier tban she has ever been in her Me, at 

one point in the inteniew, she sighed wistfùlly and said "they grow up too W. 

Beyond issues associated with the inevitable growth and deveiopment of chilàren, each 

wornan voluntarily, and excitedly entered her pst-secondary program. In fàct, 

problernatic for four of the women in the study were involuntary elements that delayed 

their entrance. Amanda was delayed by family obligations: 

So, you know, here 1 was, wanting to go back to school but with the death of my 
husband and my son's diagmsis I needed to stay home, because I baà to, get stun 
in order. 

Three other women were not accepteci into their pmgrams because they did w t  initjaliy 



meet the entrance requïrements. In each case, these women persevered through academic 

upgrading, repeated conversations with college/university officials, a d  volunteer work 

and were eventually accepted. 

Life as a Mother-Student: Cmtinn tbe Ex-Role 

In analyzing how the participants created their new identities as "mother- 

students", 1 looked at the transcrits fiom a variety of perspectives. f asked myself to 

what extent the data 'ïit" within Ebaugh's conceptuaiization of the role exit process. 1 

looked at the transcripts in light of the existing reentry literature- I also looked at the 

participants' statements in their own right, as 1 tried to evaiuate what was most important 

to each woman individually, and to the women as a group. Using these different hunes 

of reference, 1 generated 6 categories for analysis. These were: 1) Influence of other 

people; 2) Role residual; 3) Personal development in the at-home years; 4) The home- 

school balance; 5) The student identity; and 6) Gains and losses associated with schuol 

reentry. 

(1) Influence of Other Peode 

In Ebaugh's modei, the influence of otber people c m  encourage, delay, or ab r t  

one's transition into a new role. The reentry literatue shows that a woman's transition 

into collegeluniversity can be strongly influenceci by a variety of people, including 

spouse, children, other M l y  members, %ends, and college/university personnel. The 

fo 110 wing is a summary of the results regarding the influence of others on the 

participants' transition into pst-secondary education. 

Overall, the women felt that the decision to return to school had been k i r s ,  and 

that this decision was gemrally supportai by their spouses and fiiends. Aithough several 
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of the women, including Rebecca and Joanne, carefifly taüored their programs so as not 

to interfere with their tàmily responsibilities, in no case did a woman indicate thaî she 

had been pressured by a spouse to rernain at home when she wanted to retum to school. 

Cbildren. In the reentry üterature, studies show that the influence of children is one of 

the most important determiners of successfùl transition. Several of the women mentioned 

that, by going to school, by reading' writiag, studying, and using the compter, they had 

become positive role models for their children. Pauiine expressed the generd feeling of 

the group when she said: 

1 think, um, I'm setting a good example for my kids. 

Some women also mentioned that the simiiarity of experïence was creating a new kind of 

bond between themselves and their children: 

and my kids [. . .] ihey think it's pretty neat, mm's doing homework (L). 

Another woman said: 

Oh, it's been very good because, you know, he, you corne home h m  school and 
like 'What did you leam in school today?', ' Well, what did you leam in school 
today?' so, kids c m  just totally relate 1-1 

Men 1 asked the participants how their children had reacted to theù going to schoolI 

got the followïng kinds of answers: 

Um, they have tirne where, uh, I'm doing, you know, a lot of studying, and they, 
kind of get bummed out about it, um, you know, they wish that 1 would spend 
more t h e  with the- but, they've been fine, me, they're happy kids. 

Joanne specificaüy mentioned her children as a source of support throughout her 

they were so used to seehg a book in, a book or, seeing me at the computer, you 
how, it means tbat when 1 was dohg my studies that that was time to play or that 
was time to Q other thïngs [...) and they helped me so much thugh  the whole 
process because ifthey hadn't been cooperative throughout the whole program 1 
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couidn't have done it or 1 would have had to have waited until they were older- 

In contrast, Jane's older children, who rnight have been strong sources of support and 

assistance, appeared rather resistant to the process, particularly in the beginniog: 

iike they [4 children Living at home] just saw how bard I was working, you b w ,  
um, 1 can't say they were any additbndy supportive, nobody really picked up 
any slack (l) (Uhhuh) so basically, if1 couldn't do it, nobody else would pitch in, 
you kww [...] (Are they helping out more now? Or is it still pretty much) Uh, it 
goes in spurts (Uhhuh) (L) 'If I get paid I'li do wodc' ('"') tbat type of thhg, yeah 
(Ooh. Uhhuh) Yeah, so, yeah, vety îypical teenage gartnige stuff. 

Jane also made the following comment: 

Right when 1 had started school, 1 bad said something to one of my kids and my 
daughter said 'quit trying to be a social worker. You're not one yet' 

In contrast, none of the mothers of younger children mentioned any particularly negative 

reactions fiom their chiIdren. Both Cathy and Lynne commented tbat their going to 

schooI was easier on their children than their go h g  to work: 

And, so they weren't, it wasn't too much of a shock, Wre gohg back to work was 
a terrible, terrible shock (Uhhuh) really upset, especialiy my son, he was, out of 
sorts for about six months. 

Cathy, in particdar, commenteci that her children and their fàther were benefithg fkom 

her having returned to schook 

and you know, he's a h  being nchly rewarded by spending more time with the 
kids. They, they nui out into the driveway when he comes home calling 'Daddy's 
home, daddy's home' (L) you know, 2,3 years ago, they wouIddt even answer 
when he spoke to them (L) like, 'Who is this guy? Why is he talkin' to me?' 

Soouse. Amongst the raairied women, ail aclaiowledged the hamial support of their 

husbands, and each stated that her husband had supported her in her decision to retum to 

school: 

When 1 found out how much daycare would cost, I'm like going to the bank, and 1 
thought 'oh weil, it was a dream, it wouid bave been nice', honest, cause I said 
'oh, 1 can't tell my husband, he'll flip.' And he, well, he went 'ahahah' then he 
said, 'well, ifthat's what it talces to, for you to be happy, and then do something 
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afier with it, then do it', 

Joanne and Rebecca describe k i r  husbands as strong sources of emotional suppor~ 

Joanne said: 

My husband, very much so, um, he ofien pulled me through those low periods (L) 
where 1 was, couldn't quite get through the one last assignment or couldn't quite 
mo tivate myseE to, to, ub. study a Mle bit more for an exam. 

Their spouses aiso proolkead assignments and offered their services as "suundhg 

boards". 

In terms of concrete support, Sally, Cathy, Pauhe, and Joanne specifically 

mentioned that their husbands helping with childcare so that they codd complete 

assigruments, attend class, or study- Lynne's ex-husband provides tegular weekend 

childcare. Paulüie is the only wonian in the sample who specifïcally mentioned her 

husband as providing additional instrumental support: 

my husband does al1 the housework and, laundry, and everything, [...] 1 mean 1 try 
to do something here and there, but, when 1 am very busy, (Uhhuh) he does 
abdutely everything and he cooks evwy night (Wow) 

In the literature, Edwards (1 993a) has s h o w  that reentry wornen typicdy value 

emo tional support fiom their spouses more than they value concrete support. It may be, 

particularly among women who have been homemakers, that they expecf to receive 

emotional but not instrumental support. It is not surprishg that Sally, the self- 

proclaimed feminist in the group, is the sole marrieci woman in the study to mention any 

confiict between herself and her husband regarding ber University work. She d e s m i  

the fhtmtion of laboring to complete her assignments using an obsolete computer and of 

having to share the kitchen table with ber W l y  rather than having her owa, private 

workspace. She said: 

and un, my spouse, bas been a wonderhi spouse in the school part (Uhhuh) 



absolutely. (Uhhuh) Financially, of course, and, time wise [...] he's very good 
about ensuring that 1 have tirne to study but 1, 1 wonder if; we, ifroles were 
reverse4 a if my spouse wouldn't have his own office wiih his own equipment 
[...] my gut feeling is [...] he would have all the equipment he d s  to, to do a 
good job. 

Friends. Not surprisingly, the support of fiends was somewhat more important to the 

single mothers than to the married mothers in this sample; for L y ~ e  and Jane, fiends 

were a major determinant in the initiai decision to go to schooL Jane said: 

I had thought, just a bit about it [...] you kww, 1 didn't look into it or anythhg, 
[...] but um, 1 know a woman, um, her partner's actually the director of where 1 go 
to and [she] had been d e r  me for quite some tirne, 'why don? you go back to 
school?' (mm) 'You have this knowledge, put it in practice' f...] and 1 thought 
yeah, it pro bably would be a good idea 1.. .] 

Friends were likely part o f  the reason for L m ' s  perseverance when she M e d  her fist 

year of studies. In becoming a mother imrnediately d e r  high school graduation, Lynne 

had felt left behind as her fiends completed degrees and began careers. Since returning 

to school, she felt more comection with these fiiends: 

Um, weli, 1 can relate to them a lot more, cause I've gone back to school now 
(Uhhuh) so 1 can relate to that part of their Mie, you know, and now, they're done 
and they're starting their careers and they're getting married and starting to have 
kids, you know so, (they're slowhg down a little and you're picking up stearn?) 
Yeah (L) that's about it, yeah. 

For the other three single mothers, their fierce independence rendered the influence of 

fi-iends more marginal. Both single and married mothers usually descri- fiends as 

providing emotional support and, occasionally, chïldcare. 

Um, fiiends, when 1 say, when 1 told them that 1 was interestecl in doing this, they 
were, they were really, yeah, you know, very supportive h, in theu 
encouragement [. . .] 

On the negative side, fitends were sometirnes mentioned as a source of irritation. Again, 

this finding was more pronounced for the single mothers. For example, in order to focus 

on her studies, Jane has had to c d  her interactions with fkiends: 



I've sîepped back a bit and I've got a few complahts about that too, but 1 don? 
have time to have long conversations on the phone about nothing (L) 

Amanda, too, has had to limit her social interactions. She descfl'bed the following 

incident: 

my best fiend, who I've k e n  best fiends with since 1 was üke, 15 [...] her and 1 
just had a major fàlljng out [...] 1 just told her [...] 'You have a husband, you also 
have a job, you both have two incornes, I don't even have one'. And 1 said, 'look, 
I've got to be able to raise my kids, too', you know [.,.] I told her, 1 said 'spend a 
day in the life of me and then tell me that you don't understand why 1 don? make 
more time for you, 

In retrospect, it appears that the effect of niends both positive and negative, were 

the most intense among the single mothers in this study. 

Universitv/Collene Personnel and Pronrams. A numbet of the rnother-students said 

t h .  most of their professors were wdhg to grant time extensions. Joanne, for example, 

never had to use an extension, but knowing that she could, if she needed to, was an 

important support. Two of tbe single motbers, Amaada and Petunia. both nientioned 

having used time extensions in order to help balance the dernands of home and school. 

The single rnothers also seemed to bene& fiom adult-oriented classes. Both Jane and 

Lynne have occasionally brought their sons to school with them; children's illnesses and 

school holidays do not ahvays coincide with the pst-secondary tirnetable. 

In ternis of the attitudes of professors and iastnictors, the women's reports were 

genedly favorable. For example, Rebecca felt that, being a mature student, she was 

treated with increased respect. MJ h e s  her opinion about her teachers in terms of a 

mutud respect: 
Y 

Ioved the teacher [. . .] can't say emugh of, about the teaches at the university 
(Uhhuh) Amazing (mm) Kaowledgeable, wann, nice, and, maybe cause I'm older 
1, 1, have more respect in tenns of wbat they've gone tbrougb, the time and effort 
they put in to prepare the course, the, the knowleàge they bave [...] 
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the TA'S were exceptiomlly respectfi& Wre when you're older (Uhhuh) they ub, 
treat you much better, but I think the profs, some of them bave a d soft spot for, 
the younger, kids. 

Jane and Lynne both desfritmi their assigned advisorS/counselors as king  helpful. 

Other People. In thk study, some of the participants described the Uifluence of 

additional people. Lynne's parents will help with childcare, paaicularly when her son is 

sick. Pauline's mother-ui-law will take ber cbildren for sieepovers, aiiowing her time to 

study and cornplete assignments. Petunia's mother has helped fhanciaily. Sally 

regularly relies upon her in-laws for transportation and accommodation as a part of her 

lengthy cornmute to university. Jane receives once-weekly respite care for ber high- 

needs foster son. Amanda couldn't find enough praise for her nanny: 

and the niinny, who is, iike m y  d e ,  rny juggler, my circus ringleader, 1 mean, 
honestly, I would mt be able to do sçhool if it wasn't for her. That's a facf. 

There were very few cornrnents regarding opposition from any of these "other peopley'. 

Rebecca did, ho wever, relate the foilowing : 

1 can remember my mom said to me, 'why are you going to school during the 
day?' You know, 'That, that's hard on you, that rnakes your life busy' and 1 
thought, weil, mm, because everything else you can take through continuing 
education is dl evening and weekend courses. Weil, 1 wanna be home in the 
evening (Uhhuh) and 1 wanna be home on the weekend, and 1 wanna take more 
than basket weaving and painting and stuff; I want to leam more about the world 

Notice how Rebecca used her mother's opposition to heip c1ari.Q her course of studies. 

J2) Role Residual 

In Ebaugh's termiaology, d e  midual is the identification with a prior d e ,  such 

that the individual experiences certain aspects of the mie after the exit. Not surprisingly, 

these ex-filitime mow experienced powcrful role residuai as they tned to ~concile 



mothering and schooling. Sally describes this contlict in the following nanative: 

and its not so much the school it's the schooling life stufftogether, the schooling 
family shifftogether, you Lmw. Um, but being a student, you have l e s  energy 
and time to deal wah anything else that might come up in the f'amily. Um, for 
instance, you know, if, we, we had um, my husband changed jobs and that, that 
was a huge stressor on this W y ,  and because 1 had work that 1 had to do. And, 
and, to get done, and exam coming up. 1, 1 trîed to be there for him as much as 
possible, but um, for him to, had bad to take extra time for his work and 1 had to 
take extra time for school. And, um, the Gustrating part was who's going to cut 
back? Right? Weli, it always ends up king me cutting back on my school, or 
(uhhuh) my study, or anything else that 1, I ~Üght be able to cut back in order to 
support him with his work, because, 1 mean, because that cornes W. 

1 asked Joanne: 

(Do you think that king a student this tirne, the second time around was more 
stresshl or less stressfûl than the f3st tirne around?) 1 would probably say more 
stressfid just because of everything else that, un, 1 had to look afker in my Me, 
mom, wife, home, healtb.. you know, every, everything in general, um, the studies, 
studies were not first and foremost [..,] 1 didn't want to impact the rest of my 
farnily to the extent that they were suffering because of my wanting to go back to 
school so 1 think 1 worked that much harder to try to make up, you know, fàmily 
t h e  in other ways. 

Lynne had decided to begin her studies and begin a new job when her son turned 5, 

thinkiing that "it would be OK because then he would be in school". She admits to king 

surprised by the extent to which the demands associated with mothering - she mentioned 

soccer, school projects, and volunteer work at her son's school - prevented her fkom 

focusing on her schoolwork. She took a siunmer course during which her son lived with 

his father. Lynne was amazed at how much easier things were when the demands of 

rnothering were removed: 

and, he stayed with his dad, like it was 5 weeks long, and, I've never been able to 
come, I've never, 1 went to class, and 1 can home and I'd do my homework and 
I'd study and 1 had never had that before, because wtien you come home and you 
have kids, you have like snacks, and people needing you to do things (uhhuh) and 
other things to p h  so you have to kird of work amund their time, it's like very, 
very diffetent (A lot easier) I wuldn't believe how easy it was, 1 was like 'this is 
how students who, who get good grades (L), this is how they do it, when ifs k s h  
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in your brain and you can come home d do it right away' 

f3) Personai Devehmment In the At-Home Ymrs 

Many of the women felt tbat at-home rnothering had helped them grow as 

individuais. Analysis of the transcripts reveals numemus ways in which this growth may 

have helped the women adjust in their new lives as mother-students. In the interviews, 

study participants described several areas of personal growth and development. For 

example, several of the women, the single mothers in particular, had to hone tbeir ability 

to generate incorne and manage scarce resources. Some other areas of growth identified 

by the women include: clarification of goals, persistence, tirne management, studying and 

learning skills (gained by helping children with schoolwork), and organizatioml skills. 

The most commonly reporteci probkrn associatecl with at-home parenting was 

social isolation Not surprisingly, the most comnmnly reporteci area of growth was in the 

ability to generate social support. Every woman i n t e ~ e w e d  described how she built a 

social support network of fkiends, neighbors, or relatives. In theù efforts to meet other 

mothers, these women joined piaypups, went to the playgrouad, went to the gym, or 

sirnply talked to other parents at their children's activities. For example, Amanda 

developed a support network of other mothers of high-needs children whom she met at 

the Children's Hospital and Petunia built a network of niends among other mothers she 

met at her children's recreational activities. Rebecca said: 

1 [...] developed a really good nehvork of people, otherwise 1 think I wodd have 
died. You know, it wodd have k e n  just su lonely. 

She told the foiiowing story: 

I was going around the block one &y and the house just behind us had their 
garbage out for garôage &y and there was a disposable diaper box [...] sittbg 
there, and 1 lwked at the ske, and tbught, 'oh my God, it's a newboni' (L) and I 
wasn't a very outgoiqg person 13 years ago and it was so out or character for me 
I...] and 1 went and knocked on her d w r  and ùmoduced myself [... ] and we 
became very good fiiends [...] and tbat was a lfesaver for m. 

In contrast, both Cathy and Pauüae as feh that thcy had Iittk in cornmon with 
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either ''working" women or with other stay-at-home mothers. Instead, they both f o d  

companionship and support among a srnall number of older woxnen. 

Some of the women wmrnented that their ckeal-life'' exprhmxs as fùii-time 

mothers gave them an advantage over younger students- For example, one mother 

described the "easy A" she eamed in her child development class. In contrast to many 

younger students, these mothers reaiize that thek edudon is a conscious choice, and 

feel that this r e h t i o n  makes them better students. For example, Pauline descnis 

herself now as king more grounded, more focused on her personal goals than in her 

earlier years: 

1 wasn't a good student, as fàr as bebg focused on, on anything, lke 1 just had no, 
no real goals during that time, except for to, get a job ami move out of my buse 
[. ..] and then as you grow up, you reaiize that there's more to Ii fe than having, you 
know, a crappy job (L) [...] 1 don7t kww, just feeling Iike, more, grounded, sort of 
more of a reason, for, 1 don't b w ,  goals and SM, 1 guess [...] iike t b g s  
became more, uh, important [.- .] 1 guess my identity now is thai, that, anything 1 
attempt, you how, I' m gonna try my best, you know, whereas that never used to 
be my identity (uhhuh) it used to be just, you kaow, get by, that's good enough. 

Amanda started at in-home therapy program for ber autistk son and began 

helping families of other handicapped children access services. Cathy used her spare 

t h e  writing magazine articles, researching her genealogy, and beginning correspondence 

with distant relatives. During the at-home years, UTs and Petimia's volunteer work 

helped them develop career and educational goals Jane's educational focus amse nom 

her experiences as a foster mother of a high needs child. 

The ability to generate and manage scarce resources, tirne management, 

persistence, goal clarification, study skills, and the ability to generate social wppoa are 

some of the many personal murces  tbat might ease one's adjustment into the pst- 

secondary system, They are also personal resources that this gmup of w o m n  developed 

in their years at home. 
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J4) The Home-School Balrince 

According to Wbn (1 991), t is difficult to balance the demaads of f d y  He 

and paid employment because the two are s> incompatible. In order to mpe, some 

women reduce family responsibilities while others reduce work respomibüities. Others 

try to "do it ali". In the reentry literature, the f d y  and higher education are often 

described as "greedy uistitutions", which vie for full attention We can extend Wilson's 

(1991) perspective to include women who attempt to balance the d e d s  of family üfe 

and education. In this study, Amanda was able to achieve success as a fbll-time student 

by (frequently) negotiating with her professors for time extensions on assignments, and 

by drasticdiy reducing ber extremely heavy f d y  demands; she hired a staff of 19 to 

care for her two high-needs childrea Sally, MJ, and Paulhe reduced fàmüy demands by 

relegating a portion of the childcare responsibilities to others (e.g. spouse, wighbor, 

daycare, sitter). Although the participants' children's ages varied widely, each woman 

perceived a reduction in f h l y  responsibilities as being crucial both in her decision to 

reenter school, and in her ability to balance home life and school; aU of the women had at 

least one child in the school systexn. Rebecca, Cathy, Sally, and Joanne reduced the 

demands of education by pumiing a part-time course of studies. Finally, Lynne tried to 

"do it dl", to parent, to study fill-tirne, and to work &il-tirne. In her words: 

How do you give 1W/o in your home with your children? How do you give 
1 00% at work? How do you give 100% ai school? Like, there' s only so much of 
you. 

Not surprisingly, Lynne found herself overwhelmed, and she had to repeat her fmt year 

courses. She commenteci that sbe had quit her job, and was going to have to rely more on 

her b i l y  for childcare. 

The women often cornmenteci that they sornetimes had to compromise their 

schoolwork in order to meet family weds. At the same time, however, 9 of the 10 
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women, through carefùl planning, were able to achieve a home-school balance and thus 

meet the demands of  both family and school, without seriously compromising their 

cornmitment to either. 

fS) Student Identitv 

'T, I'rn sorry, 1 wil l  never apologize for putting my family first." 

If one evaluates the existence of a ''student identity" by the strength of the motherllig 

ident ity, by t h e  spent on campus, by participation in campus activities or by social 

contact with other students, then "student" would appear as a marginal role among study 

participants. Petunia had started a mature students' club, but found that, once the club 

was in existence, that no one had time to plan or attend events. Amanda was the 

undergraduate representative for her !kulty. No one else had any significant interaction 

with other students beyond classes and group assignments. 

In contrast, if educational persistence and self-identification are the criteria used 

to evaluate the existence of a student identity, the picture changes. On the "centrality of 

motherhood continuum", Cathy, Jane, and Rebecca were the participants for whom the 

"motherhood" identity was strongest. Based on this finding, one might expect that these 

women would experience difEculties in making the transition into pst-secondary 

education, In Ebaugh's tenninology, powerfùl role residuai and side bets might M e r  or 

prevent the role exit process. Side Bets are incentives to remain in a given role; they 

enhance role commitment. Consider, however, the following exchanges. Rebecca was a 

judge at a W. She introduced herself to the other two judges. They asked her about her 

background. 

And 1 thought, 'oh, I'm so glad to say that I'rn a university student' (Ubbub) 
instead of saying 'I'm a stay at home mm'. Isn't that awfùl? [. . .] 1 was really 



swprised when 1 said it and thought, 'no, cause you're reaily a mom est, M., 
(Uhhuh) the University thing is, is second And 1 tbought, 'no, 1 said I'm a 
university studentfirst, so @mm. Khd of a iÏttle slip tbat makes you think, 
h m )  Uhhuh (L) I wonder (L). 

1 asked Jane about her current identity. She replied: 

I'm a student, (Uhhuh) mother (L) S's mother. Right mw I'm relaxing (L) (Student 
mother on holidays) (L) Focused, motivated (Uhhuh) Yup. 

1 asked Cathy, "What do you thin. about identity now? Who are you MW? She replied: 

I'm, I'm well, I'm, a student. It does feel good. In fàct, the day 1 went and paid 
my fees (L) and got my picture taken for my card, 1 came home and, started, 
hopping around the house, 'Woo hw! 1 am a student' (L) am dobg 
something. 1 a m  moving foiward. 1 am taking control of my life' (L) So 
yeah, it feels rem good. 

On the continuum, Rebecca, Jane, and Cathy are the women for whom mothering was 

most central to personai identity. As shown in the above excerpts, each of these mothers 

views "student" as part of a new, reordered identity, and as an exciting new focus and 

direction in life. 

At the center of the continuum is Petunia. Pehuiia sees king a student in her 

chosen field of study as an identity in and of itself: and as a means to a new identity as a 

paid professional. Despite severe financial restrictions and uncertainty about how she 

will fimd her studies next year, Petunia commented: 

1 don't think I've ever k e n  happier..hecause now, 1 am who 1 wanna be ... and 
that's reaily neat. 

Lynne, MJ, and Sally, for whom mothering had been somewhat less central to personal 

ident ity expressed sirnilar views. 

Moving Mher to the left of the continuum are Pauline and Amanda, both of 

whom had had strong pre-parenthg educational and career goals, and who hed feh that 
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and MJ, these two women view "student" as a means to new identities as paid 

professionals. In contrasi to these women, however, Amanda expresses impatience with 

the educational process: 

cCJust give me my "A" and let me Ieave." 

More than the other women in this study, Amanda resembles the reentry women in 

Breese and O'Toole's 1994 study; few of these women had what they considered a stmng 

connection with the student role. Instead, they considered "student" a marginal role, a 

bridge leading to a cornpleted role exit. Amanda had delayeci her educationai aspirations, 

first because of her husband's career, then as she settled his affairs following his death. 

Now, though University study brings her closer to her goals, she impatiently awaits 

graduation., career, financial independence, and the ability to fund programs for ber high- 

needs children, 

Pauline is also impatient with the educational process, but for different reasons. 

Consider the foiIowing: 

1 just love leaming ww things, that's a joy (uhhuh) . J Mce the university. 1 üke 
the campus, you know, 1 lEke it there. It feels cornfortable king there [,..] 

But later, Pauline said: 

Maybe it's just because it's nursing, I don't know. Maybe that's why 1 dislike it 
so much, but, a lot of the girls are uh, you know, just like the high school, cliquey, 
sort of, cheerleader type, girls (uhhuh) and they just, ub, drive me crazy, like I just 
don't have any repect for them. 

I felt that Pauline wanted to embrace the ''student identitf', but that, having put her 

dreams of becoming a doctor "on hoid" she was again delaying her dream by entering 

nursing. 1 discuss this fUrther, under "Social Work Pmctice Considerations". 
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(6) Gains and Losses Associated with Sehool Rccnty 

In Ebaugh's mode& there is much attention given the variables that might impede 

an individual's transition into a new role, As 1 reviewed the transcripts, however, 1 found 

that the participants in the present study were t e h g  more ofien of gains associated with 

school entry than with losses associated with the end of Ml-time mothering. 1 then 

recalled Menaghau's (1989) work which suggested the importance of evaluating how 

specinc gains and losses a&ct specinc individuals. In so doing, 1 discovered five major 

categories of "gains". These were: intellectuai challenge; prestige; sense of 

achievement; establishing distance nom children; and haure gains. Each of these five 

gains was associated with a regaining and development of petsonai identity. The major 

"lossy' associated with school entry was the loss of personai time. 

Intellectual Challeme. Both Sm and Rebecca descrihi parenting as king 

intellectually chailenging. They approached motherhood as a short-term carrer, read 

books about parenting and took parentmg classes in order to be the best parents they 

could be- On the other han& several of the women described as monotonous the actual 

mechanics of at-home rnothering. For ail of the participants, however, becoming a 

student was more than a means to a degteekertficate or employment, it was a vaiued 

oppominity to lem.  For example, Pauline said: 

"1 just love learning, new things, that's a joy." 

MJ found it dficuk to contain her enthusiasm: 

(Was t bard to find the discipline to do that at fïrst?) 1 was [...) so motivated 
(Uhhuh) just, reaUy, real1y wauted to do it (Uhhuh) yeah, no, 1 was no trouble. 1 
reread some of my books twice for my enam, and, yeah, wmte my essays before 
the deadline. 

For Cathy, this enthusiasm for 1earning even extended through a required math course: 



I find math really, Gnghtening (Ubhuh)- I'm actualiy enjoying this class [...] 1 
redy enjoy learning. 

For Saliy, academic work in a field in which she is intensely interested is simply ''brairi 

candy." 
Among these women, the oppominity to l e m  also provided a means of regaining 

the sense of self that had been Iost thcough at-home mothering: 

And 1 felt like 1, had given so much of rnyselc especially in the early years with 
the kids that 1 felt Like 1 had to do something to keep my mind active and, uh, 
studyiug a mw program was really, uh, really, um, met that need tbat I had to sort 
of reniind myselfwho I was at the same time. 

Prestige. Ebaugh identifies the social desirability of a given role as  an important variable 

in the role exit process. As has beea discussed, a number of the women in this study 

described ways in which other people had denigrated the role of stay-at-home mom. In 

this study, each wornan identined some way in which becorning a student increased her 

prestige. Joanne's face glowed when she demibed havuig her children at her graduation 

ceremony. UJ enjoys impressing her fkiends with her newfound status: 

(You said you have a bunch of fiiends w b  are at home moms [...] has your, your 
change, your becoming a student affected those fiiendships much?) No, no, no, 
they all, 1 tW they aU think 'wow', you know? [...] and, uh, so it makes me fée1 
good that they think 'wow'. 

Jane and Rebecca, for whom mothering had been a central role, are also enjoying this 

new status. Although Rebecca said that she wears the titIe "mm" as a "badge of honor", 

she recently surprised herself by introducing herself to someone as a bbsnident" rather than 

as a "mother". Jane commentd that her foster son's teachers and caseworkers are taking 

her ideas more seriously now. For Cathy, who was at the extreme right of the continuum, 

the prestige associateci with the student role seems to have restored her worth in her own 

and in her husband's eyes: 
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My husband was very excited, He wants to get his MBA (mm), I'm, 'Nop. It's 
my tum' (LJ (Uhhuh) so, and yeah, it's, 1 h o p  WU kiad of close the gap, too, in 
te-, of...it's not an intelligence thing, I'm every bit as intelligent as he is [...] 
but there's a certain, élan, in having aiI these professionai designations (The 
prestige factor) Yeah, and 1 think this wiIL kind of close the gap (Uhhuh) and, uh, 
and 1 feel that 1 got really lefi behind. While I don't regret king at home with my 
children, 1 think that's the very best thing 1 could have done for them L..] and it 
really wasn't a matter of; personal seEsacrif?ce, you hw, 1 didn't look at it that 
way at the tirne. I see ww that T di4 lose out in a lot of ways during that the,  in 
ternis of my relationship with my husband, my relationships with other people, 
just my, and my personal self-esteem (Uhhuh) and confidence and development 
and so on. But, um, 1 think it was a very important thing to have done. 

Achievement. Some of the participants said that they were beginning to see the results 

of the time they bad investeci in k i r  chilchen. For example, Jane wted with pnde how 

she had nurtured her children's budding artistic talents and love of reading, and Rebecca 

credited herself, to a degree' with her eldest daughtet's relatively easy transition through 

puberty and into the teenage years. 

In the Merature, however, fèminist &ers have suggested that at-home mothers 

tend to lose the yardsticks by which society measures worth, and that this loss of a sense 

of achievement can negatively impact self-esteem (Kaplan Daniels, 1987). In the curent 

study, several mothers discussed feehgs of hstration at having accomplished nothing 

al1 day. What the educational system offered each of these women was an increase in 

concrete measures of success. Meeting these challenges was W e d  to reported ùicreases 

in self-esteem: 

And, uh, happily, I did very, very well in my program (good) and it was a real sort 
ofl uh..boost to the ego, you know, that 1 could go back and study and, and 
achieve and, and uh, be happy with my progress L..] 1 sometimes wonder, you 
know, if 1 could have put more time in assignrnents and so on, but my, like the 
comments that I got back fiom, from professors were always very positive, and 
very constructive. 

during your peak stress times you feel Iüre throwing in the towel [...] and then 
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when you get your marks back G..] it'q it's very rewardiag, when you realize that 
ail the hard work you are dohg (Uhhuh) is actually, paying off. 

In addition to grades, per se, school reentry offered these women new ways to taste 

success, as they stretched their personal limas. For example, although MJ had completed 

a university degree, her grades had been marginal. This seme of fdure had bothered her 

for years. She saw school reentry as a meam of redeeming ber pas% of proving to herself 

that she is not stupid. She described the intense anxiety she felt when she first spoke with 

the University admissions officer: 

(That must have been a hard phone cal1 to malce) Oh, it was horrible. 1 mean, oh, 
yeahhhb, and buttegies and sweaty @) [-. .] and it's just thaf woah, you know in 
Me, you gotta fàce the music and (Uhhuh) that was my first step. 

Jane, too, who had been at home for the longest period found that she enjoyed stretching 

her limits: 

I had a hard time retaining at first (Uhhuh) because 1 used, you know I didn't have 
to read, retain and d e ,  uh, so now 1 find that 1 am exercishg my brain more, 
I'm not just talkuig to Little kids anymore and it's actuaUy, my brain is sharpening 
up again. 

For each woman, school offered a means of personal validation and pride. Joanne 

succhctly describes this process: 

so, oh, boy, it's been a heck of an 8 years, d.realiy..by far the most moving and 
moa, uh, eye opening years of my life (Eye opeaing how?) Um, in part redkhg 
that..there7s a lot more to you that you can do if you really want to, that there's a 
lot that you c m  offer if you really want to [...] 

Creating- Distance/Personal Identitv. Every woman in this study indicated that she 

valued her school experience, in part, because it dowed her to distance herself fkom the 

m o t h e ~ g  role. While the wornen reguiarly sacfice their sleep in order to shidy and 

write papers so that they won? disnipt nunily tirne, a number of women also commenteci 

that it was important that their chiidren begin to karn that there is more to Mo111111y's life 
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than meeting their needs. 

it ' s r d y  neat to have other deadlines in your life [..-1- It is interesting that, [...] 1, 
1 felt like it's taught them to..appreciate that momrny had other things to my life 
besides just them and daddy [--.] 

#en 1 returned to the "mothering continuum" and then to the transcrïpts, 1 found that 

creating this distance was seen as an important gain, regardless of the degree of centraiity 

of mothering- For example, Jane had been at home for 17 years. It would have been 

difficult not to notice her smug expression when she commented: 

Well, my kids had a hard time adjusting, iim, before it would be 'Oh, 1 forgot my 
lunch, phone mm, she'll bnng it' (ühhuh) now it's 'well, guys, you're basically 
on your own You forget your lunch, don't cal1 me' (L) '1 won't be here' (L) 

Joanne, for whom mothering was a fairly central identity, descrl'bed a similarity of 

experience between her mother's r e m  to the labor force and her own retum to school: 

I h o w  that when my mom went back to work 1 was in grade 3 and I'm the youngest, 1 
saw a difference in her you know it was just that wfiole self-respect, not being, taken 
advantage oc or, or felt like you were being taken advantage of. It's ofen, just it's well, 
sometimes it's just a feeling and sometimes it's the trutb, right? 

Amanda had identifïed herself as a "student on hiatus" during her years at home. She 

made clear her desire for distance fiom the image of the W-time mother early in the 

interview when she said "I never baked cookies". In becoming a student, and k i n g  

developed a wide network of care for her children, Amanda discovered a nedound 

treedom She said: 

If I'd known how cool it was to be a Dad, 1 would have done it long ago. 1 love 
my kids, but, Go4 love em when they're gone. You know what 1 mean? [. . .] 
Good, let somebody else do the toileting and the meals and stuff and I get to have 
ali the fiin times. 

This sense of distance allowed her to develop a sense of peace regarding mothering: 

1 don7t really dismiss the mom role like 1 used to, (Uhhuh) niaybe it's because 1 
don't feel threatened because I'm at home, or I'm not at home, 1 mean. 



Future Gains. Each woman in this study has definite educational a d o r  career goals. 

In electing to stay at home with ber chil& Lyme had put on hold any career aspirations, 

and had experienced a number o f  short-term, low-paying, dead-end jobs. 

I watched d the rest ofmy fiends and people a r o d  me kinda go get educated 
and get careers and then 1 was look@ 'oh, this would be goo&' I would like to 
have a career. L would like to, you know, have, somewhere, and you know, go to 
work every day and know that that job's gonna be there for a while. 

Amanda commented during the interview tbat her life wodd be much easier ifshe quit 

school and continued in her part-tirne job, which she described as "a job that any monkey 

could do"- For her, however, a fùture career means both the ability to support herseif and 

her children and the ability to fund therapy programs for her children, thereby 

rnaximizing their continued growth and adjutment: 

But um, 1 definitely want to aspire to more than that and, um, yeah,...I really don't 
know .....yo u know, just, basicaiiy just have my kids grow up to be the best kids 
they can possibly be. You know' um, 1 really want to see , you h w ,  my son 
especially, because he's had the most challenges, 1 really want to see him just 
kind of grow up and just um, have Iike normal relationships [...] 

Losses. From the women's transcripts, it appears th&¶ for the most part, they were able - 
to balance school t h e  and family time without seriously compromisùg theu 

cornmitment to either. In addition to reducing the demands of school or f3imily (through 

part-time programs, relinquishing a portion of chiid care, etc-) the women typically 

sacrificed personal tirne. This loss manifestai itself in many ways, including lack of 

sleep. 

Time, lack of the (Uhhub) and again, putting demands on yourselftbat maybe, 
are too high, a d  sometimes disciplinhg yourselfbecause you're w t  able to do Ït 
al1 even tbough you think you should be able to do it ail[...] you're sleep deprived 
(L) and you wonder why. 

Jane commented that, since entering school, she bad had to give up workouts at the gym, 

and had gained 20 pounds. Joanne reported feeling that every moment of the &y had to 
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1 think 1 worked that much harder to try to make up, you know, M y  tirne in 
other ways 1-..] And that was one of  the comments my parents had made at one 
uh, one time that they came to visit, 'my gosh, you don 't stop. Sit dom ', you 
know, it was almost Iüre a hvper sort of; um, feeling [...] 1 put a lot of demands on 
myself, and 1 feel lïke I've aged over the last five years (L). 

For each woman in this study, the gains associated with studenthocd clearly 

outweighed any associated losses. In other words, current and fiiture payoffs including 

intellectud challenge, prestige, sense of  accomplis hment, and ecowmic self-sdficiency 

kept the women in school, despite loss of personal tirne. For these women, the d e  of 

student is both a means to an end and rewardiag in and of &self. 

What's Best For Me is Best for Mv Kids. In every interview, participants identifieci 

gohg to school as k ing  good for them personally; becoming a student was a means to 

achieve intellectual stimulation, prestige7 a sense of accomplishment, distance eom 

children, and future goals. Rather than feeling selfish for pursuîng personal gratification, 

these wornen, regardless of their "place on the mothering continuum" recognize that what 

is good for them is also good for their children. L y ~ e  said: 

you have to show your kids what, live by example (uhhuh) so I realized I was 
go- have to go back to school, I was gonna do ail these things, and, that it, as 
long as it was good for me it was gonna be good for [JJ too. 

In Joanne's words: 

So there's a Little bit of the individuality that I'd, uh, that 1 had sactificed, but I 
feel Iike I'm M y  getting that back ww, d 1 t W  it's only helping the kids to 
realize that, tbat um, you kmw, you're important emugh to be who p u  are even 
though your d e  may change in Me7 you laiow, if you try to remember who you 
are and try to look after who that person is t w .  

Perhaps Cathy put t most succinctly when she said: 

I think there's already been a huge change in the, the atmospke in the buse 
(Hm) so, it was thet expression, 'XMommy ain't happy ah't nobody happy (L) 
(Uhhuh) and it certaùily seems to be tme. 
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Chanter 5: Conclusions, Lm~fications. and Dimtions for Future Rese~irch 

5.1 Researrh Ouestions and Metbodolonv 

The centrai questions that 1 addressed in this research project were: (1) How do 

women experience the transition fiom at-home xnothering into pst-secondary education? 

(2) Does Ebaugh's model provide insight or enbance lmowledge regarding reentry 

women? (3) How do the data expand or q- Ebaugh's model? From a practical 

perspective, I asked (4) What are the women's sources of support and f'nistration as Ml- 

tirne mothers and in their transitions into pst-secondary education and, (5) Wbat could 

have made tizuigs better or easier for them? 

1 used the semi-stnictured i n t e ~ e w  as a means of mcovefing women's lived 

realities; in my literature review, for I had found a heavy reliance on pen-and-paper tests 

and a lack of information of the speczc impact of at-home parenthg on women's post- 

secondary experiences. Though 1 was interested in explorhg school reentry within 

Ebaugh's hrnework, 1 was more interested in understanding how each participant 

viewed this personal transition. In my construction of the research guide and during the 

interviews, I carefùlly avoided using "role exit" jargon. In keeping with a narrative 

approach, I attempted to move beyond mere question and answer exchanges. As 

previously discussed, 1 sornetimes feit aaxious d u ~ g  the process and sensed that 1 was 

no longer in control of the direction and content of the interview. 1 often had to reminci 

myself that approaching research as conversation and largely giving up control of the 

research process are precisely what is required in generating narrative (Riessrman, 1993). 

1 dso admit to feeling somewhat foolish as 1 repeated "uhhuhn over and over throughout 

the interviews. Such prompts and displays of interest and encouragement di& however, 



seem to help keep the narraiives flowing, and also prevented me h m  taking too active a 

role; given the numerous similadies between my expeziences and those of the study 

participants, 1 could easily have focused the in te~ews  upon these similarities, thus 

limiting the breadth and depth of the data. 

According to advocates of qualitative research, the particular strengtbs of the 

qualitative interview lie in its ability to: obtaui large amounts of data quickly; produce a 

rich and varied body of data; examine and analyze the meanings that individuals ascnk 

to thei  everyday lives; a d  provide oppomuiities for immediate clarification (Marshall & 

Rossman, 1999; Reinharz, 1992). The duration of the interviews ranged fiom 55 minutes 

to 1 hour and 45 minutes. Within this timehme9 the in te~ews  yielded a weahh of 

information regarding the participants' experiences and identities before parentkg, as 

fùii-time mothers, and as mother-students. The richness of the participants' words 

yielded a richness of data that would be difficult to find in a more structured approach. 

For example, Cathy's observation that "the bigger he mer husband] got, the smaller 1 got" 

poignant ly illustrates and illuminates her low sense of self-esteem during her years at 

home and the reasons for her determination to succeed in the MBA program. SimilarIy, 

witho ut a qualittative/nmtive approach, could we reaily understand Amanda's feelings 

of desperation and isoiation as she parented a high-needs baby? 

1 phoned the Children's Hospital a couple of times in the middle of the night 
saying somebody's got to help me bec8usey I'm d a i d  what I'm gohg to do to 
this kid. Like I was at my wits end. 1 was sleep deprived. It was, it was crazy. 

1 also found that the process did indeed offer opportunhies for clarification of 

meanings - both the partkipants' and mine. In reviewing the transcripts, 1 noticed tbat 1 

ofien made statements tentatively, and that the participants felt free to agree or disagree 
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with those statements This process is illustrated in the foilowing exchange: 

@mm, ok. So then you made the big decision to stay home, um-.) 1 don? biow if 
it was a big decision though, it just kind of happened [. . .] 

Alternatively, the qualitative interview gave me the means of knowing when 1 "got it", 

that 1 understood a participant's meaning. In the foiiowing exchange, Iane was 

explaining why she had not retumed to schwl sooner: 

1 thought about school at that time [.. .] but no, no, I félt my Iife was just so fùll 
with what 1 had [. . .] 1 don't thuik 1 would have been able to do it anyways (A few 
years ago, 1 would just kind of look tbrough the university and coliege catalogues) 
yeah (and look through and think about it, and 'no') yeah, yeah, exactly (L) 

Through such verbal give aod take, combined wah a cautious use of self, 1 felt that the 

participants and 1 were Iargely able to arrive at s h e d  understandings. The process also 

allowed me, albeit in a tirne-limited fàsbion, to offer support, encouragement, and 

validation to these women in their quest for personal growth, 

5.2 Elmeriences of Tnnsition 

Friedan (1963) and Tittle and Denker (1980) described young women of the 40s 

and 50s as  king unable to envision th& fbtures beyond marriage and childrearing. 

Indeed, this study showed that the ideology of the good mother is alive and well. Aside 

fiom Amanda, who becarne an at-home mother more through circumstance than tbugh 

personal ideology, the women accepted self-sacrifice as a materna1 duty and saw mothers 

as the ideal, preferred caretakers of children In the present study, however, each of  the 

ten women interviewed had goals and aspirations beyond motherhood, which evolved 

either before or during the time at home. Aithough the number of years at home varieci 

considerably, nine of the ten women entered the at-home mother/homemalrer role 

laiowing that it was a temporary mie. Only one woman in the p u p  had hoped to remain 
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home permanently. Among study participants then, ccaltho~gh women's ident aies as 

mothers may stiii be primary, they are no longer the only ones" (Glenn, 1994, p. 1 1). 

Feminist authors describes the day of the homemaker as one of mindless r o d e  

that leads to boredom, resentment, narrowing of vision and ambitioa, a sense of 

incornpetence, apprehension, lack of self-confidence (e.g. Roiphe, 1996; Schwartz, 1993; 

Kaplan Daniek, L 987; Astin, 1 976). In this study, some of the women identined feelings 

of boredom, of having accomplished nothing all day, and of feeling mpped durhg theù 

years at home. These feelings were particuiarly prowwed among the women for whom 

"mothering" was not a central identity. One woman identified low self-esteem as a 

serious problea In contrast, several of the women showed evidence of persona1 growth 

and development, which aided them in theù later school entry. Signs of growth included 

increases in: the ab* to gewrate personal support; the abitay to gewrate incorne and 

manage scarce financial resources; patience; resilience; focus and detennination; and, 

t h e  management skiils. Participants said they had leamed to take things in perspective, 

that they no longer "sweat the small d'y 

When 1 began the interview process, 1 had expected to hear stories of screaming 

children and angry husbands. 1 didn't hear them. 1 was also expecting more expressions 

of guilt, as women who have subscribed to the ideobgy of the gwd mother often feel 

intense guilt when they relinquish part of that case to others (Gross, 1998). While it is 

true that many of the women scheduled their classes and sacrificed their personal tirne in 

order to preserve family tirne and prevent disruption at home, in ail cases, the women had 

relegated a portion of childcare to theu spouses or to other iadividuals or institutions. AU 

of the women, including the one mother who reported feeling guilty about sending her 
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preschoolers to daycare, fek that their children were king adequatety cared for- These 

results are in accord with Wiebe (1993)- who found that when motbers were satisfied 

with their childcare arrangements, that they allowed the student role to gain more 

strength. 

5 3  Does Ebaunh's Model Provide Insidt or Enhance Knowledpe? 

In this study, 1 wanted to examine the stniggles, disappointments, compromises 

and triumphs of women as they left behind the role of b%Utime mother" and assumed the 

roIe of "mother student''. 1 seIected Ebaugh's mode1 of rok exit as a fhmework for my 

irivestigation because of its seeming compatib'ity with my own journey in the worlds of 

employment, motherhood and education, and with much of the reentry literature. My 

review of the data shows that Ebaugh's major contributions to the present study lie in her 

presentation of role exit as a process rather than as an event, and in invithg an 

examination of the meanings tbat various d e s  hold among dinerent individuals. 

Role exit as a omeess. In analyzing the data, 1 fouml that the p~ocess tbrough which the 

women made their transition generally followed Ebaugh's stages. These were: (1) First 

doubts; (2) Seeking Alternatives; (3) Tuming Points; and (4) Creating the Ex-Role. 

Ebaugh's stages, and her recognition of role exit as king shaped by an individual's pst  

experiences and present realities, led me to examine the study mcipants '  iives both 

before and during at-home parenting. This broad scope of analysis helps son out the 

interplay and relative influence of the various &tors which have been shown to affect 

school persistence and success among reentry women. For example, when a full-the 

mother returns to schooi, sbe exits the "fidi-time mother" de. She is not relinquishing 

the 'cmother" role. One might expect powerful mle residual (the identification that an 
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individual maintains with a prior role such that the individual experiences certain aspects 

of the role after he or she has exited fiom it) that muld potentially interfere with her 

adjustment as a student. Such role residual might produce feelings of guilt regardhg the 

adequacy of her mothering, undermine her sense of accomplishment, d lead to attrition. 

By examioiag the wider scope, however, one can take into account not only the centrality 

of mothering, but also the strength of other variables includiog satisfaftion with childcare 

arrangements, personai goals and aspirations, strengths developed durhg the at-home 

years, and attitudes of si@cant others. 

Roles and Tbeir Meanines. In the reentry Iiterature "motherYy and c'student" are oftea 

presented as warring roles, which battle for full attention (e.g Whitaker, 1998; Ribbens, 

1993). Altematively, Breese and OYToole (1994) present the role of -dent among 

reentry women as a marginal role, a means to au end, rather than as a central role. If 

reentry women donPt strongly identw with the student role, however, then why do 

women so often report feeling codic t  between home and rbool of  feeling that it is so 

dficult to reconcile the two worlds? (e.g. Whitaker, 1998; Edwards, 1993% 1993c; 

Conway, 1993)- 

Within Ebaugh's fiarnework, I expanded the existing Literature by examining how 

the centrality of the mothering role affects the transition into post-secondary education, 

how specific role gains and losses affect specific individuals. Findings showed the clear 

existence o f  a ""student identity" which was mt defïned by connections with otber 

students or participation in extracurricular activities. Instead, this "student identity" was 

an outgrowth of specific gains associated with becomhg a student. These gains were: 

intellectud challenge, prestige, achievement, creathg distance h m  children, and fiture 
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gains (e.g. fiamcial independence), which outweighed any associated losses including 

Ioss of personal t he .  These gains also outweighed any "side bets" (incentives to remah 

in a given role) associated with fullthe motheringhomemaking including securïty, 

Eiendships, or emotional attacbments. In other words, by assumiag the %dent identity", 

these women were able to retah much of what they had enjoyed about mothering, and 

largety &op what they hadn't. Further, among study participants, these gains also 

outweighed any additionai barriers that might have prevented a successfirl transition. 

5.4 How Do the Data Emand or Ourliii. Ebaunb's Model? 

The data quaMed/expanded Ebaugh's mode1 in three major respects. These 

were: Timing of nrst doubts; issues of centrality; and practice considerations. 

Timinn of Fimt Doubts. M e n  conducting ber research, Ebaugh found that the role exit 

process typicaily occurred in a &stage sequeme, beginning with '"first doubts". In m y  

work, the role exit process also began wÎth first doubts, but, in contrast to Ehugh's 

fmdings, nine of the ten study participants experienced first doubts before entering the 

role of fùll-the mother. As in Drahota and Eitzen's (1998) study of retirement among 

professionai athletes, experiencing these doubts before entering what was reoognized as a 

temporq role greatly eased the eventual role exit process. As study participants had 

akeady experienced these doubts, the process of school reentry was initiated by feelings 

of personal and family readiness and not by confusion, depression or personal crisis (as in 

Brooks, 1976). 

Issues of Centralitv. Ebaugh looked at voluntary exits from roles that were central to 

personal identity. The present study built on Ebaugh's work, and on the existing reentry 

Iiterature, by examining the coastruct "centraiïty" as it relates to mothering and how it 



affects the transition into pst-secondary education. Results showed wide variation in the 

extent to which the former at-home motbers had embraced "mothering" as a central 

identity. For the majority of participants, this role salience did not appear to be an 

important fàctor in several respects, including persidence in the student role and 

perception of gains and losses associated with school reentry. Role salience can, 

however, become a starting point by which one begins to account for the practical 

strategies and reasoning behind the women's actions. For example, the salience of the 

mothering identity explains why many of the women in this sample chose to return to 

school instead of seeking employment; they viewed education as king more flexible than 

employment. This flexibility perxnitted them to continue to meet M y  demanùs while 

moving ahead with their lives. The concept of role salience can help explain why 

Rebecca, for whom mothering continues to be a central identity, has carefuJly tailored her 

part-the university program so as not to disrupt her children's and husband's lives, and 

bas enrolled in a general interest raîher than a career-related program of studies. 

Social Work Practice Considerations. Given the sparseness of research on the process 

of role exit, it is certainly premame to suggest that it be adopted as a tool in interventions 

with distressed, reentry mother-students. Practicai application of the mode1 is, however, 

an intriguing prospect. If continued research warrants, Ebaugh's mode1 might be used to 

guide and assess social wotk interventions. Each of Ebaugh's stages and variables could 

be used to generate specinc questions regatditlg student adjustment and thus complement 

exist h g  assessrnent tools. 

In discussing her program of stuây, one participant said: 

1 mean I'd much rather, write the great Canadian novel or something, or write 
screenplays, but, 1 think there's a better chance of haWig some kiad oc financial 
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stability if1 had some kind of business training. 

Ushg Ebaugh's "seeking alternatives" stage as a stacting point, we might ask: By what 

process did this woman decide to enter the post-secondary system? What other 

alternatives did she consider? How did she select ber specific area of study? Adding the 

variable "centrality" to the analysis, we might ask: What was this woman doing before 

she retumed to school? 1s she exithg a central role (or des?) What are this woman's 

goals? How important are these goals to her? 

The mode1 might also provide a means of assessing the sometimes complex 

"influence of O thers" in student adjustmentlnonadjustment . We might assess the 

influence of Eends, chiIdren, spouse, parents, professors, advisors, other students, 

admissions officers, and othea. Do tbese people support or &der the role exit process? 

Consider this participant's comment: 

1 didn't want to be a nurse ever, um, but 1 chose that sort of based on, rny family 
[. . .] focused on my family instead of just my um, wants (uhhuh) you know, my 
interests, though I think I'd rather take something else [.. .] 

Here, a social worker might examine this woman's views on motherhood (salience, 

centrality), help her to arrive at a more equitable balance between her needs and those of 

her chikiren, and thus help her begin to make decisions that will not leave her feeling 

bored, trapped, or W i e d .  

Within Ebaugh's fbnework, the centrai question becomes: "To what extent is 

this woman able to complete the role exit process and create the ex role". In other words, 

is this wornan able to remove herself f?om ber past mles/ideatities to the extent that she 

can begin to d o w  the stadent rolelidentity to gain strength? 
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5.5 Soumes of Support and Frustration 

During the at-home years, personal supports inclipdeci spouses, relatives, fie&, 

and neighbors, and various children's playgroups and activities. Frustrations associated 

wiîh at-home mothering inc1uded social isolation, 1ack of concrete support, inadequate 

finances, and lack of respect for mothering. 

In terms of  f b s t d o n s  associated with school reentry, the women in this study 

mentioned loss of personal time (which included loss of sleep), dficulty meeting 

entrance requirements, diniculty obtaining adequate fïnancing, problems with time 

management, having to work harder than younger students to obtain good grades, 

sacrficing studies to meet fàmily demands, lack of connection with other students, and 

lack of support eom fiiends. These findings support the existing reentry literature (e-g. 

Nelson, Aron & Poole, 1999; Home, 1997; Abbott, l99S/l996; Pitts, 1992; Astin, 1976). 

Although some previous studies show little change in household responsibilities 

following a woman's return to schml, it appears that among the k e d  women, sgouses 

ofien assumed responsibility for childcare (usualiy on weekends), particularly during 

exams and when assignments were due. Personai sources of support included spouses, 

eiends, cfildren, parents, and in-laws. Institutiod supports included availability of 

dropin childcare, flexibility of class scheduling, fiaancial assistance, program advisors, 

role modeling and mentoring by instnictors/professors, and distance educatioa These 

fmdings are also in keeping with tbe existing reentry literature (e.g. Home & Hinds, 

2000; Miller, 1 997/1998; Thacker & Novak, 199 1). 

5.6 M a t  CouM Have Made Thinps Better or Easier? Recommendrtions 

1 asked each participant about her supports and sources of -ion as a reentry student. 



Based on the women's responses, 1 developed the following Iist of successes and 

shortcomings in existing college/university ~ r o g ~ g .  In developing this list, I 

asked: How have exkting programs helped this woman? How bave existing programs 

hindered this woman? and, What changes might improve the posî-secondary experience 

of these and other women? 1 also added a recommendation based on my own 

expenences as a reentry woman. Note that these women are attending several diflierent 

academic institutions in three dinerent provinces. 1 cannot, therefore, make specific 

recommendations ôased on individual institutions' current policies and services. 

Although 9 of the 10 women who participated are niccessful students, the issues they 

identified are well supported in the reentry literature (e.g. Stalker & Prentice 1989) and 

will be of coacem to those who provide reentry women with counseling, academic, and 

administrative services. 

f 1) Adult-oriented ~roerammine Flexible, adult-oriented programming was an 

important ingredient in Joanne and Jane's school success. Jane was attending an off- 

campus program for addt students. Cornpared to the on-campus program, Jane's 

program incorporated smaller class sizes, classes composed of adult students, and hours 

accommodatïng to parents, i.e. class times that coincide with children's school days. If 

necessary, she was able to b ~ g  her child to school with her on days thai he was home 

fiom school. 

banne's university outreach program provided "leaming opportunities", 

(including access to the library and tutors) and %Il the flexibility in the world". She was 

pleased because she had: 

next to no, uh, famiy, um, juggling to do, because it was dow on my own time 
while the kids were either sleeping or playing, or, or in the evenings when my 
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husband was home, or, on weekends when he could be with the kids and 1 could 
study. 

Some of the services and policies b m  the outreach and off-campus program that might 

be incorporated into the wider system include: adding drop-in child care services, 

increasing the variety of class times and sessions available to students, and increasing the 

availability of distance education 

f2) Schedule of  radine. In both the main,ctream and the modified, aduh-onented 

programs, exams and assignments were concentrated at mid-term and end of term. Jane 

commented: 

When you have 3 exams that week, you h o w 9  3 exams th& week and you have 
grad, my daughter's graduation, and, papers due, d, you know, it's eaher 
usually very easy or very stressfùl. And always, um, neat then end of the term, 
very stressful (uhhuh) and that's the biggest cornplaint I have, you know, just the 
amount of stress, the anxiety for exams can be quite dficult. 

Meanires that might help in this regard hclude varying class times and sessions, advance 

planning and advising of summer schedules, and, ofcourse, reexaminhg individual 

courses with respect to the timing of assignments and exams. 1s it really necessary to 

concentrate the grading at mid-term and the end of classes? 

J3) Funding. What would have made thhgs easier, particularly for the single moms? In 

Amanda's words: 

More scholarships, geared towards single mms.  A lot of the scholarships don7t 
apply to me, so then, and that's an added pressure, Ok, now I've got to bomw 
more money (uhhuh) and more money. And student loans, forget it. They don't 
cover, you kmw, if1 didn't have my widow's pension, forget it. There's no way. 

Alternatively, Jane said that in her offkzmpus, ad&-oriented program, she was contacted 

by program persorne1 and told that she was eligible for finding. At our dissemination 

meeting, Amanda and Peninia traded creative ideas about obtaining fùnding. 
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Reexamination of fumliog policies, and increased dissemination of information regarding 

fûnding eligibiiity appear warranted- 

14) Makine connectiuns: Other students. Joanne's only regret about her outreach 

program was the lack of contact with other students. Because of her high level of 

determination, her clear educational and vocational goals, and the cornpatibility of her 

distance program with fàmiiy responsibilities, Joanne persevered despite feelings of 

isoIation. Other students might not have. 

While Petunia staxted a mature student's club at her university, she found that no 

one realiy had time to plan or attend club events. Wiihin Ebaugh's approach, even the 

awareness that others are experiencing the same transition can make the process easier. 

Minimal tirne expenditure king the primary consideration, the various outreach and 

distance education programs might attempt Linking its students, perhaps via student e- 

mail or chat rooms limited to registered students. Another option might be to include an 

optional phone nurnber exchange among people taking the sarne course, or a mature 

students' newsletter. 

15) Makia~  connections: Staff. Among busy mother-students whose priorities lay 

beyond the post-secondary system, and who typically do not socialize with other 

students, the only real "human connection" these students may make is with their 

ïnstructors. Without that '%uman connection", students may feel lost, or faIl through the 

cracks. 1 asked Saiiy about her major sources of support as a student. She answered: 

I'd like to say the school program, but not reaily (uhhuh) (L) Because I'm doing 
that fiom a distance too, you know. 1 thuik that the sçhool probably would be 
supportive, 1 mean, they're very good about the distance stuff, but, uh, b u s e  
it's a part time program, I'm only down there once or twre  a week, its, 1 wouldn't 
say its supportive, no. 1 mean I wouldn't say it's nonsupportive, (L) is that a 
word? 
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This lack of connection does not seem to have affected Sally's determination or school 

success. For Lynne, however, program fleniility and her living fàr away fiom campus 

combined to fom a serious lack of supe~sion, 

1 did t& to the counseling at the college, but, because I'm here and they're there, 
it was kind of like, there's not much 1 could have done (mm) but, 1 realized, now, 
that 1 need to go to them before anything starts, and that way, ifyou, need a Mor 
or something for support, it's easy just to get it right at the very beginning (uhhuh) 
you know, instead of h a l h y  tbrough. 

Lynne credits some of her M c u l t y  to not using available sources of support, including 

her parents and ex-husband for childcare, and for not taking to instructors or counselors 

earlier in the tem, It is certainly unfair to place the entire responsibility upon the 

institution she was attending; there is, however, an existing merature which shows that 

reentry women are often unlikely to seek help, that, being mature students, they feel they 

should not need to ask for help (Breese & O'Toole, 1994; Leavitt, 1989). Why did her 

instructors not talk to her when they began to notice failing grades? Was there no one to 

help her plan her year, to tell her that parenting, workiag, and attending school fûll-time 

was an unrealîstic goal? While Lynne was willing to repeat the courses she fàiled, other 

women might have dropped out. This suggests the importance of monitoring, advising, 

and mentoring relationships between teachers and reentry rnother-students, though, 

admittedly, this places a heavy burden on already overtaxed individuals. Increasing the 

visibility and accessibility of counseling, orientation, and advising senrices is also vital. 

J6) Cooperation amoan post-secondarv institutions. 1 have lived in fout different 

Canadian cit ies during the cornpletion of this degree. Increased cooperation among 

Canadian academic institutions, would have grealy helped my progress. For example, as 

a University of Manitoba student wantiag to use the Iibrary at the University of Toronto, 1 

would have to pay $60.00 for very basic borrowing privileges, while at the University of 

Calgary, because of the COPPUL agreement, 1 was able to enjoy fidl privileges, 

including interlibrary loans and document delivery 
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5.7 Limitations of the Studv 

(1) Given the s m d l  sampk size and the o h  astounding resilience among study 

participants, it would be inappropriate to generalize the findings to the overall population 

of mother-students. Nevertheless, 1 hope that the present study adds to the existing 

Iiteratures on feminist analy sis, mo therhood, role exit, qualitative methodoIogies in 

general and the use of the semi-stnictured in particular, and, of course, on reentry wornea 

(2) This is a one-shot study. Data were collected only once with each participant. Whiie 

it would iikely prove interesting to examine women's adjustment/nonadjustment to their 

new roles over the course of their pst-secondary studies, my own tirne constraints would 

not permit a longitudinal design. In the shorter terni, additional i n t e ~ e w s  might have 

aliowed participants to clarify, revise, or add more ùifonnation to their stories; although 1 

felt that the i n t e ~ e w s  yielded a wealth of data, 1 occasiodly felt that the interviews 

were siightly 'hished", Ui order to fit hto the iives of busy mother-students (the 

participants7 and mine). 1 am uncertain, though, as to how many of the women in my 

sample would have consenteci to additional interviews. 

In order to help compensate for this limitation, 1 did the following: 1 invited each 

participant to tekphone me should she wish to add any information d e r  the interview; I 

ananged a post-interview meeting with some of the participants; and 1 offered each 

wornan the opportunity to provide written or oral feedback regarding my preliminary 

resuIts and analysis. In one instance, while reading an interview transcrïpt, 1 noticed that 

I had interrupted and redirected a participant when she began teKing me about her 

university advisor, whom she had identified as a source of support. 1 telephoned her and 

she willingly supplied the additional information, 

(3) As 1 have noted, 1 entered the study with strong feminist Ieanings and with an 

emphasis on Ebaugh's mode1 of role exit, both of which might have limited my range of 

vision with regard to data collection and analysis. 1 used the semi-stnictured interview to 

help offset these leanings. Further, though some of the questions and concepts related to 
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Ebaugh's model, I did not ask specitic questions about the mode1 or use Ebaugh's 

temiinology in the i n t e ~ e w ,  in hope that the women's own ideas of wbat is most 

important would emerge. 

(4) My feminist values sometirnes conflicted with my research methodology. Within my 

feminist orientation, 1 tried to convey interest, support, and encouragement to study 

participants, and tried to validate their experiences both as mothers and as mother- 

midents. Participation in this project may have helped the women make sense of their 

lives, and may possibly have been an empowerhg experience. Because I was ûying to 

uncover their personal tmths, however, 1 did not feel that it was appropriate to inflict my 

personal values upon them. 1 did not, for example, discuss the '4ideology of the good 

mother" or offer my judgments about hthers who spent little time with thek childree 

1 cannof therefore, claim tbat study participation was a "conriousness-raising 

experience." 

(5) Although revealhg 'ibe hidden underlying structure of oppression" (Gorelick, 1996, 

p. 29) is a central tenent of feminist research, many have criticued feminism for its white, 

Western, heterosexual bias, which often làils to recognize the differences among women 

(Reinharq 1992; Cannon, Higginbotham, & Leung, 1988). I placed ads for recniiting 

participants in a variety of locations throughout Calgary, and at the University of 

Manitoba and at Red River Community College, and in the written media The women in 

my sample represented a fàirly wide range in terms of socioeconomic status, fiom 

struggling single mother to relatively muent physician's d e .  Nevertheless, none of the 

women appeared to be living in poverty. Further, all of the women were white, and, to 

my knowledge heterosexual. The literature shows that letters and media solicitation are 

most successfùi in recruiting white, middle class wornen, and that personal contact may 

be usefiil in recruiting a more varieci sample (Cannon, Higginbotham, & Leung, 1988). 

(6) In the recmiting phase of my research, I asked a fiend to speak to women in her 

single mothers' group about my project. One woman, who clearly met the selection 
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criteria, said 'Tm a single mom, I'm gohg to school fidi-time and worhg, and she 

wants how much of my tirne?" 

In any study, who does not participate is equaiiy as important as who does 

participate. In this project, ail of the women have, with varying degrees of discornfort, 

been able to successfùily make the transition fkom fidi-time mother to mother-student. 

Ali ofthese women were happy with their decision to become students, were generally 

enjoying the educational process, and had sufFicient "leisure the" to gant me an 

interview. None could lx descrt'bed as king  particuiarIy udïstressed". The study results 

codd have k e n  vastly dserent among reentry mothers who were baîthg poverty, 

addictions, or abuse, whose decision to return to school was opposed or derided by 

fiiends or fàmily, or who had been "forced" into the educational system by "back to 

work" welfare policies. 

(7) In this research project, the researcher-participant interaction was not intended as a 

long-term association, or as a therapeutic relationship. In a small number of instances, I 

may have "sacrificed the data" i.e. resisted the temptation to probe tw deeply in order to 

protect the participants. For example, in one interview, a recent divorce was a tiuning 

point in a wornan's e n t e ~ g  university- Although 1 asked a probing question about the 

divorce-schoo 1 relat ionship, the wornan' s response and body language indicated that she 

did not wish to m e r  discuss her divorce. 1 respectai her wishes and moved in amther 

direction. 

a 
(1) Future researchers might conduct simiiar studies but recmiting more heavily through 

campus counseling centres, women's &heIp groups, etc. so as to fiirther increase 

diveaity among participants, snd in order to access the population of "distressed" 

mother-students. A l e s  time-consuming questionnaire format might be a "foot in the 

door" that could be foiiowed by in-depth interviews with willing participants (as in 

Breese & OyToolecs 1 994 study of adult women *dents). 
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(2) Each of the women in this study completed the role exit process. An examination of 

college/univenity attrition among reentry mothers could shed M e r  Light upon the 

usefùlness and generality of Ebaugh's model. 

(3) 1 did not '?est" Ebaugh's model in the present study. I did not ask specinc questions 

regarding role exit, preferrïng, hstead, to hear the women's ideas about what was most 

important in their transitions. Those wishing to m e r  explore the model's applicablity 

rnight use pen and paper tests, or stnrctured mte~ews .  

(4) In my Iiterature review, I purposely included severai "dated" studies, for the research 

that focuses on the reentry h o m e d e r  seems to be largely confined to the 70s and eariy 

80s. Future research might M e r  compare and contrast the motivations and experiences 

of past and present reentry homemakers. 

5.9 Conclusion 

On a personai level, the chief contribution of this project was that it "bridger my 

exit fbrn the home to the outside world; 1 was able to conceptualize and cars. out a 

major endeavor while supporting my family in yet another move across the country. This 

project also helped reestablisin my confidence in my abilities beyond mothering such k t  

I now feel ready to reach out and fkther my professional development. 

On a more general level, this review showed that the concepts of role and 

personal gro wth are integral to the study of reentry womea Mothering also appears to be 

an important, though under-discussed, piece of the picture. Although Ebaugh's model of 

role exit has been described as a catcha11 that offers Little in the way of anaiysis of life 

changes and transitions (Wacquant, 1990)' I view the breadth of the model as a strength, 

in that it widens the window of analysis: 

with each biographical phasing there is some continuation of the oki as well as 
evolution of the new. This is the key to the entire approach, for the adults' 
reactions to transition depeml on the type of transition, the context in which Ït 
occurs, and its impact on their lives (Breese & O'Toole, 1995, p. 32). 
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In this study, 1 examined the ways in which full-the mothering affects women in 

theu role as students, 1 hope that by listening to, analyzhg, and making public these 

women's stories, 1 am a part in the process of helping women to swim more fieely in o u -  

cultural currents- 

One day in the fiiture, when sex-role stereotypes are minimal and both 
males and females are encouraged to think in terms of multiple roles, special 
counseling services and conthuing education programs for re-entry women wili 
no longer be necessary. Society d l  have accepted and will ailow choices on the 
basis of individual interests and abilities, rather than sex (Brooks, 1976, p. 36). 

In the rneantime, those w m ~ g  to assist women in their journeys must: help 

women select fkom among the existing rules and ideologies so that they may develop 

their own philosophies of childrearing; research and pubiish the accounts of the diverse 

expenences and needs among post-secondary students, so as to inform university/coliege 

policy and practice; promote awareness among reentry mother-students that they are "not 

alone", that others share their experiences, joys and finistrations; actively promote the 

variety of existing programs and services, including fùnding, childcare, workshops, 

career counseling, etc.; and help ease the guilt as women strive to strike more equitable 

balances between farnily and personal needs (Roiphe, 1996; Thurer, 1994). 

In my research, 1 exatnined the compromises and personal goals of at-home 

mothers returnhg to school. Social workers must continue to ident* and make public 

the factors that grornote, hinder, or prevent women's goal attainment and sense of weli- 

king, both in the outside world and in the home. We must use this knowledge to 

develop interventions that can heip women overcome these barriers and improve the 

quality of their lives. 
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Appendix 2 

CALL FOR RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS 

Have you b e n  a FuPTime, At-Home Mother for at kast 3 years? 
Are you currently enrolled in a degrrc or certincate program in a post-seconda y 

institution? (College or University) 

I am a graduate student fkom the University of Manitoba. 1 have been an "At-Home 
Mom" for several years and have recently resumed my University education. In this 
study, I am interested in gaining a better understanding of the reasons for and timing of 
some of the major transitions in a woman's He. For example, how did you decide to stay 
at home with your children? How did you decide to return to school? What are your 
future plans with regard to education, emplo yment, and farnily? What are your sources 
of support and fhstration? 

1 know you're busy!! 1 will interview each participant only once. Each interview will 
last approximately 1 1/2 hours. You determine the time and location. 

If you have any questions or are interested in participating in the study, please call Soni at 
241-333 1. 

If you know anyone who might be interested in participating, please pass this information 
aiong . 

Thank you! 
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Appendix 3 

Name of potentid participant. 

How did your hear about my project? 

How long have (or had) you k e n  a stay-at-home rnother? 

In what post-secondary institution are you currenly enroUed? 

Are you enrolled in a degree or certificate program? 

Which one? 

How many classes are you taking? Wbat is your course load? 

I f  less than half-the: Even with the classes you're taking, do you see yourseif as a fùil- 
time, at-home mother? Has being a student changed the way you look after your 
children? 

Would you be willing to meet for an interview? 

When and where? 

Phone number of participant. 
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Appendix 4 

Consent Form 

StudentResearcher: Joni Lien 
101 Hawkbury Cl- NW 
C&iFy, AB 
241-3331 

Supervisor: Lyn Ferguson 
University of Manitoba 
(204) 474-8273 

Project 

I am a graduate student fiom the University of Manitoba 1 have been an "At- 

Home Mom" for several years and have recently resumed my University education- In 

this study, 1 am interested in gaining a better understanding of the reasons for and timing 

of some of the major transitions in a woman's life. How did you decide to stay at home 

with your children? How did you decide to retum to school? What are your future plans 

with regard to education and employment and hmïly? What are your sources of support 

and frustration? 

In this study, you wiii be asked to complete a short questionnaire that will cover 

background information about you and your fhmily. 1 wiU then ask you to tell me about 

your own experiences and decisions about education, employment and at-home 

parenting, and about your life now as a reentry student- This will take approxirnately 

Your participation is entirely voluntary- You may refbse to answer any question 

and you may withdraw fiom the study at any tirne. You niay take a break at any the .  

1 will tape record the interview. The tapes will be stored in a locked filing 

cabinet, and at the close of the study, 1 will remove any personal identifias on the tapes 

name in any written or oral report- 
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If you choose to participate, this study will give you the opportmity to teach 

others about your experiences as a woman, student, and rnother. At the end of the study, 

1 will give you a written sumtnary of the results. 1 will also present the results at the 

University of Manito ba and will submit an article about this study for publication in a 

professional jo unial. 

1, , agree to participate in this research study. 

Signature Date 

Research shows that haviag supportive peers can help ease tension and increase 

satisfaction with the educational process. At the end of the study, 1 am planning a smali 

get-together for the women students who participate in this project. Would you be 

interested in attending? 

YES NO 

Please feel fiee to phone me ifyou have any questions or concems about the 

project, or ifyou want to add something to your story. 

Th& you for your time! 

S incerely, 

Joni H. Lien 
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Appendix 5 

Sackerouad Ouestionnaire 

A. CUREENT STATUS 

a Age- 
Number of children at home Ages of children 
Marital Status: Married Divorcecl Co mm0 n-law Widowed 

Other (pl- specw) 
a Prïmary source(s) of income 

Where were you born? 
Do you consider yourselfpart of an ethnic/cuItural group? YES NO 

If YES, which one(s)? 

B, EDUCATION 

In what pst-secondary program are you currently 

At what institution? 
Part-time or fûll-t ime? Number of credit hours each term? 
Start date Expected graduation date 
How are you financing your education? 
Sefore entering this pst-secondary program, what level of education had you 
complet ed? 

Grade 12 diploma 
Adult Basic Education or Upgrading S o m  Post-Seçondary. Please 

specifi year and program 
Post-Secondary degree or Certificate. Please speci& year and program 

B. EMPLOYMENT HISTORY 

Are you currently employed ? Yes No 
IF YES: Position 

Number of hours per week 
Length of employment 

For how long were you a fiill-time, Stay-AtHome Parent? 

Please provide a brief history of your employment. 
1. Position (most recent) 

Length of employment 
2. Position 

Length of employment 



Appendix 6 
Research Guide 

What were you doing befote yor decided to be an at-home mom? 

Please describe your identity then. Who were you? 

How did you decide to become a stay-ataome parent? 

Were there any changes in your life that helped you make the decision? 
Did you consider any 0 t h  options? 
Did your f e l y  or fiends influence your decision? 

Can you teil me about your Me as a stay-nt-home mom? 

Have your relationships with other people changed? (e.g. fiends partner, parents) 
Can you comment on surpnses/joys/disappoiatmentslchallenges in your Life as a 
full-t Une mother? 
What or who were your sources of support? 
What or who were your sources of fhstration? 
Was there anything that muid have made things better for you during these years? 
How did your past identity affect you in your years at home? 
Please describe your identity during your years as a stay-at-home mom. Who 
were you? 
Did you ever consider staying at home on a permanent b i s ?  

How did you decide to return to school? 

What else did you consider doing? 
Were there any changes in your life that influenced your decision? 
Did your family or fnends Muence your decision? 

Can you teii me about your life now, as a mother-student? 

Have your relationships with other people changed? (e.g . fiiends, partner, 
parents, children) How did your children react? 
Can you comment on any surprisesljoysldisappointments/challenges you have 
experienced? 
What or who are your sources of support? 
What or who are your sources of fiutration? 
H o w  do you tbink tbat having been an at-home rnom has affècted you now, as a 
student? (e-g. choice of major) 
1s there anything that could make (or could have made) things better or easier for 
you in your return to school? 
What is your identity now? Who are you? 
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What are you pïanning for your future with regard to famity, ducation, and 
career? 
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Lynne, MJ, Sally 

- Jane, Rebecca 

Cathy 




